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The Genus TachypterelluB with a Special Study of T. consors 
cerasi. New Su^bBpeoies, a Cherry Pest in Colorado. 
Introduction 
Insect pests of a cultivated crop may come from tv/o sour­
ces : (l) Another locality or country where this crop has "been 
grown and nests are definitely established, (2) The same sec­
tion where native insect species occur that may find the intro­
duced crop plant to their liking. We hear a great deal now, 
and riglitly so, about the introduction of new pests. The pre­
vention of this very thing has becoino one of the most important 
fields in economic entomoloay. This emphasis, hov/ever, causes 
us to overlook the possibility of danger in the immediate vicin­
ity. It can be expected that such polyphaeous insects as grass­
hoppers, cutworms and vdreworms v;ill attack most plants of 
a similar nature to their native hosts, but there is always the 
possibility of a species with a restricted food habit taking to 
a cultivated host that is similar to its native host. Most any 
te3:.t book on entomology will cite numerous e:':ajiiplOB of this, 
such as the transfer of the apple magt',ot, Rhafioletis pomonella 
v/alsh, from the native haws, or Crataegus, to the apyle, and the 
development of the pliim curculio, Conotrachelus nenuphar Herbst, 
a native insect on the wild plums of America, to probably the 
most serious pest of the peach, an imported fruit. Probably an 
outstanding example of a pest of this nature for Colorado people 
is the Colorado potato beetle. IVith the introduction of the 
potato into Colorado, the insect iminediately found the plant 
•> 5 » 
more to its liking than the eand bur, Solanum rostraturn, its 
native host. Before this the insect was confined to the local­
ities where the sand bur grew as a weed, but the potato suddenly 
provided almost unlimited possibilities for spread, and, as 
a result, the Colorado potato beetle is a pest in practically 
all potato growing areas in ITorth Amerioa, and has recently be­
come established in some foreign countries. The insect still 
goes unnoticed on the sand bur, but the example serves to remind 
us that there are undoubtedly thousands of other unnoticed 
species that are potential enemies of man. 
The rather recent introduction of the sour cherry as a com­
mercial crop into Northern Colorado, where wild cherries grow 
abundantly in the foothill regions of the mountains, isjarallel-
ing the introduction of the cultivated Solanum. the potato, into 
the habitat of the wild Solanum. the sand bur. Within the short 
period of the experience of the writer, at least two native in­
sects have become major pests. This paper is a treatise on one 
of these. The work is by no means complete, but the same can be 
said in regard to many of our pests of much longer standing. 
Since the form involved seems to be new to science, it seems ad­
visable to dieCUBS the entire genus to clear up the relationship 
to closely related species^ 
Acknowledgmen ts 
The writer is indebted to a number of workers for assistance 
given during the time of these studies. Thanks are hereby ex­
tended to Dr. C. P. Gillette for hie interest and suggestions; 
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to ilr. Elv/ood H. Slioppard, l-Ir. Sam C. McCampbell, and Mr. Carl 
A.Bjumian, v/ho have at different times lieli.)ed v/ith the details 
of life history and control studies; to Dr. E. Van Dyke for 
his cuggeetions and holp in connection v/ith the syEtematic studies; 
to the many that have loaned or presented specimens for study; 
to Dr. A. B. Galian for his deterciination of the parasites; and 
especially to Miss M. A. Palmer for her painstalcing care^ in rrialc-
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The Genus Tachypterellus ^ 
This genus v/c.a described in 1891 by V/illiam G. Dietz (?) ^  
under the name of Tachypterus. In 1907, Fall anri Coclcerell, (8)upon 
finding that the tjeneric name Tachypterus v/as preoccupied, pro­
posed the narne Tachypterellus. 
Generic Characters and Desscription 
In following through Dietz's synopsis and key of the genera 
of Rhynohophora (7) v/e find that the followinci characters take us 
to the genus: 
Clav;s toothed. 
Middle coxae subcontiguous, 
Posterior tibiae unguiculate. 
Pyi^idium coYored; claws amied with a long, tooth. 
Beak long and slender; eyes placed latero-
superiorly, not ap];roximate beneath. 
Order Goleoptera. Suborder Rhynohophora* Faruily Curculionidae. 
2 Reference is made by number to literature cited. 
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FolloY/ing is the original description of the £,enuB made 
loy Dietz : (7} 
"Head moderately convex. Eyes rather emll, roimd and mod­
erately convex. Bealc long and slender; scrolDes deep, linear, 
directed toward, "but not quite attaining the eyes; antennae in­
serted at a distance from the apex, slender; scape not attain­
ing the eye; funicle 7-j'ointed, first joint long, 2-7 short. 
Clave elongate, acuminate at apex, rather loosely articulvate. 
Prothorax wider than long, constricted at apex, sides rounded; 
base bisinuate. Elytra v/ider than the prothorax at base; each 
elytron protuberant at the base, fitting into the emargination 
at the base of the prothorax; strongly convex and declivous pos­
teriorly, concealing the pygidium. Surface tuberculate or un­
even, striae punctured. Presternum moderate in front of the 
coxae. MesoBtemum rather narrow between the coxae. Metasternum 
short, about as long as the first ventral segment at middle. 
Abdomen broadly ovate, first and second segments moderately long, 
subequal, third and fourth shorter, fifth longer. Legs moder­
ately stout. ^Hhighs feebly clavate, anterior bidentate, middle 
and posterior unidentate. Tibiae somev.iiat compressed, ajiterior 
subangulate about the middle, bisinuate; articulating surface 
oblique, all unguiculate at the apex. Tarsi rather stout; first 
joint a little longer than the second; third joint deeply bilobed, 
fourth moderate; spongiopilose beneath. Claws cleft, teeth con­
vergent. " 
Dietz made Anthonomus quadrip;ibbus Say the type species and 
added a new one to which he gave the name T, consors. These tv/o 
species make up the genus. 
The original descriptions of these two species are as fol-
lov;s: 
Tachypterellus (Anthonomus) guadripilbbus (Say) 
"A* Quadrigibbus (27). Ferruginous; elytra v;ith about four 
tubercles. 
"Inhabits United States. 
"Curculio quadrigibbus Helsh. Catalogue. 
"Body full ferruginous; rostrum more than half the length 
of the body; thorax with three obsolete whitish lines; pleura bi~ 
lineate, of which one is more distinct; elytra v/itli double series 
of punctures, the interstitial lines alternately elevated, the two 
inner ones on each v;ith two or three compressed elevations, of 
•» 0 •. 
which the posterior one on the inner line is more prominent; 
posterior declivity paler; anterior thighs tv/o-toothed, the pos­
terior tooth prominent, 
"length (exclueive of the rostrum) less than three-
tv/entiethB of an inoh," 
TachVDterellus consore Dietz (7) 
"2.* consors> n.ep. Ovate, rufotestaceous, thinly pubescent. 
Head convex, punctured with a fine frontal carina; frontal 
puncture deep. Eyes moderately convex, email. Beak long and 
slender, feebly curved, median elevated line not pronounced, 
Bubstriate each side and densely punctured. Antennae slender, 
second Joint scarcely longer than the third. Prothorax broadly 
rounded on the sides and feebly constricted at apex, base not 
strongly bisinuate, Surface very coarsely punctured with 
a dorsal line of condensed, white pubescence. Elytra sub-
quadrate, slightly wider behind and scarcely one-half longer 
than v/ide at the base; humeri rounded, a transverse impression 
behind the scutellum; striae feebly impressed, punctures moder­
ate and rather closely iJlaoed; a small tubercle on the third 
interspace on the summit of the declivity; interstices equal, 
slightly convex, roughened; underside of thorax more densely 
pubesroent.Ldng, 2.75 mm.; .11 inch. 
"Hab. - Oregon. An unique female in Dr. Horn's colloc-
tion represents this species." 
The species T, oonsors was based upon one specimen in the 
collection of Dr. G, H. Horn, taken in Oregon, The species does 
not seem to have been recognized generally by other workers, 
as the writer has been unable to find a single reference to it 
since its description. All references to forms of the genus 
have been under the species T. quadrigibbus (Say). 
Material Studied 
iSven though guadriaibbus is supposed to bo distributed over 
the entire United States and part of Canada, it is surprising 
hov; few spocimens are in collections. Wiere any exist they are 
UDually in audi Dmall numberc that few representative serieo 
are available. I'hie is probably accounted for by the fact that 
they are rather comrion and are Buperfidaily rocogn^.iK&.ble in 
the field, hence few have been preserved. This laolc of material 
has made it difficult to study the genus as criticHilly ae one 
would like, but enough material has been available to point out 
qixite clearly that a much greater variation occurE than has been 
supposed, and these variations are constejit in certain regions. 
^Material from the National MuBeuoi» Washington, B.C., and 
speoixnonB from state and personal collections has given repre­
sentatives from 22 states and four points in Canada. After 
a careful study of these, the vrritor is led to tlie conclusion 
that T. cortBore is a valid species that is represented from the 
Eoclcy Mountains to the Pacific coast, and that there is a related 
form that is worthy of the rank of subspecies, therefore this 
form is designated as T. consors cerasi. new subspecies. Through­
out parte of the Great Plains area, centered about Iowa and 
Kansas, there exists a form that has been taken as giiadrigibbus 
that ie much larger than the eastern form, and differing in 
several other external characters as well as certain genital 
ones, that the writer designates as T. ouadrigibbus maana. new 
subspecies. IWiese are accordingly described herewith. 
Tachypterellus consors cerasi. new subspecies 
This subspecies (fig, 1, B and C) resembles T. consora but 
differs from it by being brick red in color while oonaors is 
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brown, and tlio hairs ovor tli© entire body are coarser, shorter 
and yellov; to aiiibor in color; on consors thoy are mucli finer, 
longer and eilmoot whito. The elytra are more coarsely punctur­
ed, alternate interspaces more convex. In the .speoiinenra of 
conaora that v/ere kindly compared with the type by 3, T. Gresron, 
.737., the protuberance on interspace five is v/antln^j and the one 
on interQpace three at smrMit of declivity is only auggested, 
v/hile in T« oonsors cerasi they are both readily distinguish­
able. Kyes much leaa convex than in T. consors* They are aome-
v;hat smaller than moot specimens of T. quadrislbbua, more brick 
red in color, elytra interspacos lesa convex, and mere regular, 
l^rotuberancQs leas promine3.it, the transverse depression of 
elytra and the declivity less prominent. Kostruni shorter and 
slijT^htly more curved. Only one, the median, liglit line on 
prothoraz. 
Color, brick red to rufus, fonn ovate. Head, thorax, 
abdomen, and le^s covered •with raedivjia fine f^ray to ajiiber color­
ed hairs, the clothiu'o bein;^ mere dense on the ventral surface 
of thorax and abdomen. Head 0m.all, convex, median elevated 
line of rosti'ujn extending past the anterior edge of eyes, but 
not pronounced; thinly pubescent, the hairs being almost amber 
colored and slif^itly more dense and longer betvjeen the eyes. 
Eyes moderately convex, sraall, but less convex than in T. 
oonsors. Rostrum long and slender, length in the males about 
half that of the body, in females more than one-half (fi/^. 1, 
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C and u), raoclorately cixrvod, tho ciirvaturG 'boins greater In 
Qntorior half, subatriate, flenaely puncturecl, tho inotUan ele­
vated line not prominont. Antoimao slendor, second joint 
Gli?;;htly longer thfin third, .Antonnao inoertQcl at o]:^out tho 
middle of rostrum In tho fenieleG, and at about one-third d:lG-
tanoG rrom apex in males,scroljos deep, linear, roQchins almost 
to the oyo, 
Prothorax broadly rounded on tho aidea, base slightly 
biainuate; surface coaraely punctured and clothed with mecAum 
fine araber colored haira which are raore dentae and lighter in 
color on apex, formiiif;^; a yellov^iah dorsal line. The tr/o latero-
doraal, v/hitioh linea shown in the q.uadrip:ibbua forms are want­
ing* Tho pleuron haa one distinct yellowish lateral line, the 
olothure in general boing from yellowish to amber in color, 
more sparse and shorter than with Quadrif-;ibbus. 
Elytra subquadrate only vei-y slightly wider behind; great-
eat width lOBB than one-half length; humeri rounded, a alight 
transverae impression behind the scutellum, the impression be­
ing much loGs pronounced than in quadrigibbus, and the decliv­
ity not so prominent; striae almost equal distance apart, uni­
formly punctured; alternate interapaoea slightly more convex; 
third interspace witli small protuberance of leas height, in­
cluding the upright amber colored hairs, than one-half the 
width of eye, and a basal length of about the width of an eye; 
fifth interspace with smaller protuberance posterior to tho 
•• Is "• 
one on the third. .Syaraoly clothed v;ith ahoi't, modi urn fine, 
to b3?ick-rQd or cra"bor colored hairs. 
Meaaurements of holotype. Length, eixclusive of roGtrum, 
5.85 nirn.; rostrum, length, 2.17 nmi., v/idth, .22 niin.; antenna, 
length of aoape 1 mi», funicle, .91 nm.; eye, v/idth, .25 lum.; 
prothorax, lenp^tii, m., v;idth at base, l.S iiirn,, at apex, 
.71 nun,; elytra, length, S.65 iiim., greatest ^7idth, 1.4:8 nim. j 
front femur, length, 1.57 ii,un. 
Meaaureraents of paratypee. Length, exo3.usive of rostrum, 
fojiialoG, Taaxiaium 3.91 ima., miniiauia 2.94 nmi.; males, maxinuni 
5«57 mm., minimum. 2.29 mu. Length of rostrum, females, maxi­
mum 2.37 mm., minimum 1.62 m.; males, maximiM 1.77 mm., 
minimum 1,09 mm. 
HolotypG; Female, oolleoted in cherry orchard, .Tuly, 
1927, Fox't Collins, Oolorcido. 
Paratypes, 20 males and 20 females, from £3Qme muterial 
as holotype. In addition there has heen availa'ble a large series 
of material of other collections riade in cherry orchards of 
NortheaEtern Colorado, and made on the wild cherry in the 
foothills of the same region. There are in the United States 
Heitional MuGeum collection, besides several representatives 
from the Fort Collins seoiion, the follov/ing: One specimen 
with label stating it. 7?es collected by H. F. Wiokham, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, June 15-30, 1896, altitude, 6000 to 7000 
feet; and two taken by Wiolcham, same locality, July 20-26, 
1896; three specimens labeled Colorado Springs, Colorado, Hub-
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bard and Gchwarz; si:K: apooimens taken, Chama, New Hexloo, Ltay 
11, 1913, and two taken Lake Binford, New Mexico, June 10, 
1918, all by A. lYGtmore. 
Tachy^:)torellus q.uadr;i.p,ibbug mar^ia, new rjubspociGS 
Thla form (fig. 2, D) need not be oonfused v/ith T. contaors 
CGTQSi, antl con be aistinguishod from T. qundriQibbus by the 
lai^go aize, loncer and loss ciu?VQd roatruiti, tho moro convex 
intorVQlEj, lar^jor pi-otuborancea, tho more pronounced transverse 
i2;ipreGs:!.on of olytra, and the larger niunbor of setae on the 
Giahth abdominal st037nit©« 
Color, v/Qlnut brown to chocolate, posterior doclivity and 
ventral aui-foco rjoiiewhat lighter; forra, ove.te, convox. Head, 
thoray.;, abdomon, and less, hoavily clothed vdth coarse Gray 
to aiabor and chocolate colored hairs. Thia covering is more 
dense on ventral surface of thorax and on anterior declivity 
of e3-ytra. 
Head, mnall, convex," moderately clothed, the frontal 
ciojTiQVihat heavier, v/ith coarse, short, Gj^ray to anbor colored 
hoirs. Eyou modoratoly convex, width equallinc that of i-ootruin. 
Rostrum, lon^s and alender, feebly curved, the cui'vature 
boln£'; almost uniform throu^i'hout length, substriate, densely 
pmictured, the median elevated lino fairly prominent. Lerxgth 
in femalos almost equal to that of tho .body; in males, more 
than onor-half that of body. (Fig. 2, A and }3.) Antennae, 
slender, second joint noticeably longer than third, aerobes 
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deop, linoar, aliTioat roaoliin^ the eye« Anlionriae innertecJ at 
about enuel diotniioo from apex arid eye in females and about 
ono-third distance from apex in malGs. 
Prothoraxj conical, approximately one-liair wider at base 
than long and base nearly tv/ioe atJ wide as apex. Base 
biainuato. SurfacG ooarsaoly lounoturod and clothed v/ith yellov/-
iah-gray to ambor colored, rather ooarae Iialra, so arrangecl 
that three distinct yellowish lines are formed. The pleiu»on 
has tv;o distinct lateral yellov/lsh lines, the upper one being 
broader oud more prominent and la oontlnued upon the sides of 
the meso- and raetathoraXf 
Elytra aubquadrate, g^^'eatest width ociual to or greater 
than one-half the length, hmneri rounded but piominent, a pro-
nomioed tran^iivorao impression behind the scutellum, declivity 
prominent, striae unevenly placed, more deeply imipX'assQd and 
more coarsely punctured than in other forms of the f:;enua; pro­
tuberant at base with a very large one on third intorval. Al-
tex'nate interval!:; v;ider and much more convex than in other 
forms; the third being somev/hat irreg\ilar and with a very prom­
inent protuberance, of a greater height, including the dense, 
coarse, dark brovjn hairs, than the vddth of an eye; fifth in-
tei'val with a protuberance about one-h;.ilf the height of the 
one on tho third intorval, situated on the postei'ior declivity 
about midway between the summit and tho apex, anteocior to which 
the convexity is irregular, sometimes giving the interval the 
appearance of having two or ;:;iOrQ smaller protuberances. Seventh 
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and ninth intervals re.2Ularly convoz. The clothure on the an­
terior cleolix'ity j^lives it a appearance, Y/liile the cwnmit 
is brown or chocolate and the posterior Coclivity is litjhter, 
v/ith a yelloivish tin^^o. 
Moasux'omenta of holotypo* Longth, OAClunivo of rostmrn, 
5.34- mill.; e?-'>eatGot wicJtli, S.85 nan.; roatrumj longth, 4.S8 inin., 
iTiclth, .Sd- nrni.; antenna, length of soapo, 1,53 rani,, funiole, 
i.BS rmi. J eye, v/idth, .57 lani.; prothorax, length, 1.4S m.. 
v/idth at base, 1,91 rnni., at apox, 1,08 m,; elyUra, lentrlh, 
3.05 Greatest svidth, 2,05 lom.; front fomui*, length, 2,57 
MiU 
HeaDiiremont0 of paratypoa. Lonoth, oxclUGi-vo of roatrum; 
fanialoa, maximum, 5.71 nun., minimum, S,65 rm.; raaloe, may:;iraun, 
5 iiM,, ininirauia, ?3 m. Length of roatrum; foiaaleo, ri©7>:iiiiiiii, 
4.71 mia., ralnii:im-n, S.65 m,; males, maximum, 2,57 mm., minimum, 
3 mm. 
The liialQ genitalia (fig. 4, H) show no characters peculiar 
to the typo for this genus, but the eifj^lith atornite of the fe-
raalG Is olothGd with from 80 to 90 Ions aotae, while in oonijors 
conBoro oerasi from 28 to 36 occur and in quadrif^Ubbus 
{MaasachuQetta i^xjocimens) 44 were foimd. (]?lG. 4, D and E.) 
liolotypo. I'omalQ, mounted by the writer at Awea, Iowa, 
May 31, 1925, from breeding cage material collected in the 
apple orchard of B, I*. Olark, MitchellvillQ, Iowa, by B. B, 
Fulton, Allotype: Collected in same ox-chard by B, B, Fulton, 
date not given. Paratyipea; 1 female, S maler; from Game col-
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loctlon as holotype; 10 feinalera, 9 muloSj rroiu same colleotion 
as allotype; S females, 1 male, United States National Muaeum 
colleotion, oollocted by V/ickham, lov/a City, Iowa; 4 fejn/'.Ioo 
and S males, Troy, Kansas, collected by Hovmrd Baker. 
The holoty )e and allotype and fom.* paratypes, 2 malaQ and 
2 femalos, of same Golleotion as allotype, are in the United 
States National Museuia, other paratypes in the Colorado /i£!;ricul-
tu3?al College colleotion. 
A NQVJ Description of TaohypterelluB quadriiC^lbbus (Say) 
Since the orii'^inal description of T. quadrip;ibbUB. publish-
ed by Thomas Say in 1031, is not very complete and the types 
are lost, it seoma adviaablo to describe this form more in de­
tail and efjtabliah a neotype, it has not been possilole to get 
specimens from Hov^ Harmony, Indiana, ^ vhere Mr, Say lived vdien 
the form was described, and none was available from the state, 
but since it is likely that he was familiar v;ith the insect in 
his home etate of Pennsylvania, where he was very active in the 
Biiladelphia Academy of Natural Sciences between the years of 
1812 to 1825, and may poseibly have been describing material 
taken there, it seams appropriate to select a Pennsylvania 
specimen as the neotype. This description is therefore made 
largely from a female in the United States National Museum col­
lection taken in PennayiJjvania by ?/ickham, date and place 
not given. Material from K'ew York and also an excellent and 
very uniform series from Massachusetts are being used. 
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Tacli^TiJtei'ellus ciuaarlp:lbbuo (Say) 
TI10 sizo in Miny Gpeolmens of ciiiadrljailbbua (fig. 53, B) 
doos not differ {jroatly from thcit of oonaora and oonsora oerasl. 
but auadrlp;ibbug can be distlnf^iislied from them by tho more 
prorainent lateral depression, tbo more convex intervals and the 
moro prominent protuberances of the elytra, and the less convex 
eye then in T. conaors. It lo distinguished from Q.uadrip;ibbua 
mapjia by bein^ oinallor, slightly differently colored, by having 
a leas pronounced declivity on elytra and smaller protuberances. 
Tiie elfjith abdominal sternlte has fev;er sotae. 
Color, dai'k brown or chocolate, more like that of consors 
than any other form, ventral surface, legs and rostrujni some­
what lighter. Form, ovato, convex:. Head, thorax, elytra, and 
abdomen more sparsely clothod and v?ith finer hairs than in 
quadrip;ibbus ma^ma. Head, small, conical, moderately pu~ 
bescont with yellowish to amber colored hairs. Eyos, convex, 
width equalling that of rostrum. 
Bostrum, lon^ and olender, feebly cux'ved, tho curvature 
being almost uniform throup^iout length in female; in moles 
somewhat thiclcer, with greatest curvature in apical half; 
Qubatriate, densely punctured, the median elevated line, mod­
erately prominent; length, in females, about two-thirds that 
of body; males, one-half. Antennae, long and slender, in­
serted at about the middle of rostrum of females and at one-
third the distance from apex in males, scapo and funicle about 
equal length, aerobes deep, linear, almost reaching the eye. 
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Prothorax, conical, base slightly bislnuato, almost tv/ioe as 
wide t\t base aa apex, width at boo© approjciniately ono-third 
groator than length. Surface coGrnely punctured and sparooly 
clothed with lifiht amber to gray hairs, ao arranged as to oho?/ 
Q distinct median, dorsal, light line and two much fainter 
linos laterad of this. These linos are all much narrower than 
in quadriRibbua iiiap;na« The pleuron is marked with two yellow-• 1^ II •• I» !• IM < >1^1 11 11 III • iiiofcuti 1^ I |> * V 
ish lines as in ciuadrlpiibbus ina£m> they are leas prominent. 
Elytra subquadrate, the greatest width equal to or greater 
than oncD-half the length, transversely improased behind the 
scutellum, declivity less i>rorainont than in quadrifa:ibbuo map;na, 
protuberant at the base, with a more prominent one here on the 
third interval. Striae not as deeply impressed nor as coarsely 
punctured as in quadrlfUbbus map;na and intorspacos more uniform 
throughout length, and lees convex. The alter^iate intervals 
are more convex than in T. consors and T. bonsors cerasi, the 
third interspace being somewhat irregular, with a protuberance 
just posterior to the summit of the declivity, of a height 
less than the v/idth of an eye} fifth interval somewhat ir­
regularly convex, v/ith a protuberance of about one-half the 
size of the one on the third interval, situated on the poster­
ior declivity midway between the emrmit and apex. Seventh and 
ninth intervals regulai'ly convex throughout length. Pubeooence 
more dense and gray in oolor on anterior declivity, especially 
over the transverse impression, a dark amber over the summit 
of declivity and protuberances, and a brick red on the poster­
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ior doollvity. 
MeQi3urements of holoneotype. Length, exclusive of ros­
trum, 3.S8 Iran, (longth slven tiy Say in his originol desorip-
tlon was "less than three-twentieths of an Inch" or 3.8 ram,); 
greatest width, 1.68 rmn,; rostrixra, length, 2.14 nrni,, width, 
.S2 Clin.J antennae, length of scape, .85 mm., funiole, .85 nm.; 
eye, width, .25 mm.; prothorax, length, .85 mm., greatest 
width, 1.4S Dim. 
Measurements of paraneotypes. Length, exolusive of ros­
trum; females, maximum, S.71 mm., minimum, 3.48 mm.; males, 
maximum, 3.57 mm., minimum, 2,6S mm. Length of rostrum; fe­
males, maximum, 2.4S mm., minimum, 2 mm.; males, maximum, 
1.85 mm., minimum, 1.28 mm. 
The genitalia show no very noticeabl© difCerenoes from 
those of the other forms of the s^nus, only that the ei^th 
sternite in the female (Massachusetts specimens from same 
collection as paraneotypes) had 44 setae in contrast to 80 
or 90 in quadrlpiibbus map;na and 28 to 06 in consors and 
consors cerasi, 
Holoneotype. Female from National Museum collection, 
taken by Y/iclcham in Pennsylvania; date of collection, host, 
and exact location not given. Paraneotypes. One male, same 
d a t a  a s  h o l o n e o t y p e ;  1  f e m a l e ,  B u f f a l o ,  N e w  Y o r k ,  0 .  Y ,  
Riley colloction; 1 female, New York; 1 female, Buffalo, New 
York, collected by Hubbard and Schv/ara; 1 male, R. A. Cushman, 
Geneva, Hev/ York, on Graetagus, May 18j 1915; 29 males, 4 fe­
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males, Tfatertovm, Mafisaohusetts, 0. C, Sperry, I>lay 18, 1920; 
1 male, 1 female, Hotreat, North Carolina, Hulobard and Schvyarz, 
all from the National Museum colloction. 
The holoneotype and all the paranootypes in the National 
Museum, Washington, D. C., ©xoept 2 females and 4 males, taken 
at Watertov/n, Ivlassaohuaetts by 0. C. Sperry, vAiich are in the 
Colorado Agricultural College oollection. 
Key to Speclea 
Tlie follovjinG table will aeisiat in separating the speoies. 
1. Elytra with marked latei'al iirgpreasion posterior to 
floutellm; alternate intei'vals convex, third and fifth 
of irregular convexity anterior to .'prominent protuber­
ances . 2 
Elytra vjithout marked lateral impression posterior to 
soutel3.um; intervals regular and only aligjitly convex, 
protuberances on third and fifth intervals small or 
wanting S 
2* Alternate intervals very convo.n and Jrregular; third 
interval with protuberance on summit of deolivity of 
a height equal to or greater than v/idth of eye; a 
protuberance of about one-half the size posterior to 
this one on fifth interspace » 
quadripiibbus mapina. n.Eubsp. . 
Alternate intervals moderately convex, protuberance 
on third interval with height less than width of 
eye .T. quadripilbbus Say. 
3, Intervals luiiform, stria© not deep; protuberances on 
third and fifth intervals only sussQsted or very small; 
color, chocolate; hairs gray or v/hito; eyes quite con­
vex . . , T. consors Dietz, 
Alternate intervals, especially thli'd and fifth, 
slif^tly convex. Third and fifth each v/ith small pro­
tuberance; color, brick rod . . T. consors oera3l^.n.auba-n. 
study of Genitalia 
SinoQ genitalia shov/ luany charaotora the.t are valuable 
in olaasifioation and in showing the relationship of groups, 
a atudy was undortakon of both the malo and female Gonitalia 
of th© (^onuD Taohypterollus. The v;ork v/as handicapped some­
what by a lack of material from some sections, but an abun­
dance of Colorado material and good series from Kansas and 
Iowa were available. A limited number of both male and fe­
male genitalia from Massachusetts, IllJ.nois, and Texas speci­
mens wore examined. 
In this v/ork the usual metiiod of softening the insect 
with a solution of caustic potash and dissection with needle 
points was used. The organs were then cleared in caustic 
potash and studied in alcohol after being mounted in gum arabio 
or balsam. Tlie terminology used for the parts of the male 
genitalia ie that of Shtirp and Muir (S8). 
The male genitalia of all the forms are quite similar. 
The parts forming tho genitalia of T* quadrip;ibbua magna are 
larger than those of tho smaller forms and loss chitinized. 
The median struts of T. quadrigibbus magna are not as long in 
proportion to tho median lobe as in T. conaors cerasi, but 
those iDoints probably have little significance. Side and ven­
tral vievj camera - lucida drawing of the male genibalia from 
censors oeraai are shown in Figure 4, H and I. The follow­
ing is a brief description of the male genitalia. 
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TliG mGdiQn lobo forming g serai-ohitirLOUs, flattened, and 
curved tube, aupported along each £3ld6 by o. chitin strip; 
v/idth almost uniform through ijroximal tv;o-thirds, then narrow­
ing; to a V-shaped point at apex, the modion orifice boim^ at 
the apez: on the ventral surface; from the basal ends of the tvD 
leteral chitin strips extend two raedian struts V7hich in T, 
oonsora cerasl are longer than one-half the length of the raedian 
lobe, and in T. guadriKibbus about one-half this length. Tegmen 
formed of a strong chitinized ring-piece v/ith a strong tegminal 
strut on the ventral surface, A long oonneoting membrane 
(C m 1) connects the tegmen to the median lobe, and a somewhat 
shorter conneotins membrane (C m 2) connects the tegmen to the 
body wall (b?/)* The basal .part of the second connecting mem­
brane (0 m S) forms a rin^.^ about the aodeagua; the ventral por­
tion of this ring having a tJ-shaped, slightly chitinized area 
from the base of v/hich is a long, stout strut, the spiculQ (sp). 
The strut and the chitinized TJ-ahaped area are considered by 
some as the last sternite. The ejaoulatory duct is enlarged 
within the raedian lobe to form the internal sac. 
The terminology used for the parts of the female genitalia 
is that of V. I/I* Tanner (50) who has made thes most comprohen-
sive study of the genitalia of female Coleoptera. A survey cf 
the literature shows a wide disagreement as to the origin and 
structure of the parts, so here again Tanner is followed. 
Camera - lucida drawings of the female genitalia of T. 
conaors, T. censors cerasl and T. Quadrip;ibbus mapsna are shov/n# 
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T. quadrlpjlbljua genitalia are not shown in drawings but sov-
eral ware e^CQminecl. (FiGy-T-"*® 4, A, B, C, D, E, F, and G-) 
Thsae drawinss v/ere made with tho parts di a tended and 
more oorapletely protrudiri^; from the body than th^ would be 
dinging oviposition. 
In this gonuc-t the ooventh i^i the lost viaiblo sogment, 
the ei^jhthj ninth, and tenth in much modified forma, go to 
mfike up tho genitalia. The Gi{3lith segment consists of a 
diotinct tersite and sternitOt This oi{^th tergite has th© 
typical semicircular shape but is much smaller than the 
sovoiith. Tho elf;]hth aternite consists of a more or less semi­
circular aclorito with the connecting membranes attached to 
all edses, and from the base a long, strong apodeme protrudes. 
The caudal portion of the sternite is setiferous. 
The ninth segment consists of a long, unchitinized tube, 
bearing two pairs of structiires on tho distal end. In re­
gard to these structures, Tamior (30) says: 
"tly studies of those structures in species of sixty-six 
families lead me to tho conclusion that these genital 
appendages are tho coxites and styli of the ninth segment, 
and that the valvifora are a chitinized portion of the ad­
jacent end of tho ninth sternito which bears tlie coxites 
and styli." 
In this genus tho valvifers are wanting, leaving only 
the coxites and styli. The coxites consist of a more or less 
chitinized aroa on each side of the distal ond of tho segment. 
These have somothing of the shape of a handleless, pointed 
spoon with the point directed caudad. On the point of each 
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ia a round poin-ted stylus "boarin^; from 6 to 10 setae. The 
•vulva is located in the corea between the coxites. 
All that remains of the tenth segment is the membranous 
organ knovm as the prootiger. This is considered to oom© from 
tho tenth tergite and bears the anus. 
The eleventh se^jment in this genus is lost. 
It vdll be noticed from the drawings that the female 
genitalia from the different forms are quite similar. The 
only character that might have oijecifio value is the eighth 
sternite. This solerite in more than 30 specimens of 
oonsors cerasi. taken at Fort Collins, Colorado, carried 
from 28 to 36 prominent setae, with 28 being the predominat­
ing number. One specimen of T, oonsors taken at Hotchkiss, 
Colorado, in the same collection as o specimen declared con-
speoifio with Dletz's type by E. T. Gresson, Jr., shov/ed 26 
setae. 
In a good series of T. quadrip;ibbus mama from Troy, 
Kansas and Mitchellville, Iowa, the numiber ranged from 00 to 
88. The siaallest specimen in these two series with a body 
length of 2.65 ram., v/hich is well within the size of the other 
forms, showed 82 setae. Eighty setae were present on this 
solerite in one sx^ecimen examined from a series taken at 
Victoria, Texas. In other rosj^ects this sories agrees with 
quadri^ibbua mapaia taken in Iowa and Kansas. Only a very 
limited nuiriber of specimens from the eastern states v/ere avail­
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able for examiMtion. Two epo oimons from HassachusQtta shov;-
eO 3S and 34, rospootivGly; ono from Quoboc, 44; a small one 
from Hayv/orth, Illinois, 44; and a large ono from Barry, 
Illinoia, 54• 
These data indicat© that the numbor of setae upon the 
eighth stenaite of T« quodrlf:z:lbbUG Bia/ma ies quite uniform and 
higher thon found in the other forias, and that the nuniber in 
To consora oerasi ia QIDO quite uniform. G?ho specimens 
e^cQLiined of T. quadrlpiibbua do not represent enou{^i indivi­
duals to bo of great value. The finding of a varying number 
in the Illinois matoriQl, however, lends support to the Im-
prosaion obtained from exomining the material for other char-
aotera, namely, that there are areas whore T. quadrlgibbus 
and T. quadrlp:ibbug ma/rgiQ oom© together and hybridi2;0. Tliis 
condition is often brou^iht to our attention with closely i-o-
latod forraB and seoias vjorthy of further consideration here, 
SubBpeoies and HybridisQtion 
The genitalia studies ©mphaaize the fact that all fox'ms 
of Taohypterellus are closely related, Y/hlle each is distinct 
in certain localities the differences do not seem clear enoufsh 
from a taxonomic vie\7point to justify giving the new forms the 
rank of spocles. Thio condition occurs in many grouijs of both 
plants and animals. Tliere seems to bo little doubt but that 
it will bo found to occur oven more generally than is suspect­
ed as vje become more familiar with the moi'pholosy and biology 
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of animal and plant forms# This has "brought about tli© use of 
the natural aubdivision knoTOi as subspeoies, or variety and 
race. Tv/o good Gxamplos among tha Rhynchophora are; 1, The 
ootton-boll weevil, Anthonoaiua CTandls Bohti ''ohon., and its 
well rocognized aubspeoies or variety, A, pyandia thurberiae 
Pierce. (SO). The ootton-boll v^©0vil hae been a n£\tional 
problora for years and the subspecies has recently become the 
subject of intensive study and Federal cx^arantine regulations. 
3. The rose snout beetle, Rhynohitea bioolor Fabricius, and 
its six subspecies (S5), coclcerelli Pierce, ventralis Pierce, 
bioolor Fabricius, wickhami Oockerell, plceus Pierce, and 
vlrldilustrans Pierce. These are quite distinct in their sev­
eral habitats, and, if their close relationship was not Imov/n, 
any one of thorn might have been described as a full species. 
Dr. Joseph Grinnell (IS) writes: 
"I am intensely interested in the barely discernible 
subspeoies, because it is in the critical, formative stage, 
and there is a good chance that I may learn something of the 
OQUsea emd evssential conditions of its differentiation. 
"To my mind, then, in the study of subspecies as con­
trasted with the so-called full species we are dealing with 
the earliest staj^es in the i)hylogonetio process. In other 
words; subspecies are the fundamental elements which, in any 
really siGnificant ayatematic and faunistic investigation, 
must receive iDrimary reco^jnition. The more accurately and 
acutely we can train our senses and instruments upon the de­
tection of subspecies, the better understandins v/ill we gain 
of their nature and the processes producing them." 
It can bo oxpected that such closely related forma as 
subspeoies will hybridise when their ranges meet. Tliis brings 
about a variation that presents a puazling problem unless good 
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sories of the constant forms as \voll as the variants are avail­
able. By sora© workers the ability to hylDridizo haa been taken 
as an indication of Gubspeciea rank» 
Dr. T. D. A. Cockoroll (4), in discuosing tho Rocky Moun­
tain boes, says; 
"The problem of subspociogs or races among bees is becom­
ing very interestins* Its proper elucidQtion requiroe good 
series from many diverse localities. By the term subspecies 
I understand a group of individuals inhabiting a particular 
region, having in common, or at least normally, certain 
structural characters It is comonly said that sub­
species are recogniaod by the fact of intergrading V7lth the 
species. My conception is that they arise under oontUtions 
of isolation, for various reasons, and v/hen it happens that 
they spread so that the ranges of two races meet, hybi'ids are 
formed." 
Dr. A. G. Kinsey (14) has made a veiy comprehenaive study 
of the intergrading of apeoies and subspecies in his study of 
the gall wasp genus Cynips. In this v/ork he was not only 
able to study more than 17,000 specimens collected in many 
localities, but also had available 54,000 galls produced by 
the vmsps, which served as a direct measure of one of the 
physiologic capacitiea of the insects. Of the 93 spD cies 
and subspecies, each v;as conetantly distinct in certain lo­
calities, but in many instances there v/ere transition areas 
betv/een species wherein hybrid individuals were of ooramon 
occurrence. These hybrid populations were so conuuon and ex­
tensive in the sections with the more unifoi^m conditions, 
such as the eastern United States, that th© impression pro-
vailed that there was one very complex and vai'iable form oc-
I 
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ourrins over the ontiro seotion. But this intanaiv© study of 
large nimibors Bho\7Qd that thero is not q continuous sradation 
from one oxtromo to the other, but rather that there aro 
definite araaa of pure populations with hybrid Individuals 
ocGurrins in between. 
The writer is of the opinion that the failui'e to study 
carefully large series of material from many localities has 
led to the general and erroneous asouiiiption that the {^enus 
Taohypterellua is oomprlssd of only one opeciee which is very 
variable, Tliex-'a is not a gradual {sradation from one extreme 
to the other. But rather there is in the eastern states a 
uniform and constant population represented by material from 
PemiGylvania, Hqw Yor3.c, T.ta8Ep,ch.usett8 a.nd Hg.ryland, especially, 
^«!hich io widely different from qh equally unifoim ajid constant 
population represented by largo series from Iowa and Kansas. 
In the theory that intergradation would occur if these two 
J, 
populations carao together, a variable population could be ex­
pected through a part of the intervening region. Tlie limited 
amount of material available leads one to believe that this ie 
the case. This material is not sufficient to outline this area 
of intergradation, but the population of Illinois and Missouri 
seems to be of this nature, witli T. omdrigibbua iiapina predom­
inating. Such an area may extend further oast gjid north. It 
is also likely that it extends southward. The population from 
Louisiana sccts to be typical T. auadrlp:itobuB. while that from 
Victoria Texas, is T. d uadrigibbus _maena. It would not be 
surprising to find Intergradation at points between these regions 
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The few specimens handled from Canada indicate that the 
popula.tion in the eastern part at least is composed of T. quad-
riailjbi^b. 
The lack of host plants on the semi-arid region "betv;een 
the foothills of the Rocky Moijntaina and Kansas and Iowa region 
probably has prevented the coming together of T. consors corasi 
and T.auadriKibhus masna. Western material available is not rep­
resentative enough to warrant any conclusions as to hybridiza­
tion of the two v;estern forms. In a group of insects as varia­
ble as is the genus Tachypterellus and ranging over the entire 
United States and Canada, and probably extending into Mexico,it 
would not be surprising to find other populations thab can be 
considered distinct. 
Review of the 
More Important Related Economic Literature 
As stated before, all references in literature are to 
T. quadriKibbuB ^ Say). There is no doubt but some of the workers, 
who presented the meet valuable data, were dealing with T. 
Quadrip;ibbu8 magna, n.suhsp. It is possible that some of the 
conflicting statements may be accounted for by this fact, al­
though it is not likely that there is a great deal of differ­
ence in the habits and life cycles. Riley (18) gives the first 
report of consequence. He deBcribes and figures the adult, 
larva, and pupa, and goes into some detail to tell how they 
could be distinguished from the same stages of the plum cur-
culio, which was also common. In Missouri he found it abun-
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daut on haws and Trild orabs, but it wan beoomlng inorG oomraon 
in apple orchards. OtherEs had reported it to him as attacking 
peara and quinces, Riloy stated that the insect v/intora as an 
Qdult and appears later thou pliuu curculio. "They have {gener­
ally got fully to v/ork, and larvae may be found already hatch-
od by the f;lrst of Juno, and they may be foiind in the fruit, 
in one etago or another, ell alon^s thJ/ou^ the months of June 
and July and the greater part of i\usu3t." Riley stresses consid­
erably his observation that "The fruit of the v/ild crab con-
tarlning the lax*va never falls, and the fruit of o\ir cultivated 
apxJlGS seldom." He su^iieosta, that although vje cannot 
jar do\m the beetles, Tie can jar dovm much of the infested 
fruit, vjhich ^ould, without jarring, remain on the troe." It 
is interesting]; to note how this statement, v/hich has been prov­
ed to bo from faulty observations, has been repeated in moot of 
our accounts of the insect and can be found in some of our 
latest text books. Slingerland and Crosby (29) seem to be the 
first ones to leave the impression that the infested fruits 
fall. 
In 19?^6 Fetch (SI) says: "The apples usually drop early 
if the larvae live, but apples have been found on the trees 
containing; adults ready to emerge." 
Fulton (10), writing from New York in 1920, says; "The 
development of the young grub ^vithin the fruit does not always 
cause it to fall but it becomes stunted and shriveled and after 
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•fchQ iriBOct leaves it drioa up." Fultoa (9), after conaicler-
ablo work in lov/a, says oight years later: "Normally the 
apple muat drop if the lifo history of the insect is to he 
ooraplGtetl* The entire larval and pupal stegea are spent v/ith-
in the clroxjpQtl apple, which may become (3riecl and muxnsiified be­
fore the beetle oraerseG. Young living larvae T/ero foimcl in 
some appleu picked off the trees in 1926, but none were found 
in apxjlea picked in 19S5. No large larvae have ever been 
foimd in growing apples, Bvidontly the inaoct ia not complote-
ly adapted to the cultivated apple and i£j dependent on the .June 
drop for survival*" This ia an important point from the stand-
point of control as demonstrated by Fulton. Hoes in the or­
chard during the early part of the season, to pick up the 
wormy fruits, gave almost perfect control. It might be said 
that Fulton was v/orking with T. 0uadri/3;ibbu3 in ITew York and 
quadri^ibbufj mai&ina in Iowa, but there is no evidence avail­
able to show that they act differently in thie respect. 
Grillette (11) first described the BQQ laying and illus­
trated the egg and the egg punctui'es made in fruits. In his 
breeding cages, beetles began to appear July 22, and on 
August 16, 14 infested apples contained 13 larvae and 2 pupae. 
The conclusion is drav/n that the beetles are jjrobably not all 
out of the fruit until lata in August. Orandall (5) gave the 
first detail life history. The following are some of the im­
portant results; 
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The hibornntin^ beetles in tho orchGrd ooulcl not bo found 
in tliG sprin^j. In 1903 tho fir ct hootle was taken on tho 
treos, April E7; thoy were cbimdant by I,lay 10, On May 13 egg 
laying had begun. In 1904 the first beetle was token on I"ny S. 
The average time taken by 10 feraales in the prooeas of mking 
0S6 pucicturo and depositing'; an esc one hour and t^jonty-
ei^lit minutes. The eec; punctures were all sealed v/ith 
e-jcorernont. Twenty feriiDleo under observation deposited tho 
first egg last one July SS, The last over­
wintering beetle died August M. The avorase number of er^gs 
v/Qs G5,8 and masiraura, 12S» The m^timum for one fejnale in a 
day v/as 6. Tlie development period of the larvae varied from 
19 to SI days. Those hatching in small apples ate in and 
about the core v/hile those in larger fruits remained in the 
pulp. The time from GQQ to adult varied from S7 to 4B days. 
Beetles fed freely for 10 days after emergonoe. 
Fulton (9) added considerably to tho knowledge on life 
history and habits. Most of the eess are deposited in apples 
before the June drop is coirrplete but some laying; continues 
until tho apples are nearly half grovm. Tho loi'vae seldom, 
if ever, mu'bure in growing fruits. Tho rapid filling in of 
the egg punctui^e by new tissue destroys the egg or larva. 
The first beetle to reach rjaturity appeared July 3. In 
apples taken from the ground August 9, 54 percent of the in­
sects found were in tho larva stage, 31 in the pupa, and 15 
in the adult. The last eggs were found in the laboratory 
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July 7, HibGriiatiii2 adults v/0jCQ foiuid uiidor matted grasG in 
outdoox* baraodinu oaceQ. 
Brookn (2) oi^parontly has baeed incriiiy of his statGiaonts in 
x'QC^ca'(\ to lifo history and habits lari];Gly on the ctatciiients in 
litQratui'o. More thun half of SS DijecirnGnD roarod by him from 
orab apples did not leavo tlie fruit mtil after August 10. 
Tho hoata are hav/s, v;ild crabs, and occasionally the cultivatod 
apple. 
Potch (ai) states that ~ '-'EIig insect has been found in all 
apple grov/iiTc seotions of tho Province of r.uobec and annually 
destroys a considerable portion of the crop. Froin recent ob-
aervetions, this insect has increasod enormously and it is now 
one of OUT' most destructive apple insects...... it lias been re­
corded in 'Quebec as attacking x^ear, plums, v/ild crab, ohex'ry, 
aiid hawthoini." V/atson (3S) took one 3£3®ciraen on cotton in 
Florida• 
The f±L'Gt controls mentioned ivero only suggestions. Riley 
(18) sut^GOEtQd the shaking and oolleotion of the v/orray fruits. 
Gillette (11) stated that arGenical sprays, as used for tho 
codling moth, would probably control the ourculio. This could 
bo supplemented v/i*lii jarring; off and collecting tho booties 
and tho destruction of the fallen fruit by oollocting, or by 
allowing hogs and sheep to run in tho orchard. Brooks (2) 
advocated the destruction of the native hosts. 3?ulton (10) 
advocated the rpking of the dropped fruit into the sun v/here 
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the heat would kill the cleveloping inoeot. Cranclall (5) fail-
od to get sood control vjith arsenioala. Fetch (21) reports 
good rosulta with spraying or dusting vrlth arcenicels. The 
addition of sulphur or limo sulphur incroQaes the offoctive-
n©sa as the sulphur seems to act as a deterrent. Fulton (9) 
has demonstrated the effeotivenose of hoga in the orchard in 
controlling the peat. 
Brooko (2) reared one specimen of the parasite 
Pristomoridla ap^ilis (Greas.) from crab apples Infested v;ith 
curculio. 3?ulton (9) found 7.S percent of 235 ourculio in 
various fstages, parasitized by a chalcid fly of the genus 
Burytoma, probably midescribed. Crandall (5) oboerved one 
female oatins ov/n egg. Pierce (24) reared Catolaccus 
hunteri Crav/ford and Gerambycobius cyaniceps Ashmead from 
this ourculio at Victoria, Texas. 
Discusalon of the Species 
Tachypterellus quadrigibbus (Soy) 
The description of this species and the reviev/ of liter­
ature Kivos us the essential faots. The distribution seems 
to be over the eastern part of Canada and througjtiout the 
eastern states and as far south as Florida• The western lim­
it of its range cannot now be established, but in the South 
it seems to extend as far v/est as Louisiana and farther north 
it probably extends westv/ard into Indiana, Illinois, and 
Missouri, where it intergrades with T. £. mapaia. A report 
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in tho Ineeot Poet Siirvoy, ITnitecl States Biireau oi' Entomology, 
(31) of Injury to peara in British Columbia led tho v/ritor to 
aak the entoinoloelGtB there for wore details. Under date of 
BeptQETbor 23, 19S9, Ivir, S. R.» Buck oil, r.ntomologioal Laboratory, 
Vornon, British Columbia, vvroto as follows; 
"In regard to the apple curoulio, Taohypterellua 
auadripcibbus at Salmon Arm, British Columbia, I am afraid I 
have very little information to fsive you. 
"Tho insect had never been recorded to my knowledge, as 
attaokins culbivated fruit in British Columbia until this 
spring, I find that it has boon beaten from hav;thorn by 
Coleoptoriats. On the J^Srd of June my father asked me to coma 
and look at our pear trees as something Y/as feeding in the 
young pears and causing them to drop, I found about 80 per­
cent of the pears, which were about tho 3i25e of the top of my 
thumj), at that time, to be attacked. By 'tliiB date moat of 
the small pears had dropped to the ground, and shov/ed evi­
dences of internal feeding by some larva, 
"I soon found some on the trees containing weevil larvae. 
I also found the adults upon tho pears still ovipositing, I 
was able to find only four adults at this time and saw none 
later, so I suppose there was only the one brood. The pears 
that did not drop off were very misshapen when ripe. I 
afterv/ards found that several people at Salmon /irm liad lost 
their pears for the past three years in this v/ay. At present 
I have no evidence to ohov/ that any apples wore attacked, al~ 
though the pear trees were in the apple orchards in every 
case." 
Mr. Buckell wrote on November 12, 1930 that there liad 
been no injury during 1930, He was good enough to send tv/o 
specimens taken in 1929 which seem to be T. quRdrip;ibbus (Say). 
The v/riter had expected them to bo similar to the West Coast 
form from farther south. It is very likely that the two 
forma will be found to be overlapping or intergrading. There 
seems to be no other reports of T. quadrip;ibbus west of the 
Rocky Mountain range. 
The siJQoios is ropartod from the hav/thorn, wild crabs, 
oultivatad apple, poar, plum, cherry, shadbuah, and cotton, 
the latter probably not being a host» 
Taohyi:>terellua quadripiibbus mapjaa.n . subsp.  
This form haa been more definitely dealt v;ith in the 
economic literature reviev/ed than T. guadripiibbus. Its rang© 
inoludea Iowa, Kansas, eastern ITobraslca, Illinois, Missoui'i, 
and Texas. In part of this area, and undoubtedly in some more, 
it intergradoa v;ith T. auadripiibbus. There is one specimen in 
the National Musouin collGOtion from Chiric Mountains, Arizona, 
that seems to be Identical with the Tezas series. 
It is over this ranfje that the greatest damage to culti­
vated apples has occurr&d. Heavy damt\ge has at different times 
been reported from Iowa, Kansas, eastern Nebraska, Illinois, 
and Missovjri. The only injury reported from the East that 
might parallel it is that in tiuebec. It is reported from wild 
crabs, the hawthorn, cultivated apple, pear, and tliere is one 
specimen in the United States National Museum oolleotion label­
ed from the pluiu. 
Life History Notes on T. map;na ,n. subsp.  
The life history of T. £• r/iap,na has been quite well worked 
out by Orandall, Fulton and Gillette, and their v;ork has been 
summarized in this paper, but a few notes taken by the writer 
during 1989, under Colorado conditions, might be of interest 
hero in comparison with data {5ivon for T. jc. cerasi .n .subsT).  
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!/Ir« William Clcirk cent 5 specimens from Mitohellville, 
IOV;Q. Those ?/ere received JUNE 24, 1929. Poiir of tlioiTi died 
the following day. Aa they had been enclooed in a box with 
a small apple and aoine apple leaves that shov^od considerable 
arsenate of lead spray, it v;as presumed that they died from 
poisoniiiQ. The fifth specimen, a female, was carried in a 
cage and given apples daily until July 25, \7hen she died. Dur­
ing this time 32 egga were depo£3ited, and from these 8 adults 
WERE reared. Those emor^ed betv/een the dates of August 13 and 
31. The average developraent period from egg to adult vrns 39.2 
days. These new gonoration adults fed freely upon apples and 
v/ere active and feeding until September 26, when they v/ere 
killed and mounted. Fresh food punctures had been EBde on 
this date. 
In contrast v/ith this, the last cherry curculio esss -were 
deposited in the laboratory .Tune 23 or 2 days before this 
beetle deposited her first egs> although uiadoubtedly she had 
deposited some before being caged. She laid her last egg July 
21. This same season 66 percent of the cherry curculio had 
emerged fi'om the fruit July 19, 73 percent July 24, and 100 
percent August 7, while the progeny of the T. map^na female 
all emerged bet?;eon August 13 and 31, or almost one month 
later. All of the cherry curculio v/ere in hibernation by 
August 1, while these fed heavily during the fore part of 
September, with some feeding taking plaoe up until September 
26. 
Taohypterellus oonaore Diata 
Til© locQli'by for Djetz^s type spocimen is Orogoii, host 
not given, The v/riter has ©xiarained only three other speoiinene 
that ha foelo certain represent the species. Tr;o of these 
which were compared v/ith the type by E« T. Crescon, Jr. and 
pronounced oonspecific V7ith it v/ere taken at Ilotchkiss, Colo­
rado, vjhioh is in the weatern part of the state, by G. P, Harris , 
July 12, 19S7. ri-Ii'. Harris v/ae at that time a student in ento­
mology, doing some outimier v/ork in Delta Oomi'by. Unfortunately 
we hove no data aa to tlie host. Hav/thorn, v/ild oherry, culti­
vated applo, pears, cultivated cherries, plume, and otha" stone 
fruits (5i'ov7 in the section. Several attempts have boon made to 
oolloct more specimens, but without success. 
The third apecimen was sent by I.tr. Claude v.'akeland, Uni­
versity of Idalio, Moscov/, Idaho, with these statements, under 
date of Hovember SO, 1920; 
"yollov/ins are the data avhich v;o noted on the accession 
card: 'June 30, 192S. Small dark-colored punctures noticed 
on apples, 3/4 inch in diameter on Suiinydell Orchard Company 
ranch. (Rexbui'g, Idaho; altitude, 4864 feet.) Waacy exudate 
coming out of some of the punctui-es; examination showed small 
punctures near surface nearly or quite closed by corky growth. 
?/ithin apple puncturing enlarges to cavity, in some cases 
1/16 inch in diameter, in the bottom of which Is fastened a 
small creamy-white filiatening, oval egg, or in which is a small 
yellow-white shapeless larvaj meas^irement of two eggs under 
microscope showed one to bo .40? ram, and the other .601 mm. 
long. July 17, 1922 - Collected one adult weevil by V/helan 
(DonB .) resting on aiDple.* In the Sunnydell Orchard wo fre­
quently found punct\ired apples but during several trips to 
the orchard succeeded in finding only one adult weevil. V/e 
were suspicious the infestation was coming over from some 
of the native shrubs such as haw, but never succeeded in col-
lootinc^ curculionids from any of them. \Te have not been back 
to the community since but the curculio problem apparently 
has not been a serious one since we have had no reports from 
there." 
Tachypterollus conaors c era si, n. s ubsij. 
The definitely known range of this form is the foothill 
resion in Color ado, east of the Rocky Mountain Rango, and Now 
Mexico. Dr. B. C# Van Dyko has sont one Gpooimon from I.lodoc 
County, California, that he is calling T, oonsora, and there 
are two similar apeoimons in the United States Nctlonal Museum 
Golleotion from Siskiyou Countyj California, all of whioh are 
much more like T. conoors oerael than T. oonaors* Until q 
larger £Deries of this far vjestorn iiiatorial is avQilohlo it 
would aeein beat to glvo the range as that mentioned above. 
The romainclcr of this paper givea the roaultfi of ntudies of 
thia form as a cherry peat in Colorado. 
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Taohypterelluo oonsors oeraal , n.subsp. 
A Cherry Poat in Colorado 
Historical 
Injury to chorrios by this insect first came to tho atten­
tion of tho \7ritGr in 1914. On July 30, Yjhilo Qoinf^ throuc'Jbi 
tho orchard of C. G. McV/hortor, LlQaonville, Colorado, which is 
in tho foothills, about 12 miles southv/est of Fort Collins, 
the writer^a attontion VJQD attracted to fruits on tho trees 
ahov/in^: insect exit holes« Thoae reminded one of the exit 
holes made in plmr.n by the pliun gouf^or, Coocotorus aqutellariq 
Le ContQ, only they v/ere smaller* Many fruits that did not 
r,hovJ the e^cit holea looked as thour;h they had been stung earlier 
in the season. No insects v/ere found that were thou{5ht to be 
responaible and none were reared frora fruit taken to the lab-
I 
oratory# In 1915 a eomevJhat earlier trip T/aa ii]i:ide to the or­
chard and injured fruit collected. From this two adult 
curculionids v/ere reared. One of theoo was sent to Dr. A. L. 
Quaintance of the United States Bureau of Entoiaolo^^y, who 
determined it as Tachypterellus Quadrip;ibbus (Say), Follo"V/ing 
this an examination of tho hav/s and wild cherries of the vicin­
ity was made, with the result that the same type of injury vms 
found in the wild cherry or chokechori'y, Prunus melanocarpa 
(A. Nels) Rhdb., and one adult insect was taken from the pit 
of a ohokecherry on July 13. 
In 1915 the insect was more coimon in filr. McWhorter's or­
chard and a limited number was found in two orchards near by. 
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No notos were made cluriug X917 cind 193.6, but tli© follo^vin/;: was 
v/ritten June S6, 1919: 
"Visited the McWhorter orchard and found as hi^Ji as 20 
percent of tbe uherrleB on eoiae trees infos ted with what 
has "been dotermiaod as T. qitGdrigibbus (,Say). Some ere In 
eclult !nta;:e i- f-i'Dit buT .VLono l3!.,vi.i£; 't/to fruit• A f^v.' still 
in the lai-val stat:©* They are less numerous in cholcechorriea 
near by. Many cultivated choi'rio'.s are bloraiahGd by food 
punctures, but no food or egg punctures can be found on 
applOE nec.r liy, tilthouijii thi.'-j i.iir,ec;t it^ aupposad to prafor 
QlDples and not ,',;o on stone fi'uits." 
Annual ei/iaainations of the orchards in the Maaonville 
section were made, but :hore v/as little increase in the enctent 
Of the infested aroa. In 1022 the injui'y was probably as 
heavy as in 1919. That ;r0or specimons were sent for deter­
mination to Dr* ,l<;, i., Cchwarz of the United States National 
Museum. Ho callcd thc/ii T. quadrif.ibbua but questioned the 
accuraoy of his determination. 
On June 10, 1926, George Brittell asked for some one 
to investigate an injiAry to his cherries in three orchards 
about four miles south of Fort Collins. Dr. 0. P. Crillette 
visited thorn and found all tho orchards infested v/ith this in­
sect, the crop in one being an entire loss. The wi'iter, v/ho 
was away at tho time visited tho orchards June 30 and made a 
study of tho pest during tho iBxt few weeks. Since 1926 oth­
er orchards in that section havo become infested. In 1930 
some infested cherries wore received from Jefferson County, 
and upon investigation a much larger infested area than had 
been obsorved in Larimer County about B'ort Col.lins and Lfason-
ville was found. The Jeffer|3on County growers had 
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noted eonG injury in 1929, but failed to report it. This year, 
when the factories began turning their fruit down, they becemo 
alarmed. The loas in these orchard£3 varied from 10 percent to 
ard high as 85 percent. This condition in tv;o rapidly expand­
ing cherry grov/ing areas presento an alarming situation. 
Common Name 
In order to discuss an insect problem intellifsently v;ith 
fruit groTj/ors, and to avoid confusion through the uae of many 
local names, it is advisable to establish a common name. With 
this in mind vie have been using the name "cherry curculio", 
which seems quite appropriate, and it haa come into general 
use among the e^rowers and canning factory men. It has helped 
to overcome the impression that the insect is the same as the 
plUTfl cui'culio, fruit ma fagots, or other insects that some of 
the grov/ers may have been more or less familiar v/itli in other 
sections. Kie insect will bo referred to in the pages follov;-
ing as the cherry curculio# 
Description 
ess 
Length 0.71 to 0.88 ram.j averaeo of 20 measuranents 
0,791 mm.; width 0,542 to 0.457 mm., avorage of 20 moasure-
ments 0,413 mm,; olliptical, v/ith a very short and sharp tuber­
cle on one end, semi-opaqtuo, shining v/ater-v;hite when deposited, 
becoming slightly tinged with yellov; as incubation advances. 
Chorion soft and easily punctured. (Fig. 1, A, and Fig. IS.) 
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Larva 
Wlion full t^oxm. the lai'va (fig. 1, E) usually has a clor-
sQl length of from about 6 to 7 inm. and a width of about 1«5 
imn. It lo a white, fleshy, ooinplotely legless {^ub rather 
thick bodied, oylindriCQl, tapering sll^^tly anteriorly and 
posteriorly. The dorsal portion of thoracio segments and the 
first Bix abdominal socgnonts are lengthened, giving the larva 
en arohed ahape. Head, free, yellowish-brov/n with mandibles 
and mouth-frame darker, each epicranial half with two promi­
nent aetae; ocelli small. 
The three thoraoio segLiients are cimilar in shape, the 
prothoi^ax not as thick as the meeo- and met a thorax; a small, 
circular aplrioal opening on each side of prothoraxj the pro-
thorax with five prominent aeta© on each side dorsad of spir-
ioal and tvjo ventrad; the meso- and metathorax each with three 
setae dorsad and three ventrad of spirical region. 
There are nine viaible abdominal segments. The first six 
are aimllar in form, shape and size, and when viewed from the 
side each la seen to bear a circular aplrlcal opening, dorsad 
of which are four* setae and ventrad one; the seventh segment 
la shortened ventrally and bears three setae; eiglith irregular 
in shape with three aetae; ninth forming the rounded anal end 
and bears two setae. 
Pupa 
Length 5.14 to 3.57 ram., average of 20 measurements 3.39 
iraii. V/idth 1.71 to 2.14 mm., average of SO measurements 1.88 imn. 
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Color at flrat ^hlte, v;ith a slight oroam cast, the eyes and 
appendages laeooming darker ao the adult stage is approached. 
The appendages ouch aa beak, antermae, and lees are visible, 
tho elytra-oasea beixif^ between the Sd and 3d i:)airs of legs. 
(Figa 1, F.) Elytra show the striae and protuberances found 
on the adult, the tips of elytra-sacs ending in point, Ros-
trura in females reaching to the tip of elytra-case, in mtiles 
about one-fourth shorter; bears usually four rather prominent 
setae. Pronotur.1 prominent with eight prominent hairs arrang­
ed in almost a complete oircle on each side of the median 
line, each hair arising from the (interior side of a sharp 
spine-like protuberance. Gcutellum prominent. The abdominal 
segments distinctly separated, each having a transverse row 
of sharp, spine-like protuberances, usual3.y from 0 to 10 in 
number and similar to those on pronotum, on the posterior sub-
margin, those spines being longer on the last segments. A 
prominent hair arises from the caudal side of each spine. 
(Fig. 1, Gr.) The terminal segment ends in a stout curved 
spine. The last segment of the abdomen that is retracted in 
the adult can be seen through the pupal caoe as an exposed 
and distinct segment of the pupa. 
Adult 
Tho adult has been described in the first section of this 
Ijaper. (Fig. 1, B and D.) 
ilOGt Fruits 
OrlglnQl Host 
All ovidGnco leads to the conclusion that the ohokoohoi-ry, 
PrmiUG melanocarpa (A. ITels) Rhdb., is the native liost. Tliis 
is a very comon v/ild fruit In the foothill region from 4000 to 
7000 foot altitude, v/horover sufficient moisture is available, 
and is sometimes found growing for a considerable distance into 
the plains area along streams and ±rrlg;ation ditches. 
In the foothill region from Littleton north to the V/yoming 
line, infected fruits can bo found quite Generally. The in­
festation decreases above an altitude of 0000 feet. Tv^o other 
wild cherries, the Wild Red Cherry, Fruima De,unsylvanica L., 
and the Band Cherry, Prunus besseyl Bailey, are found in the re­
gion. A rather limited search has not shovm them to be hosts. 
GrataegUQ 
At least three species of Crataegus, occidentalis 
Britton, G. coloradensls A. Hels, and G. coloradoldes Hanialey, 
grow in this same foothill region. IThen the insect vms first 
determined as the apple curoulio v/e expected to find it feeding 
on the fruits of those. But during several years of observa­
tions the v/riter has failed to find infested fruits or to take 
the adults by beating. It is cmite probable that the insect 
could survive on them, but they certainly are not preferi'ed 
hosts. In a number of instances the hawthorns and chokecherrios 
have been found srovjinc; side by side and the insect could be 
readily found on the ohori-ios and not on tlio }iQV/tliorno« 
Plum 
Wild pluiaa are fairly connuon in the foothills but tho 
writer has novor taken tm infested fruit. In 1929 feeding on 
wild pliuDs fp?owin£; along q drain ditch in the Ilonri McClelland 
orohord, south of Fort Collins, \mQ more or losa ooiraaon. Sov-
oral boetloas were soon in the act of feeding and tvro fruits 
•wero taken v/ith eggs in thorn. Some of tho fruit was placed 
In oQgQQ and that on tho trees was watched, but there was no 
ovidence that insects matured* However, a large portion of 
this fruit was destroyed by plmn pocket, Exogscus loruni FuckeL 
Pear 
Very fow pears are f^oviii in tho senoi^al area under dis­
cussion. Ilowover, q fow trees exist in at least threo in-
fostod coraraorcial orchards. Two of thoee orchards have boon 
watched for a nvimber of years and the third one was o:s;aniinod 
this last season without findixig any evidence of food ^ or ejjg 
ptmcturos. 
Apple 
The insect will feed upon the apple but the er^perionce 
has been that it does not take to it readily. In the C. G. 
HcVAiortor orchard, vjhere the insect was first notod attack~ 
ing cherries, it has never been found injurine apples and 
several varieties grow in the pmne orchard. At the place of 
Henri IvIoGlQllaiiclj where heavy ooi.niiDrciGl loss licio occui'rod in 
t.hG ohorries, only an ocjocsional food punoture has boon found 
on apple;a and tho orchard, Y;hlch is ono of tho oldest in that 
part of tho nto.tOj haa sone '60 or 40 variotieij, which v/ould 
afford oonjjidGrable fioloction. A2\ oraraplo of the x-)2-*ofero:ice 
BhQWii for ch03?ri0iy ovor appletj is indieiitod by an o^cperienc© 
of i.fcy <37, 10139, T/hon lf:J aiiall cherry liiuba in the MoClolland 
orchard vjore ahakon ovor an unibrellQ and 45 beotlos collooted 
v/hilG the fjaiiio amount of Bhakin^  on apple treeu in the no:?:t 
rovV gave only one beetle. Tho greatOGt amount of injury to 
apples soe*tt by the \vritor occurred in the Brit;;ell 
orchard in 19SG. Tv/o trees of tho variety Wagner etanding 
near the fariii buildings and in tho ed{5e of a cherry orchard 
ahoTved considerable injui-y. Sgga and recently hatched larvae 
^vero found in fruit on the trees. Sojae of these v;oro picked 
and placed in caf^oQ but no beetles developed, and from obwer-
vationo made none developed from the fruit on tho frees. The 
?;indfalla ware destroyed by lives took. 
Sfforta to rear tho ineeot in small apples in the labor-
atoiy failed oxoept in 1929, v;hen one was carried througli to 
tho adult ntago. 
RIahalob Cherry 
The beetles feed readily upon the fruits on the aprouts 
from the mahaleb atock, to which many cultivated varieties 




Tiie clicrry has beon by Tar the moGt prel'erred cultlvatocl 
host and ovidoncG Indlcatorj that thoro intiy bo a x->i''ei'Qi''onco for 
thG cult:!.voi;od v&:rj,otle)a ovor tho chokochori'y. For j.ncitancej 
in one orchard v/here tbere is a hodf;',© of chokccherrios Grovvlng 
in a i'Giice rov/, the iiil'estation has beon heavier :ln the first 
ro\7 of orchard troes than in tho v/ild hodgo, TlfiG rapid aproad 
of the post in an iiaportaiit cherry ro^jion loakes the problem 
alGi'?:iin{^. Tho ru\tm,'e and o:-:tont of this injiuy ifj diccu'^sed 
olsDT/horo. 
Economic Iri^ortanco 
Tlie oconomic cffoct of on inaoct upon an important camiing 
crop liko ohorrios can by no nioana be moasiirod by the loss of 
fruits actually injured. A very amall pGroentage of woriny 
fruits, eapecially if thoy cannot be cheaply and successfully 
sorted out, may raake a crop useless for canning. TJiere ia al­
ways tho indirect effect that coiuqe from a condition of this 
kind upon tho trade, and the advantage of it that it is possible 
for tho trade to take. ITorthorn Oolorado cherries have often 
sold at a preniium because of their freedom from vwrms. Cherry 
groT/in-s is a oo.ti5parativoly new industry in the state, probeibly 
almost one-half of tho acreage is not yet in bearing, so tho 
ocom*rence of an insect of importance is having a direct ef­
fect upon the continued expansion of this industry and will 
discouxafio some in the cai'o of their x^i^esent orchards. At 
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loast throo of tlio ao-von factorlGs havo f.'lroady Tolt tho of-
foct of tho iiispoGtion, sorting vjork. 
Variotioa of Oherrios Attacked 
The varieties f^rowii in the Northern Colorado oeotion all 
bolonG '<^0 the sour cherry GP^oup* Tiiose that are in cormercial 
q.uantiti0a in the orchards studied, naraod in or dor of thoir 
importanco, aro Montmorency, English Morollo, and Early Rich~ 
mond. Tho insects do not soon to show any feeding preferonce 
among these; hov/QV©r, thor© are some faotoro, such as the sea-
soiE of blooming and of riponlng, tho timo of harvest, and tho 
time of hardening of tho pit, that havo a direct bearing upon 
the problem. These factors ?;ill be discussed elsewhere. 
GeasonQl History and Habits 
Briof Outline 
Before taking up a detailecl discusaion of *blio inaocffs 
h&bita and developwent, it may be Ti7o11 to give a briof fjieneral 
statement of ita life cycle, 
I'Yintor is paasod in the adult ata£-e, tho beetles hibex'-
nating under f^TauQ or rubbish on the soil« Thoy appear in the 
orchard about as the ohorry trees are blosisoming and feed upon 
the blossoms and small cherx'iGQ, The- 0{.;;ss are d0x)osited in 
tho fi'ult in oavitiGS oaten out by the fomalo. Eg^s-laying be­
gins when the fruit is about tho sizo of a small poa and con­
tinues for tv/o or throe weeks. The It-ix'va goes into tho pit 
and feeds upon the kernel. Pupation takes place v;ithin the 
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pit and the aCiult;:! bo^ln to omcr£io about qs the mld-soaeon 
varieties bo^jin to ripen, and go into hibornation after only 
a 'rev/ dayc of feoding. There is but the one gonoration per 
yetii'. They aro, thoroforo, in tho boot.'Lo atar;c alirioot elc-^en 
month£3 of the year and inactivo olmoGt ton, ?fiiorjo habitfj make 
the iiioGot vjell, adapted to a short yoa,'3on crop liko the cherry. 
Biffioulties in Life~Kistory Studios 
Tho reports of those that have tjorked v/ith tho applo cur-
culio indicoto that it eota quite normally in oaptivity and 
littlo difficulty has been experienced in getting data on the 
different atagea of devolopniont. Thia has not boon true v/ith 
tho ohorry ouroulio, es a number of dlf fioultioa have been mot 
and tho results of rauch T/orlc have been discouraging. The 
beetles do not take readily to captivity tmd comparatively fevj 
egga have been sooured under thoso conditions. About tho same 
experience haa been had ^'>hon tho adults v/oro oa(3od on tho tree. 
Probably the moat serious handicap has boon the rapidity vrith 
which the ixmiiature cherries, especially tho kernels within the 
pita, break down aftei"* being taken to the laboratory. In 
three aeaaona of v/ork wo havo on thic oocoimt failed to carry 
a singlo larva to maturity under ].Qboratory conditions. 
For these reasons the inforcitition on such points as the 
oviposition pex-iod, larval feeding period, and mny such points 
that can beet bo studied in the laboratory, is limited. 
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Lifo Hlatory StuclieG Made 
Ci,uitG 0xton£j;!.vG lifo liistory studies v/ere oarrieti on Gur-
inf;; THQ OETU5ONN of 19S7 and 10S9, and IGSJJ E^IITEN^ILVQ ones in 
1930. During; 19S8 tho ohorry oroi) in tho most noi'ioufjly in-
foGtecl orchards v/aa so reduced by v/intor und i3.prlng vveather 
that the projoct v;an not rollowod olooely. The data of those 
yoaro have boon oupplairiionted by nunioroua notes token in tho 
orchards over a rjoriod of yearo. 
The boGtloa uaed in the etudiQei were collected as early 
Qftor appearance from hibermtion as posEjiblo. Nine cages 
containlns 10 beotloe each and 9 containins one pair euch 
v;ore carried throu£:ih tho seaeon in a natural temperature in-
sec tnry In 19S7. Coii^)lete daily records were made upon the 
number of food puncturofj iiixade, oggs laid, tho death of both 
sexeo, and any other points of intei'ost. Battery jars, 5 by 
9 inches, wore used and a freshly cut tv/if; of cherries, the 
stem of which was placed in a vial of v/ater, was placed in 
each cage each morning and tho old one removed, iill fruit 
Tms then examined for eggB and tho eggs kept for incubation 
studies and for a supply of larvae for larval studies. A 
nuraber of methods of handling the cherries to got data on 
the ItirvQ development v/oro tried, but ell failed on accouLit 
of tho quick breaking down or drying of tho small ohorrios. 
Ten cages v/ith 10 beetles each and 10 v/ith one pair 
each v/ero again carried in the natia'al temperature insoctary 
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In 1929. In order to make certain of having a good supply of 
oggs for certain sturlies and to determine the effects of a 
controlled temporaturo on egg laying, 2 cages of 10 beetles 
each and 5 with one pair each v/ere carried in a laboratory 
77here the tein|)eraturo v;as inaintainecl between 80 and 85 de-
gx'ees Fahrenheit, In addition a number of beetles •were cag­
ed on trees in oheeQecloth bags, in order to see if the 
beetles would act more normally and to have the fruit in a 
condition that it would continue to develop during the devel­
opment period of the larvae. TVTO such cages contained 25 
beetles each, 5 contained 5 each, and 5 one pair each. These 
v/ere each moved to a new twig each day and the eDqposod twig 
tQgsod for further observation. (Figs. 5 and 6.) This meth­
od had the objection tliat the fruit could not be cut into to 
determine the number of eggs deposited, but it did serve to 
give some data on the development from egg to adult. The 
results were discouraging, however, in that the beetles again 
failed to oviposit freely. 
The same season a nutiiber of heavily fruited limbs were 
selectGd after pollination had taken place and the cherries 
v/ere forming to the point where they could bo counted, then 
encased in cheeaecloth bags and q definite number of beetles 
introduced. One such cage contained 10 beetles, one 5, one 
S pair, and eight 1 pair each. For checks, llmbB were 
similarly enclosed but no beetles added. The cages were al­
lowed to remain until the fruit was ripening, then removed 
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and the fruit oxaininecl to ciotorrnlne the niirnbor maturing ond 
the niuabor infonted. 
In 1930 tho studiea couFjioted L'nrp.oly of orchard obcscrva-
tlons ond the hnndliny of aortiD bootlos ;ln baga on treoG. 
The delta collected ore not given in detail but the Tiiore 
important faats are made uoo of in tho follovrXng discussion 
of the life history. 
Time of Appearance of the Beetles 
Observations made in the orchards indioato that the over­
wintering adults appear in numbers rather suddenly in the 
spring. In general thio is about as the cherries are bloom­
ing, For example, in 19S7 no beetles could be found in the 
Geors© Brittell orchard on I'&ay 10, when an occasional blossom 
dould be found. On I.lny 15, when the Montmorency variety was 
beginnins to blossom freely, 8 beetles were taken by beating 
limbs over on inverted umbrella, toy M, 26 beetles were 
shaken from one small tree that would produce about 5 gallons 
of fruit and 14 from another tree of about the same size. 
May 16, the Montmorency trees were almost in full bloom and 
the Insect had apparently reached its peak in numbers; 111 
beetles were collected from a tree that it vms estimated 
would produce 10 gallons of fruit, end it V/QB thou^jht this 
represented about one-half the population on the tree. 
In 19S9 no beetles cou3.d be found in the Henri McClelland 
orchard on I/tay 13; tho buds on the Montmorency variety were 
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ST/olling rapidly, ocoaslonally a cluster bud was breaking 
and some green tips of leaves were showing. May 17 a few 
blossoms v/ere opening on the Montmorency but none were out on 
the English Morollo, yot the first beetles of the season, 8 
in number, v?ere taken* May SO beetles v;ere becoming numerous 
and the Montmoi^encys vmre bloomins freely. Oollections made 
on Jyiay 24 and 27 indicated that the beetles were as numerous 
as they wore at any time later. 
In 1930 the first beetles were taken in the MoOlolland 
orchard May 12, v/hen the trees v/ere beginning to bloom freely. 
May 12 and 13 7;ere worm for the season and in the afternoon 
of the 13th beetles were almost as nuinorous as they were later. 
Habits of the Beetles 
Upon being disturbed the beetles fi-equently feign death 
and drop to the ground, whore they lie motionless for a short 
period. If they are not in an exposed position when dis­
turbed they are more likely to cling ti^tly to the blossom, 
fruit, or whatever they might be on and remain motionless 
for a 2ninute or two. They have been obsei*ved to move slowly 
to the opposite side of an object upon the approach of a pei*-
son. Y/hile they appear quite sluggish, the near resemblance 
of their color to that of bud scales, twigs, and fruit-stem 
scars and their slyness in hiding themselves make them rath­
er difficult to see upon the tree. Their habit of feigning 
death under some conditions makes it possible to collect 
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thom quite readily by jarri33g q limb ovor a collootins net or 
invortocl umbrella. In doing this, thougli, on© is alv/oya sur­
prised to so© how many can be taken by shaking the saiE© liiribs 
only 5 or 10 minutes later. 
When the temperature is 55 degreos Fahrenlaeit or lov/er, 
the beetles are, many of them, in blossoms, curled bud scales, 
or other places for j;rotection and are not easily dislodged. 
The best time to collect them ia when the temperature is 
around 65 or 70 degrees# Under these conditions they are 
feeding but are not active enougli to take to their wings b©~ 
foi'0 hitting the ground or iist, as they will do if the tem­
perature is much higher. 
Uhe beetles prefer to feed in the more open parts of the 
tree. On the cooler days especially they v/ill be found on 
the top and outer limbs, often in the most direct sun» The 
injury is always greater in these portions of the tree. 
Dispersal 
TfThile they are quite strong fliers when they are made 
to take to their v/ings, they do not seem to fly much. One 
never sees them flying from one tree to another and their 
rat© of dispersal does not indicate that they move about a 
groat deal. In one lO-acre orchard the infestation has been 
watched to advance only a few tree rows for each of three 
years. Since the conditions in and around this orchard are 
quit© urilfonn, this would Indicate also that they hibernate, 
when oonditiona are at all suitable, quite close to where they 
have fed. 
The lack of fx'uit in an infested orchard may cause fli{^ts 
of oonaiderable distance. Soine severe weather during the win­
ter of 1927-28 caused a complete crop failure in the G-eopgo 
Brittoll orchard the following spring, with the result that 
the beetle population in an uninjured orchard, one mile away, 
liiaterially increased and on the side next the Brit tell or­
chard. 
Feeding of the Overwintering Beetles 
Feeding on the Blossoms 
When the beetles appear in the spring they have just 
broken a quiescent period of between 9 and 10 luonthe, so, as 
one would e^gpect, begin to feed ravenously. The flov;er buds, 
blossoms, and small fruits sufiPer aocordiiag3.y. Severe in­
jury that is easily overlooked may occur at this tirje. Holes 
may be eaten into the opening buds that result only in holes 
throush the petals, but the insect much prefers to eat in at 
the base of the flower and eat the fleshy base of the flower 
parts, and thus they may often destroy the ovaries, Fl07/er 
stems are very commonly fed upon and the flowers fall. 
(Fig. 7.) On May 20, 1927, which was v/hen the blossoms were 
falling freely, 95 small fruits picked at random in the 
Brittell orchard showed 37 of them, or 39 percent, injured 
by this type of feeding. Most of those were injured to such 
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an exijont that a fruit could not be producod# imotiier suoh 
count DiQde MQy SI shov/od a 33 percent injury. It was estimat­
ed that from S5 to 40 percent of the possible set of fruit was 
destroyed in this v/ay. 
Feeding on the Fruits 
With the mouth-parts situated on the apex of the long, 
extended beak or rostrum, the insect is enabled to "drill" 
deep holes into the fruit for feeding. A circular cut only 
large Gnou{^ to admit this beak is made in the skin and feed­
ing continues to as great a depth as the length of the beak 
will permit. (Fig. 8,) In the blossoms and small fruits, 
apparently the skin that is cut av/ay in making the opening is 
eaten, but later, as the skin becomes tougher, soma of it, at 
least, is discarded. These feeding punctures are enlarged 
slightly beneath the skin, but from that point they are of al­
most equal diameter. (Fig. 9.) When the cherries are small 
the punctures may extend into the pits and holes be made in 
the forming kernel. The insects seem to shov/ no preference 
for any of the different layers but feed the full length of 
the rostrUTiu As the fruits become larger and the layer of 
flesh bocomes thicks the punctures may extend only to the pit. 
\Vlien the fruits are small, especially before the "husks" 
fall, a favorite place for the food punctures is at the Junc­
ture of the small fruit and stem (fig. 7); later, feediijg nay 
take place at any point on the fruit. More than on© puncture 
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may "bo rrado upon q oinglo fruit. In fact there is eoniothing 
of a tonclenoy to stay on one fruit until sometiiaaa several 
punotiiros aro raado. This is proloably browibt about by a nG~ 
tural Qlugp^ishness of the beetle when undisturbed. 
The cherry ahov/s oonslQerable ability to heal the v/ounds; 
this decreases aa the fruit nears maturity. The kernel and 
the hardening shell of the pit lose this ability earliest. 
The healina of an injury to a x^iit results in a hard, sharpened 
protuberance. While tlie proliferating oells of -fche fruit 
flesh may fill in the flesh punctui'e, there is alv/ays a streak 
of blackened, tougli tissue romalniiie and a black, hard soar on 
the surface. As the cherry grows, there is often a rrjarked do~ 
prosaion about the puncture. (Flse. 10 and 11.) In imny 
cases this is so nrarked that tho skin is "tied" to the pit. 
This is a very obJoctionablQ typo of injury as it results in 
a serious tearing and JiKishing of the fruit \7hen pitted. 
Fruits with several punctures on a single side, v/hich is a 
condition not uncoimiion, luay bo entirely one-sided and useless. 
Feeding of this nature continues as long aa the beetles 
Qi'Q active; some of It rnay occur up until the firult of some 
of tho earlier varieties la ripening. On cherry trees 110 
caged beetles produced a total of 10,911 food punctures, or 
an average of 99.8 por beetle, during 19S9. This does not 
represent their entire injury from feeding punctures as they 
wore not caged until Juno 1 and 4. That season the first 
beetles appeared in the orchards May 17 and viere numerous on 
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May 20, so, no doubt, the same beetles made a large number of 
foGdin^^G before thoy \iero collected and ca^ed. Tii© average 
for the ontiro season must have boen v;ell over 150. The peak 
of daily feedings oraiie before the middle of June and the lost 
feeding toolc place July 27. The last of these beetles died 
August 3. A discussion of the injury cauaed by tho feGdin{3 
of the newly emerged beetles ic given later. 
Efss Laying 
The eggs are placed in punctures or cavities mde in the 
fruit by the female. In external appearance these punctures 
resemble the food punctures, but have a considerably different 
shape belov/ the surface and on the average are deeper# The 
food punctures are of about equal diameter their entire length, 
v/hile those made to receive the eggs are much v/ider at the 
bottom and tho sides converge at the opening, mkin^^^ the cav­
ity subtrianGUlar in cross section. Thoy, like the food 
punctures, may extend into the pit v/hen the fruits are small, 
but in larger fruits thoy may not even reach tho pit. (Fig. 
13.) 
l*ho insects are so shy that it is not often one sees 
them making the e^-jig cavities. In this respect they differ 
from the apple curculio, Crondall (5) reports romovinfj twigs 
bearing fruit from the trees and takin^f, them to the labora­
tory for observation without the feraaloa being; disturbed. 
The v/ritor handled a fe?; specimens of T. £. ma^iia in the lab­
oratory in 19S9 and foimd that the Temalo had to bo aluioct 
knocked off the fruit to get her away from a oavity that ahe 
was making} but with the oherry cui'oulio, in handlisi^i; nuiabGrs 
of them cliiring the different seasons, failed to find an in­
dividual that could be v/atched durini^ the process of making 
the oavity and oviposition. On llay 29, 1927^ a feraale v/ith 
her beak in n hole wo a noticed, but, v;hen watched inore cloce-
ly, she stopped feeding!;, loft the hole a short diGtanoe, then 
come hiijriedly back and placod the tip of the abdomen to the 
hole. After a fev; aeconds the tip of the abdomen v/as raised 
and lowered tv/o or throe times and an egf^ wao seen to appear 
from the partly distended ovipositor and drop loosely into 
the oavity. The female raoved a^/ay without turniiis "to the eg^ 
or hole. The female did not seal the hole vJith excrement as 
does the apple curculio. In probably three-fourths of the 
oases the holes are sealed vrith a light brown speck of ex­
crement that later hardens. In the laboratory few of the 
cavities were sealed. The egg cavities are seldom made on 
the basal half of the fruit* 
The Number of Eggs Liiid 
The number of eggs laid per female in the breeding cages 
has been quite lov/. The total for 64 females in the mtui'al 
temporatui*6 Insectary during 192Q was 149, or only 2,S per 
fo:-!c.lc. One deposited IS eggs. Fourteen females, carried 
in a laboratory Avhor© the temperature was inaintained at from 
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SO to 05 degrees, deposit ad 104 or 7.4 par 'rGmale, l^.';o 
of these in. ono ca,go doposited 32, Seven pa Ira the^t wore plac­
ed in ca£50s on grov/ins liiribe in 1939 produoed 53 prof^eny or 
7.57 per female. Ono produced no pro^^ony, o.nG 15^ and the 
inax:imnjn vms 19, It is pos«iblo that that did not pro­
duce progony v/oro laid but thio could not bo detorminod, 
Crandall (17) givos the average nuiabor of laid In cageta 
by the apple cia'cullo as 65.8. 
The Period of Egg I^eiyine 
Tho egg laying ooriod of the ohGrr^r curoulio is compara-
tivoly short for an inaoct of this type. The egs deposition 
of the boetleB carried in the laboratory in 1927 and 192C is 
shOT/n grophioally in Figures 15 and 16. The f-Jj?at egf^ was 
depofjitod in 1927 on lifcay 25 and the last ones July 2» This 
In the lon/^est period of ovipositlon of any yeor the insect 
has boon observed. It will be noted from the g^^aph that there 
waa some very oool weather from June 11 to 17, v&ilch practi­
cally stopTjed deposition. Durlns this time the beetles wore 
very inactive and it waa thought most of thffin were 0Oins to 
die, but they su:i?vived and several eggs v/ore deposited during 
the latter part of tho month. Apparently many of the beetles 
in tho orchard did not revive after those cold, rainy days. 
It \va« difficult to take adults sind no nev; egg punctures 
could T'O found. Two hour a of examinins fruit on Jime 23 fail­
ed to reveal a single egg. The first egg v/aa foimd in the or-
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chard that soason on May f/il. 
In 19S9 the first eggs oi' the aeaaoxi x/ere found in the or­
chard June 4 and none could be found .Tune E8« The first oQi^a 
in the laboratory were deposited June 4 also und the l/;iat ones 
June S3. Beetles could be taken in the orchard later than 
theee dates, but apparently egg laying had ooased* 
The egg laying bOt'^ina when the cherries are shedding 
their "hUGks" and reaches the -peGk when the fruit is about 
one-half f^ovm* Some eggs may be dei:)0sited as late as when 
the earlier varieties are almost full thrown. 
Longovity of tlio Beetles 
From the laboratory data one dra\7rj the conolu.':iion tliat 
beetles are present in the orchoxd in nuiabers durinr^ -the en-
tiro year; that ia, the iiexi generation is appoariat; before 
all of the overwinterii345 ones have died, but, as a imittor of 
fact, the overviintoring ones are very difficult to colleot 
for several days befox-e the nev/ onoa eiiierge. In 1937 the 
lQ3t overwintering beetle died in t.ho oa^^ea August S. 'Bie 
last ones v/ero inactive and fed very little after July 7. 
In 1929 the Ifast beetle died in the laboratory ca^^es July SS. 
i'hat aaiiie season, of S5 beetles bagged on the tree in one 
experiment, IS v.'ere alive July SO, v;hen the bags yero reraovod 
for examination. 
In another oiicperiraent, where 59 beetloa wore in 12 cages 
on trees, all deaths, esccopt 4, occurred diLi."in;3 July# 'Ihono 
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4, reprosenting ."3 raales and S foitiales, accirLTii'eQ during; the 
first S dayra of Ausuat. Iv^OLaty-fIve poroeiit of th© ...vaoi: and 
27 porcont of the fenolea died before July 20. 
Incubation Period of the Egg 
The average incuhation period of 01 eggs observed during 
1927 was 6.27 days, the minimuiu 4, and the inaximura 11 days, 
Tlie average foi' 12S in 1929 v/as 5.S6 days, minimum 3 days, 
and iiiaximura 7 days. It v;ill be noted that 'blie average in 
1927 v;as one day longer than in 1929• This vms due to the 
cool v;oather that occurred July 11 to 17. During this per­
iod it took from 9 to 11 days for the eggs to hatch and sev­
eral failed to hatch. In 1927, 50,6 percent of the eggs 
failed to hatch, and in 1928, 0.8 percent. Some of this 
failure to hatch v;as i^robably duo to handling. Sggs reitiov-
od from the fruit v/ould dry and fail to hatch. The incuba­
tion jjoriod of the eggs handled in 1927 and 1929 is given 
in £)i>ecified days in Tables 1 and 2. 
Larval Habits 
The larvae are primarily seed eaters. Dijring the sev-
ei^l years when fruits v/er© examined from experimental con­
trol blocks by opening the fruits and cracking tlie pits, 
2361 larvae, pupae, and adults v/ere recorded and only 78 
or 3.3 percent v/ere found in the flesh. As stated elsev/here, 
some of the eggs deposited v;hon the fruits are small may bo 
placed directly into the seed by the adult, but most of them 
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TalJle I 
Egg inoubatioa, 1927, in epeclfied daye. 
Days of incubation 
Date laid ^ 5 6 7 8 Q 10 11 Total eggs Total deyg 
May 29 1 1 8 
II 
"50 2 1 22 
June 1 1 1 1 21 
II 2 •5 18 
II 
J, 2 3 28 II u H u 2U 
H 1 1 2 lU 
II 1 U ^2 
II 
7 1 1 10 
II g 1 1 2 19 
II 9 2 •5 U7 
II 11 1 1 11 
It iH 1 1 8 
II 19 1 1 6 
It 20 1 1 
II ?? 2 1 3 lb 
II 9^ 2 1 
' 1^ 
« 2^ 5 2^5 
II 26 1 1 I "5 15 
II 27 1 1 b 
II 29 1 1"^ 
II ^0 1 2 lU 
July 2 3_ .12 
7 17 16 6 5 h U 2 61 389 
Average incubation period 6.37 days. 
Palled to hatch,27 or 10*6 percent. 
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TaT)lo 9 
Sgg inouliation, 19391 in epeclfied days. 
Date laid Days of inculjation Total Total Failed to 
•5 4 <5 6 7 epr«8 dave hatch 
Jvme 6 k 2 6 32 3 
It 7 7 1 0 kl 1 
H 8 •5 2 7 37 1 
M 9 h 9 Uq 1 
II 10 6 2 1 9 U9 
«1 11 8 ,12 ek 
II 12 
•7 10 >55 •5 
It 1-? 7 10 2 
II 14 •5 ii- 7 39 
II 
15 3 2 27 
II lb Uq 
II 17 1 3^5 
II 18 3 u 7 39 
11 19 6 6 30 
It 20 U 20 
t1 22 3 3 15 
It 24 1 • 1 5 . , 1 
It 27 2 2 10 
II 28 1 1 u 
II ^0 1 1 
1 1 7^ 1 123 660 12 
AverPifG Ineu'batlon period, '5.36 days. 
Pelled to "hetcTi, 12 or S.B pcrcent. 
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Giro not. Til*3 laDrvae i'rom the letter must eat their way into 
the Geecl, v/hich they appear to clo Imediatsly without fooc'.lix^ 
to a notloeablG extent upon tho flesh. The eGC: piinctU3?e3 then 
hoal ovor es completely as clo tho food pimcturos and a v/orny 
cherry oomiot ho detectod. Tho foeding upon the sood dooc not 
oauGS the fi'uit to drop, nor doos it affect Kiatorially the 
developraont 6f the floahy portion. 
In those cases v;hore the larvae developed in tho flooh 
it opiDears that they hatched after the pits had hardened nnd 
T/ero ujiahle to inoke entrance. Either their instinct to got 
to the seed or thoir preferonco for tho pit ovor tho flesh ao 
food raakoB thorn endeavor to feed upon this hard shell. In all 
cases of this kind there hao heen q narked depression gna^red 
out of the pit. The jviortality oraone these is hisli and those 
that do mature are very oles.rly under-nourished^ 
The !l£irvae that make entrance into tho seed feed entire­
ly upon the kernel. In a fe-w oasea where the kernel of the 
seed failed to develop and there waa not sufficient food for 
Diaturity, evidence indicatea that they caiae out and fed to a 
limited extent upon the flesh, but theae caees have been ex­
tremely rare. The entrance hole into the pit is only lart;e 
enough for the iieeds of the then small larva, "but before 
pupation, vjhioh takes place in this emptied food chamber, the 
larva enlarges this openins e^? makes a new one for the er.it 
of the adult. (Fig. 17.) In praotically all oases the en­
trance hole ±B enlarged, but a few cases have been found where 
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this has boon ^iiaresardocl anfl a nevj opening medo. In all 
cacoa the exit holes are r!ii:\(i0 only throiicii the pit, •'die ojpan-
ings througli the flosh boing loft for th© adult to i-iualce, 
Fulton (9) hao ostahlishecl the faot that QQ[^a of tho 
apple ciirculio cJepoaited in a firov^ins airple are usually rrBsh­
ed or the newly hatched Itirvao noshed by the rapid hoaling 
and resultant olosinf^ in of the egg CBvity. 'i^he writer has 
novor found this condition ocour?rinv, vjith cherry curculio, 
althouc^ the fleshy portion of the fruit fills in the cavities 
quite rapidly* It is possible that it may oocur in some oases. 
It aeeriia that it is only in the very early Gtages of develop­
ment that tho cells of the pit shell can heal an injury, so 
a larva that X'eaches th© pit, even though it might not be 
able to make entrance, does not have the nev/ tissue crowding 
in from all sidee. The larvae that do not enter the pit laake 
only a surprisingly GiTia3.1 cavity next to the pit, \';hioh can­
not be detected until the fruit is opened. Since a large por­
tion of these larvae die, such cavities are of varying sizes. 
Length of Larval Feeding Period 
All efforts to get aocurete data upon the exact larval 
period of tho cherry ourculio have failed« Since the e^;g, 
lai'val, and pupal stages are all spent in tho same fruit and 
cannot be suoceasfully transferred to another, the onJ.y vmj 
v.'O can got data on tlie length of the larval period is by do-
ducting tho time of tho and pupal periods of other in­
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dividuals from the total time from ess to adult. By doing 
this with a rather linrited number of individuals, we get a 
larval period of fraii 18 to 24 days. It appears that 20 days 
is about thG average# 
Pupation 
Pupation takes place within the pit of the oherry while 
it is normally still upon the tree. Only a few individuals 
have been watched throu^i the entire period. In the examining 
of large numbers of fruits» it has been possible to get some 
larvae that were mature or had just started into tlie pupal 
period. These, when kept in a moist container, apparently 
have behaved normally. The follov/ins notes taken in 1929 give 
an idea of the pupal changes as they can be observed: 
"July 1 - 5 p. m. A rather sluggish larva taken from 
oherry somewhat more yellow than normal - pupation probably 
starting. July 2. Prepupal moult took place during ni^t, 
moulted skin clinging to tip of abdomen. The outline of most 
of the appendages can be made out - all water-white and 
opaque, abdoBien a light cream-yellow, eyes can be' detected 
only by outline. July S. No matarial clmtige in color -
appendages aomev/hat more distinct ~ mouth-parts darker, 
July 4. Eyes, light amber-broT/n, more jjrominent, elytrae 
shov/ing striae and protuberances. All appendages darker in 
color. July 7. Emerged sometime during afternoon." 
The pupal period of this individual was a few hours loss 
than 6 days. The avex'age for all individuals observed v/ae 
6.9 days. 
After the adult emerges from the pupal skin there is a 
rest period of from one to several days. During this time 
there is a darkening of the color and a hardening of the body 
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walls and oppeudat^Qa. The beetles do not csnerge from the 
fruit mitil ofter this rest period. Too much disturbance or 
handling din-in{.-;; thic t'Jx'ie UGually provea fatal, so, as a re­
sult, mny of those removed from the pita do not make nonvial 
individuals. 
The jilinerconce of the Beetles 
The first now beetle in 1926 v/as taken July 2, On July 
!3, 300 cherries were eicaminsd v/ith the follo\7iag findings: 
1 adult left fruit, S8 adults in the fruit, 4-8 pupae, IS 
larvae. On July 12 the beetles wore numerous in the orchard 
and v/ere probably at their peak on the 15th. On July SO 
only an occasional beetle could be found in the cherries and 
those v/ere mostly individuals that wore having difficulty in 
setting out through the escit holes. This ;vas an early season 
for both the insect and the fruit. 
Table 3 gives the stages that the insect was found in 
•when fruit V;QS examined on definite dates durinpj the seasons 
of 1927, 1929, and 19S0. Most of these records -were made in 
coimection v/ith the examination of fruits for control date, 
in which oases all the fruits were cut open and the pits 
cracked. The records for 192V are interesting in ahov/incj 
the period of transformation and the appearance of the beetles. 
A count, July 1, shaved 8S larvae, 9 pupae, 1 adult in fruit, 
and 1 having left the fruit. On July 9, 80 percent v/ere found 
to bo pupae and adults still in the fruit. July 12 aljnoat 31 
percent had loft the fruit and 6 5 percent were in the adult 
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Table 3» Stages of the cherry ourcnilio as 
fotuid Tjy exemlnlng: fraits. 
Pute ejcarained Larva© Pupae Adults found 
In fmit 
Adultc ereaped 
jTrly 1. 1927 81 ' 9 1 1 
" s. 1927 6 1 1 
" q. 1927 1 19 11 9 
" 11. 1927 11 21 79 1^ 
« 12. 1927 <5 lU 178 87 
" 11. 1927 1 11 21 
» lU. 1927 2 6 9'5 182 
1927 1 U U7 121 
" n. 1929 2 l6 21 2 
» iq. 1929 20 11 Ug 161-1 
" 21. 1929 1 1 1 




» 1929 «• 2 7 
" 2U. 1929 U lU 61 
Awff. 7. 1929 70 
July 22. 1910 1 S 112 
« 21. 1910 1 1 7 Uo 
,L 19^0 1 1 
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stago but liad not left tho fruit. Only 5 out of 284; wero in 
the laj?val atas©. July 15, 70 iiercent had loft the fruit as 
adults, 37 iDe-roent \70r0 adults within the pito, or a total of 
97 pei-'oent in thQ adult stage. 
In 1929 the period of transforinution caiao VL little lator. 
Sirby-aix xjei'oont had loft the fruit July 19, 73 percent July 
24, and 100 percent August 7. Tho season of 1930 was very 
similar to 1929. 
Hahittj of the New .Adult{3 
The new genoration of adults, tia haa been stated before, 
roinains in the pit of the cherry for fror.i one to several days 
after they have emerged from the pupal skin. After -blais rest­
ing or hardening period, they eat their way tia'ou^sh the flesh 
of the cherry, the opening through the pit having been pre­
pared for thora by the larvae. Tlioir object in life during 
the next few days aeetis to be to eat. Undoubtedly they are 
preparing for the long, ciuieacont or hibernating period of 
about 10 months that is ahead, as thoy go into wintei* guartera 
and are inactive imtil tho blossoming time of the cherry tho 
following spring. Even v^hon they are kept in Gages they cease 
feeding an.d become inactive after a v/eok oi' 10 days. 
It will be rocalled that in 19S6 tho booties v/ere thought 
to be at their height in the G-eorce Brittell orchard on July 
IS. On July a decrease in numbers could be detected and 
froDh food pimctures "v/ore less evident. On Juls?- 2G fresh food 
puTictures wero difficult to find and the beating of several 
limbs produced only 2 beetles, vAiere probably 100 v/ould have 
been taken 10 days before. No becbtles could be found in the 
orchard August 5 or 13. This is typical of their disappear­
ance during the several years. 
Hibernation 
Little is knoim of the hibernation habits of the checrry 
curculio. In cages they Vi/ill go into or under rubbish of moat 
any nature. When soil is in the cage they do not attempt to 
go into it. They prefer to hide neixt to the soil, but under 
some protective material such as grass. Careful searches in 
the orchards have failed to reveal any. It is thought that 
they hibernate close to v/hore they have fed, at least their 
rate of spread in certain orchards would indicate this. 
Injury Bono by the ITew Beetles 
The feeding of the new generation of beetles is confined 
to a ooinparatively short period Just before hibernation; never­
theless it can be responsible for considerable loss. It occurs 
at a time v/hen most of the varieties of cherries are beginnings 
to ripen or are almost full grown. At this time they have 
lost the po.'/er to heal the vraunds. Yifith the variotieQ that 
are ripening, the injuries make it possible for other insects, 
such as Diptera, bees, and other Hymenoptera to feed. In a 
heavily Infested orchard the trees may be hurninins with these 
other forms. The injured choi'ries will soon begin to dry and 
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ahrivel and way become auimjiifiod upon the tree. In a few 
casoB almost the entire crop has been seen to remain on the 
tree in this condition until fall or until they v/ere all tak­
en by the birds. With the later varieties, such as the Ens-
lish Morello, the late food punctures will callous enough 
to prevent the drying of the fruit, but they remain as open, 
blackened cavities. 
Varietal susceptibility 
Tlie cherry curculio seems to shov; no narked preference 
for any of the varieties grov/ing in the oi'chards under obser­
vation, but there are some characteristics of certain of tliese 
varieties that may prove to have an influence* The Early 
Richmond is a quick maturing variety, the pit hardens early 
and some of the larvae fail to make entrance. They are har­
vested about as the new beetles are appearing in numbers, so 
the late injury is largely avoided. This variety, however, 
is not an injpa? tant canning cherry. The Montmorency is the 
most important canning cherry grovra in the two counties now 
having losses. Its blooming period coincides with that of 
the early activity of the insect. The pits harden early 
enough to keep quite a few larvae from making entrance, but 
this point is offset by the fact that the fruit ripens v/hen 
the new beetles are abundant. It is therefore subject to 
their feeding and the subsequent attack of other insects that 
feed upon the broken tissue. Ninety-seven laercent of the in­
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dividuals found developing outcide of the pit were in fruits of 
tliin vax'iety and almost as mny Snglish Morello VireCL'Q e^camined. 
TJ.10 English Morollo variety, ^ jhioh ia the second in impor­
tance for canning, bloaaoma cllghtly later than the Montinoronoy 
and the hlooaing i£3 more irregular and extended* The pits are 
more heavy-sholled than eithor of the othor varieties mentioned 
"but do not harden quite so quickly. It is the latest variety 
and is not harvested until after all the feeding of the now 
beetles is past. The fruits, however, do not shrivel after "be­
ing fed upon, c.nd still have the ability to callous but not to 
heal the wounds. There is a likelihood of taking imny insects 
from the orchard in fruits of the earlier varieties and thus 
reduce to that extent the overwintering population^ This, no 
doubt, increases the possibility of spread throu^i transporta­
tion of the fruit. Considering everything, it is believed that 
the Montmorency has been better adapted to the insect*s habits 
and has shown greater injury than the others* 
Selection of Small Fruits 
Ordinarily, but few fruits of the cherry are dwarfed and 
fall. However, in 1929. there was a very heavy fall of small 
fruits when they wore about one-third grov/n. This was especial­
ly true on the variety, English Morello. The fruits stayed on 
the trees for about 10 days after they began to turn yellow. 
It was interesting to note that the beetles preferred to feed 
upon these. On June SO, in the Henri MoOlelland orchard, 64.4 
percent of those yellow cherries had been fed on end i a » S  ijor-
oent of the growing fruits. One tliousand of the yellow fruits 
shov/od 1050 punctiures and 1000 of the other S31 pmacturea. 
Probably about the raame preforenoe •*7cis shown for the egg 
laying, but this vas rather difficult to determine accurately. 
On July 0, 355 of those fruit's "vvero taken frora the ground and 
examined. A total of 7 percent were found infested, while 
the normal fruit on the troes shov/ed an infestation of 2,0G 
percent. The infestation in the fallen fruit was inade up of 
13 dead larvae, 5 live larvae, 5 live pupae, and S live adults. 
The heat from the sun was apparently responsible for Qorae of 
the deaths in fruits that v/ere in exposed places. 
Five hundred of the yellow fruits v/ere picked June 20 and 
taken to the laboratory where the sun vrauld not intex'fere v/ith 
the developing larvae. After the season for the emergence of 
the beetles all the fruits were examined, Tlie infestation was 
found to be 10,4 percent, but only tv/o adults euierged and those 
were inaotive and very evidently under-developed. The others 
were represented as followsi 32 dead larvae, S parasitized 
larvae, and 15 dead adulta that failed to QQt out of the fruit. 
It v/as very evident that the small dropped fruits did not carry 
food enough to develop the insect normally and the laying of 
esss in such cherries acts to the detrimont of the insect. In 
contrast with this, it might be stated that Fulton (9) has 
shown that the survival of £. Mgnap.sutep. on cultivated 
varieties of apple is dependent upon the instinct of the fe­
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male to detoct the "June drop" applefl and to lay her eggs in 
these# 
The POHGible Total Damage 
Since the different types or injury have been discussed 
separately, it might be v/ell to make a summary statement of 
the possible total seasonal injury. The different injuries 
are: 1. Blossom injury from feeding of over-wintering beetles; 
S« Food punctures on the growing cherries; 5. Sgg punctures; 
4. Feeding of larvae; 5. Exit holes made by adults; 6. Feedins 
of new beetles* 
The total injury in a case of heavy infestation can best 
be illustrated by describing the loss in the George Brittell 
orchard dirring 19S6 and 19S7. The blossom injury of 1926 v/as 
not observed but it must have been heavy. The 19S7 blossom 
injury in a 5 acre block of Montmorency amounted to fully a 
S5 percent loss of crop. The mature oherrioc in 1926 showed, 
by actual count, an infestation of 52 percent. In several 
counts not a single fruit was found that was free from food 
or egg punotua;*as of the overwinterine beetles, the average 
per cherry being 4:,1 injuries. After the new beetles appear­
ed, it vms difficult to find a cherry that did not have from 
1 to 4 new pimcturea that not only further blemished the 
cherry, but made an opening for other insects to feed upon 
the jiiice of the riponinf.? cherry. ITo uBrketablo fruit could 
be taken from the orchard. The condition was almost as serious 
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In the imaprnyGcl portions In 19S7 c.nd was olBiost duplicated 
in five oommorcial oroharcls in Jofforson County in 1930. 
Tlio general infestations have beon much lighter and the 
injury proportionally loss. A glEnce at Tables 9, 10, and 11 
\vill show the injury that occurred in the mispreiyed blocka of 
certain 0.Tj?eririiGntal orchards. Thorje tables do not indicate 
the blossom injm-y. It ?/ill be noted that many more fruits 
are injured by food punoturea than by larval injury. For in­
stance, the check in one of the G-eorge Brittell orchards in 
1927 showed 11.23 percent wormy fruit and VS.46 percent in­
jured by food punctures, or a total of 83.69 percent. Another 
showed a total Injury of 94.7 percent, E8.1 percent worBiy and 
66.6 percent inj-ured by food punctures. In the Henry McClel­
land orchard in 1929 with 1.69 percent woraiy, 47.S percent 
were otherwise injured. 
These data show that, with the cherry curculio, like it 
is with the plum curculio, apple curculio, and the plum 
gouger, the actual infestation can be low and yet the total 
injury be quite high. This is illustrated further by the re­
sults obtained when beetles were placed in bags upon lijiibs 
having a definite number of cherries, Tsible No^ 4 gives these 
results in 11 cages during 19S9. In these tests thin cheese­
cloth was used so as to permit as much light and as free cir­
culation of air as possible. The results do not indicate the 
blossom injury as the limbs were not baas©^ until after the 
blossoming period. As soon as the blossoms had fallen and it 
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Ta-ble U. (Jiving tha wnount of Injirry and the 
iiumber of progeny from the cherry ctir-
culio ceged upon llrn"bB of oherrleg. 












1 S ' C-T - 2 
2 2 29 «w 7 . 
. . 1 i 2 •?o 1 
U (• 2 •• — H . 
2. Uo • t" • 1 n 2 
6 2 / 11 n 
10 1^« — 21 : 
S 2 20 6 
3 5 4«5 u U 
xo 97 u •* iq • 
11 ' u g2 ?. • 2^ 
Total •^7 f575 67 1 101 
Oheck 52 U6 U6 
M 
\}tiw foa.t ooi'-tairL tho bagrj v/ould not intcsrt'orG irlth the x)03.1:lii£\~ 
tdoHj x*oi?roeontat.:lvo limbs on a MouteiJsrQncj/ tr©o VJQVO GoXootocl, 
Gil ficultQ ooimtod;, and tho ba{3 oDntoinlng tho doairei^ nunbca* 
of bootXes put In i-)laoe, iit tho tlrao, I&iy 30, moot a£ th« 
fruits v/c3i'« Just buTfjtiiif; tho huolns and any tliot tUcl mt QX^poaa? 
iiomial Vio:c0 rsMsved. Tho beige vJorco allovjoci to roi-ialn iJi p3j!:5co 
uiitil tijo farait v/os roa<3y to harvaat, Thcry ivei'o rcsnovocl isnd 
tho countB imdo .T^ jQ.y 26 and 27« IHvo liiiOjQ wore baiidlefl In tlie 
3Eu-!ie riiEimic5?,'', a.'j ohoolaj, only boatlos v?ore not Introducod Into 
the •br.iga# It \Km bo no tod that the olT©ok IjUiibs carr-lod 5S 
fruits ttt t]ie stecrt of tho o:qDoriJ:iiQntp 40 of \!7l'iloh mturod 
apparently norifially, tlio otbor G \mTO aoooimted for ao israall 
"Jimo diropQ" T?3h:lob found in tho A total of S7 booties 
woi-0 used and all wero aooountod for In the bags; Gt tho ond of 
tho oacperlmont ozoept 5 that Qpparontly had enoapod from oa^e V *  
At tho start of tho orporirriont £575 fruite wore on tho liitilJG, 
but only 09 at tho oloso* If v/o oonnidor tjiat tho ns:tu5?ol drop 
was thcj Bamo as on tho oheok, th3>s MoxxX^ aooouiit foi* 60 or 
loavo ^  total fos? tho oxxioriiaont of 509, At pioklng tiiuo, 68 
ohorrios rominod, or, in cthor vjox'ds, tho 37 boetlos caused 
a aojaplotG doatruotion of 441 oherrioe or an avoroge of 11.0 
por b0Otl©» Of the 08 ohoyrloo romainlng; eit piokliig tlmo, 
9 v;oi"Q found to havo 03clt holea, jahOTJlng booties had dovolopod 
in theraj 38 hod fi?am 4 to a gpceat raany food punoturoe and one 
ahowod no injury* 'fhis one v/ould repi'osont the total markotabl© 
i')ortlC)n of the crop. Oagoe Z and vfaioh contQined 29 and 
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S5 fruits reapeotlvely, vjltla only one pair of beetles in each, 
had no fruits at picking time. In some casec the fallen fruits 
were found to have out steraa but most of them fell from the ef­
fect of many food and egg punctures* 
All of the progeny that v/ere found did not reach matia^ity. 
Many individuals died in the larval stage on account of their 
host fruit being so badly daniGged, and fnlling so eai'ly that 
there Vi/as insufficient food for coinplete develox^raent, 
Parasites 
Since the cherry ouroulio is a native insect of the section, 
one would expect that during its long period of develoxjmont some 
natxiral enemies would also have developed. This has proven the 
case. Insect pai-aaites have been by far the most Important* At 
times these have destroyed enough of the curculio to be consid­
ered a factor for control. Tables 5, 6 and 7 give the parasitism 
found by counts made during the years 19S7» 1929 and 1930. For 
the most part these counts were made when records wore being 
made on the different control blocks. Since the parasites were 
many of them found in the larval and pupal stages, the data will 
not show exactly the percentage parasitism by the individual 
species. The different counts made on the same date represent 
either different orchards or different control blocks in the 
experimental orchards. 
It v/ill be noted that the total pax'asltism in 1927, Table 5, 
varied from nothing to 19.79 percent, with an avei^age of IS.7 
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Teible 5» Perceutftge of cherry curoulio 











July 8 SO 10 12,^ 
" q 50 8 16 
" 9 12 
" 11 7U 10 1^.51 
" 12 171 19 11.11 
« 12 29*5 • 55S 19.79 
" 1', )49 1 2.0U- ' 
» 11 U6 2 
" lU 20 
" lU I6l 16 9.93 
" IS 1U2 17 11.97 
" lf5 9 
Totel 1107 1^1 12.07 
' ss -
Tahle 6. Percentage of cherry our-
cjulio paraeltized In 1929» 
Date coiDit No. of No. of Percent 
raade ourcolio ParaaitoB ourcullo 
counted Tjaraeitized 
July 11 21 6 2g.f5 
" 1-^ 6t) 22 •^3.8 
" 16 ^0 q ^0 
" iq 21 3 1U.2S 
" iq Igl 18.08 
" iq 2q •5 10.-iU 
" 21 
" 22 S7 1^5 17.2U 
» 22 7^ 20 27. ^q 
•» 22 7 1 lU.2g 
" 22 q 
" 22 7 - • 
« 22 12 — 
II 2-^  12 20. 
» 3-? 11 2 18.Ig 
" 2^ (1) 106 51 Hg.l 
" 2k ig • 
" 2k ^56 12 21.1+2 
" 2q 2»i X u 
» 2q H tm 
Au#c. 7 7q Tjq Uq.76 
" 7 lU 11 •52.35 
» g 6 2 13.33 
" g ? wm 
"  2 ^  ( 2 )  uu iq U-J.l 
Total qgo 262 2b.4 
(1) Taken from chokecherry, altitude 5^00 feet. 
(2) Taken from chokecherry, altitude 5800 feet. 
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Tolile 7* Percentage of cherry cur-
crQlo psrfieltlzed In 1930» 
Dete cotmt !To. of No. of Pnrcent 
nvade cnroMllo parftsltee OMrcttlio 
counted narapltlged 
July 22 12^1 37 29.6 
" 22 "59 19 32.2 
" 2-^ 19 b 31. 
n 2"^  S -i 
" 23 13 Iv 30.76 
" 23 9 
" 23 IS I 
" 23 30 ik hLi 
" 23 2 .1 
Auff. 7 103 go 1+3.7 
" 7 33 26 7g.7 
" 7 g . U SO 
(1 7 2 0m 
" 7 10 l«) 
" 7 U 1 25 
^otal 523 ao6 39.38 
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percQiit. In 19S9, Table 6, it varied from nothing to 49.26 per­
cent, average 26.4 percent. One of the co\mts made July 23, 
Gonsiating of 106 individuals, 51 or 48,1 percent of vrtiioh were 
parasitized, was made from ohokechorries collected in the Poudre 
Canon, about 23 miles west of Fort CollinB, altitude about 5600 
foet. The count made August 25 vms made from chokeoherries col~ 
lected in Devil's Gulch, about 25 miles southwest from Fort Colliue, 
altitude about 5800 foet. These and other smaller counts indicate 
that parasitism is q.uite general in the foothills as well as in 
the orchards. 
In 1930, Table 7, the parasitism varied from zero to 78,7 
percent, average 39.58 percent. During the three seasons a com­
plete record v/as made of 2622 individuals, 609 or 22.8 percent 
of which were parasitized. 
The followins is a brief discussion of the various species 
reared: 
Eurytonia tyloderma tis Ashm. 
Ashmead (1) described Eui'ytoma tylodermatis (figs. 19 and 20) 
in 1896 as a parasite of Tyloderraa foveolatum Say, a v;eevil 
breeding in the stems of OmEiCTa biennis. Dickerson and Weiss 
reported it from the same host in Hew Jersey in 1920. Most of 
the references associate it with hosts belonging to Hie v/eevil 
group. Pierce (25) in 1908, stated that it was one of the six 
moat important parasites of the cotton-boll weevil, and at that 
time was the most important one in North Texas. 
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Chltten<a0n (S) roared it from the potato atalk v/eevil, 
Trlchobarls trinotata Say. Hunter and Piorce (13) -nroto in 
1912 that it vms Imovm to attack 14 other specios of v/eevils 
boaidos tho ootton-boll v/eovil and that it ronlcod among the five 
moat imi:)0rtant boll weevil parasites, Tho same year Pderoe (S4) 
gave a list of 16 v^eevil hosts. It ranked 41h numerically among 
the 20 spociea reared from tho cotton-boll v?eevil during the 
period of 1905 to 1910, inclusive, and its distribution was 
found to bo oo~e2ctensive with that of the boll weevil. It ms 
found to winter in tho immature stages. At Victoria, Texas, 
the first adults appeared from, overwinterins material on 
Fobrmx-y S and the laat on April 17. Of 433 individuals, 64.9 
percent v/ere females and 55,1 percent males* Myers (20) reared 
it from the larva of the moth Lophoptilus eloisella. A number 
of other workers have mentioned the species especially in con­
nection with the cotton~boll Y/eevil, but have added no new hosts 
to the list. 
Tho writer has found it to be one of the more important 
parasites on the cherry ourouiio. It was responsible for from 
S5 to 30 percent oC the total parasitism. It feeds as an exter­
nal parasite, principally upon the curculio larvae, but a number 
have beon found feeding upon pupae (fig. SI) and in two cases, 
upon newly emerged adults. From this it would appear that the 
injury to a ourouiio larva that is almost mature is not so great 
but that it may enter the pupal stage ox* even live to complete 
the transformation and appear as an adult. Such adults, in all 
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casos, wore muoli shrlvolecl oiid had barely life enough to emerge. 
The feeding, ho\7ever, usually results in the death of the our-
oulio "before tlae pupal stage is reached. 
The pai'asito larva apparently has the ability to transform 
and produce an adult viithout feeding through its norjiial larval 
period, l-'hooe that were found upon aiiiall host larvae produced 
very small individuals. In, a number of oases Y/hat appeared to 
be partly grown larvae were taken from their food and instead 
of dying as one might expect, they •would transfoim. The pupa~ 
tion of such Individuals would be delayed and the transforrnation 
slower. It was not unconuiion for such larvae to v/i-thout food 
for from 6 to 10 days, then transform. In one case an individual 
larva transformed after going without food for 12 days. The 
adult was a very siiiall but apparently normal male. This may be 
Nature's way of protectins the species against the death, trans-
foiTnation or loss of its host. 
The parasite larva is a footless grub, sluggish in action, 
v/ater white to creaut colored. Occasionally they may bo found 
darker in color viflien feeding upon a dead larva that is decom­
posing. The length of the mature ones is usually about 3 rojJi., 
width 1*2 ram.., although they are found much smaller and larger 
than this. They taper sliQlitly antex'iorly and more markedly 
posteriorly. Only a small part of the head region is visible 
and this can be retracted. The only mouth parts visible are 
two sharp curved hooks that are apparently used for piercing 
the skin of the host and for anchorage while feeding. They 
apparently remain attached to the host only v/hlle feofling, as 
the same Individualo my bo found attached or free within the 
cavity mod© by the curcullo larvae. Their feeding has been 
v/atched under the microscope on a number of occasions. Goiae 
notes taken July 11, 19S9, are interesting in this connection. 
"liVatched a parasite larva feed upon a curcullo larva. The 
mouth parts are retracted so there appears to form a auckins 
pad; this v/e.B pJa oed against the host and the two curved hooks 
could be seen to pierce the skin. The head of the parasite 
was repeatedly p3?essed against the host, inakins a very marked 
depression as if nui'sing, soon liquid oould be seen to pass 
into the parasite and some free liquid collected about mouth 
parts. After parasite moved there v/as no blooding of host and 
no abrasion could bo seen.'' 
In this case the host 3.arva made no effort to protect 
itself, but in cases where larvae that have not been fed are 
placed with a parasite they v/ill endeavor to fight off the para­
site. The lej:vae may continue to feed after the death of the 
host. In the case just noted the host was apparently dead on 
July 12, and the parasite was feeding. On Jxxly 13 the host v/as 
very brown or black in color and tlie parasite was dark in color 
from the food taken. Feeding was observed again July 15, when 
the old body vras almost dried and pupation of the parasite did 
not start imtll July 17. It is thought, however, that as a gen­
eral thing the host lives until the riaturity of the parasite 
larva is reached. 
The larva is quite inactive for about 54 hours before ac­
tual pupation is noticed. During this time it is shortened and 
takes on a slightly more yellow color, and voids the contents 
of the alimentary canal* The pupation takes place in the feeding 
Or - .  
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OQVlty loude by tho iioat^ 
Tiie pupao (fl^. 19,1)) that v/ere raoGsni'sci 'variscl In lonn^th 
from 1-3 to 2,'12 in widtli, head .51 to *77 rrffiu, thoraix .62 to 
.97 imu., oxicl abdomen .45 to ,85 nua, Tho color is at first v/liite 
v/ith the appendasos and oyos outlined but difficii!l.t to diatin-
guisli. On the third and soinQtimes on the second day the append­
ages and v/ing pads begin to take on a light amber color and oon~ 
tiiaue to darken. The entire pupa, except the eyea vrhich ca^e 
reddish in coloi*, ia almost blaok about PA hours before emergence 
or tho adult. Table 8 gives the date of pupation, length of 
pupal period, the date of emersonoe and tho hoot sta^e of 20 
individuals obsjerved. The eraergence date alone vmc secured on 
iiany more individuals. Dui'ing 1929 the omergenoe extended from 
July 23 to Au^uat 5, and the pupal period ranged from 7 to 15 
daye with an avei^ago Ibr tlie two seasons of 0.S5 daj'-o. 
Durinpj the course of the work the parasite v;as bred from 
Grgpholitha Packardi Zell., Grra-pholitha prunivora V/alsh, and 
Entedon^n.gp., the last record definitely establishing it as 
a secondary, aa v;ell as a primary par'asite. Tho larvae v/ere 
found feeding upon both larvae and xmpae of Entedon n.ap., 
which is an internal parasite of the cherry ourculio. 
Habrooytus piercei Crawford 
This speolos (fig. 22) has also been frequently mentioned 
as a parasite of the cotton-boll weevil. Pierce (24) reported 
it as ranking tenth numerioally among the parasites reared from 
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Table 8, Showing the pupal period and 
date of enjergence of the para-
site Eurytoma tylodermatli^ Aohm. 
Date pupation Date adult Pupal period stage of cur-
started emerged in days culio fotmd 
feeding on 
July 11. 1927 July 19 3 Larval 
" 1^. 1927 II 22 9 It 
" IS. 1927 AUK. S  1«5 II 
" 20. 1927 n 2  1-5 11 
" lU. 1929 July 2^ 9 II 
" lU. 1929 II Z k  10 Tjupal 
" 16. 1929 M 2U g larval 
. " 17. 1929 It 27 10 It ' 
" 17. 1929 «L 2^5 8 larval 
» 18. 1929 It 27 9 It 
" 18. 1929 II "^0 12 It 
" 18. 1929 It 25 7 (1 
" 18. 1929 II 2b 8 It 
" 18. 1929 H 27 • 9 , II 
" 19. 1929 II 27 8 T5UT5B1 
» 20. 1929 1) 28 8 larval 
« 21. 1929 II 28 7 II 
" 21. 1929 AUK. II 
" 22. 1929 July 29 1  II 





the boll weovil during the poriod of 190G to 1910. Only fo-
inalQG wore BQCui'ad and tliea© only in tiie fall and from hiber­
nating material in the spring. It was found to winter in the 
immature stageu. Hunter and Pierce, (13) i-eported one other 
weevil host and Wellhouse (33) reared it froia Anthononiua 
nebulosua Loc. 
It is of about equal importance with the above species in 
the destruction of the cherry curculio. It feeds ezternally 
and has been found feeding upon larvae and pupae, but being a 
alightly larger parasite than Eurytoma tyloderioatis Ashm., very 
rev/ of the hosta developed to the pupal stage. They have been 
aeen to feed upon blackened larvae tlx at had been dead at least 
a day or tv/o. In aorae oaaes 'bhey continued to feed upon the 
host reraainQ as long aa any liquid food could bo secured. 
I'he parasite larva is a footless grub (fig. 2E,c) almost 
v/hite in color unless given a dark, muddy color by the contents 
of digestive tract. The length of nature ones varied from 2.2 urn. 
to S#5 nan., v/idth from 1 mm, to 1.7 nua. Their method of feed­
ing is very similar to that described for the preceding species, 
and pupation takes place in the food cavity mad© by 'blie host. 
The pupa (fig. 22,B) is at ftost white to yellov/ish in color, 
with eyes and aiDpendages showing only by outline, but those soon 
begin to darken and about the third day are of an amber color, 
As the emergenoe is approached the color is almost black. The 
pupal period varied in length from 6 to 8 days, the avera'g® of 
all recox'ded being 7 days. The season of emergence is somi^'jhat 
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eiirlier on tho aveiago, than the proceding speoios. In 19S7 
omoi'gonc^' befian July IS and all material had tronoforraecl by 
July 24, end in 1929 all emorgocl betwoon July 12 and 21, On 
aooount of this o^.-trly devQlopwont > l)ut very i'cv; \-3qi*o oaken in 
the larval fox'Ri v/hon the harvested Ghorrios \7oro beinci Qxaiainecl* 
This spacioc was iTiora coritmon in tho chorry orohardc than 
in tho chokoohorrloD la the mountains. In foot 'l.-io 
-.'vrltor han novar roai^ ed ono from the ouroulio ifGoding on the 
v/ild oh0r:.'y« 'fhc inaeot must undoubtedly havo one oi" more oth­
er h03t npooioa to carry it throu{;^i the year, ao it iviay bo that 
such other hosts arc nore plentiful under orchard cniiditlona 
than in the mounts.ins. 
JSntodon^ n. sp.''* 
"Entedon. n. sp. (fig. 25) has boon the no^it important para­
site of tho cherry ouroulio. It hao boon rarji)onsible for almost 
50 percent of the total parasitism, and in oui'culio oolleoted 
from tho ohokochorry in the mounteino it is even more important, 
For Inatanoo, in oholcooherries taken O'uly 23, 1929, in tho Poudre 
Canon, 39 pupae of Bntedon, n. op,, and 12 larvcto and pup-ue of 
Eui'ytoma tylodermtia Aahiti*, \VQre found. In this same fruit 
there v/ero 48 unparositiaed ouroulio. In a oount made from the 
Henx*i MoClelland orchard in 1930, 57 Entedoa, n* sp, v/ere found 
and 58 of other apeoios. 
OJhe larva feeds internally upon the oux'oulio larva and 
T^he dei-ciription of this new apeQies, prepared by a» 
Gahcaij vjlll appear in cm early nmber of the JournQl of 1ho 
Y/aahlnston Academy of Soienoes. 
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roaoliea mturlty about as does ItQ host. Their feeding apparent­
ly doGs not delay the devo3.o|5Die.vit of the host as they are found 
most abundant in full-aized larvae about aa the oiirculio ls.rvae 
are bogiimine to pupato freely. The foediJii'^ of the parasite 
brings about an aliaost complete deatruotion of the host body. 
In most oGoes the roiiains have oliiost the appearance of the 
ijioultec! skin. Paraaitiain can f irat be detected by the slue-
Cjlshneas and a yellowiah, umic.tiLval color of the ho.irb. The 
feeding of the host then oearaes, but tii© pai'asit© continuoa to 
feed on the body oontentn of the dyings or dead hoet» The death 
ia a slow one caused by tho g^'adual abaorx^tion of the body eon-
tent, 'Hie host may appear to be alive for EJorne time longer than 
it la, due to the activity of tho paraaite ?;ithin the body. At 
thiG tilxae the outline of the 'parasite larva can often bo scon 
through tiie body wall. 
Tho length of tho paraaito after leaving -tiiD host may We 
aa {^reat or graatoi* than that of the host. The moasuraraentcj of 
a host on July 15, 19S9, v/.ero, lensth B,35 liua., width 1.14 I'om. 
Tho noaoureinonta of tho parasite larva that left tlae body July 14 
were, length 3.14 nuii,, width IvM wmi. 
The larva is a v;ator vjhite, opaque, footlena irjrub, v/oll 
illuatrated in Fig. PJo D, It is quite active when it first 
leaves tho hoot, but usually the body bei^ins to shorten and pupa­
tion cjtarts v?ithin ?A hours. The raeasurevents' of the pupa from 
tho one i.'ientioned above, were on July 15, length 2.71 
width of antGricn? half .91 liim,, of posterior half 1.14 imn. On 
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July IG the definite foinri of the pupa could be seen# At this 
time all parts were still white, but during the next few hours 
the change V;QS very marked, the color the next mornins being 
intense, shiny black# The length of those measured varied 
from 2 to 3.42 mm. and the Y;idth from ,77 to 1.42 mm. The 
pupae are much flattened as shown in S'isure 23, B and C, and 
have all appendages enclosed in the black, tough pupa case. 
Since they feed until the time the cui'oulio larvae would nor­
mally be maturing, the period of pupation coincides v/ith that 
of the host. During 1927 large numbers were found going into 
pupation between July 13 and SO, Pupation takes place v/ithin 
the hollowed out pit of the cherry and the pupa remains here 
until the follov/ing spring. There is but the one generation. 
The mortality of the pupae taken from the pits has been high 
and as a result our data on emergence of adiLlts is limited. 
The only emergence date of which the writer is certain, for 
material kept tmder outdoor conditions, is May 19, 1927. 
Attention has been called to the fact that the larva of 
Burytoma tylodermati-s Ashm. v/ill feed upon and destroy the 
larva and pupa of Kntendon.n. sp. The indications are that 
when a curculio larva is attacked by the two species of para~ 
sites, E. tylodermati'S Ashm. is the only sui'vival. If this 
is true, B. tylodeniiatis Ashm. brings about the sanie percent­
age reduction of lilntedon>n. sp. as of the curculio and thus 
much reduces its ovm vjorth. 
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Habrocytus>n» sp.^ 
Seven speoimans of this vyere reared from the cherry our-
cullo material during 1929. In life habits and the appear­
ance of the larvae and pupa©, it rauat be much like Habrocytus 
piorcel Aahiii.. at leant there is enough resemblance that the 
writer, in handling; them in the laboratory, mistook the pupa© 
for those of the latter species. The only individual that 
•was follov/ed through from the larval stage pupated July 11 
and the adult emerged July 18, or in seven days. The pupa 
was at first white, gradually talcing on an amber color, and 
the eyes becoming rod. On the raornizig of the seventli day it 
was almost black. The first of the seven specimens emerged 
July 13 and the last July 22, The larva feeds externally 
and pupation takes place in the food cavity made by the host. 
Mlorobracon taohypteri Mues# 
One specimen of this species vms taken July 19, 1927, 
alone "With several other parasites, from a breeding cage con­
taining a miBcellaneous lot of cherries that Y/ere knovm to be 
infested v/ith the curoulio. Nothing further was learned in 
regard to it and no more were found during the other years of 
•work. Dr. A. B. Gahan of the United States National Museum 
1 The description of this new species, prepared by Dr. il. B. 
Gahan, will appear in an early number of The Journal of 
the V/ashSngton Academy of Sciences. 
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wrote, undoi' da to of Novoiriber 19, 1920j 
"With regard to the r.llorobracon tachypterl vjill say that 
the speoies was (ioacrlbecl' from one speclia^. We have the type, 
another female from Storry Island, IT. Y*, end one raale fram 
Ifort Pendleton, \7est Virginia• These three Gpocimene plus 
your single female nre all the specimens so far known. Your 
specimen from Colorado not only extends the known range of 
the species but it chows ssome differences in color.^... 
Zatropis incertus (Aslxm.) 
ZQtro'pis incertus (Ashm.) was reported by Pierce (23) in 
1908 as second in importanoe of the cotton-boll weevil para­
sites, and that it had been reared from 13 species of Gur-
culionidae and two species of Bruchidae* Hunter and Pierce 
(IS) in 1912 reported it as an imxjortant parasite throu^out 
the boll weevil infested area. The same year Pierce (S4) 
ranked it third nuDierically among the 20 species of boll 
weevil parasites reared during the period of 1906-1910. Of 
the 429 speoimena reared by him, 81.IS percent were females 
and 18,88 percent males* 
Tv70 specimens of Zatropis incertus (Ashm.) were reared 
in 1927. One was taken in the pupal stage from a curculio 
infested cheri-y pit July 13, and the adult emerged July 15. 
The other was taken July 24 from a cage in which a number of 
infested cherries had been placed. 
ISupelminus saltator (Lindeman) 
This sx:>ecies (fig. 24) was described from Russia by K. 
Lindeman (15), v/ho stated that it was probably widespread 
in Europe as a parasite of the Hessian fly. McCoimell (16) 
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first recorded it in Araarica v/hen he reported it as a parasite 
of the Hessian fly in T:'0mie;/-lvauia, Maryland tind Virginia, In 
19'37 Phillips and Pooe (3S) reported a careful study of the 
QpGciea ara a parasite upon the Joint v/ormo, and state that it 
probably occurs throuf^h the v/heat growing regiono of the 
United States* The eggs are elwaye depoaited on the outside 
of the host and the larvae feed as ectoparasites. In 1919 
sia: goneratioiis were reared in the laboratory, Tlie winter 
v/as passed as full gro?;n larvae in the cells of the joint 
?/orraB. Ho males were found to occur in the species. The wings 
are small and do not function. That the species is a hyper-
I)Qraaite of imiDortance has been established by Muesebeck and 
Dohanian (19), They report it as one of the two most im­
portant hyperparasites upon Apanteles melanosceles (Rataeburg), 
a valuable prlmaiy parasite on the gipsy moth, Porthetria 
dispar L, In this role it generally has three genei'ations. 
Only one specimen of this species has been talcen during 
the v/orb v^ith the cherry curoulio and it was @3tten in such a 
way that there is no evidence as to v/hether it v/as a primary 
or secondary parasite. It was talcen July 14, 1989, from a 
cage containing cherries kuowi to be Infested witli the curoulio. 
Tetrastichus sp. 
3?our specimens of this fomi were taken July 25 and S6, 




Tliripa have been reported by Rile;- (17) to destroy eggs 
of tho pluja cmi'Gulio. During 1929 tiiey wore quite ixuraerous in 
one cherry orchard under oboervatioii, ao ^7ere observed clocely 
to aec if they v/ore destroying any confjiderable number of 
cherry cui'culio eggs. They wore very frequently found in the 
unsealed egg punctures, but there was no evidence that eggs 
or small larvae had been injured# 'Phey did feed to jaome ex­
tent upon the broken tissue of the fruit and probably prevent­
ed a normal healing. 
Birda T/ere never observed taking the insect as food, but 
undoubtedly soma are BO destroyed. In one heavily infested 
orchard, robins and the red-headdd woodpecker were carrying 
many of the ini'oated cherries away. If the pits v/ere not 
eaten, the birda may have been spreading the insect more than 
destroying ito Both of these birds are reported to eat and 
regurgitate the seed of cherry. It is not likely that this 
would destroy an insect within the pit. 
Control  
Discussion of the Cherry G-rowing District and Orchard 
Practices 
Since, the control upon orchard insect pests may involve 
many acjcepted orchard practices or may depend upon a reorgan­
isation of those practices it might bo r;ell to outline brief­
ly the cherry grov/ing conditions ond methods of Northern 
Colorado, Tho territory under considei'atIon, T,idiore the ohei^ry 
curoulio is rapidly becoming a probloiiij oonaiHts of a region 
from Q few to several miles wide along the foothilla of the 
Hooky Mountain range, extending throu^^ Jefferson, Boulder, 
and Larimer counties. All of thia is not Qdai:)ted to cherry 
gTowing, but nucoeGsful oroharus havo been developed throuGh~ 
out the length of the area and cortain regions seem to be pe­
culiarly adapted to the production of certain variotloa. The 
most nuocofjHful areas nov/ in \IGO are in the Email volleys im­
mediately in the foothilla or on the more or less rolling land 
within Q few milofi of the foothilie. Some land iimnediately 
around some of the irrigation storage reaervolrs has been 
es£)ecially favorable. The altitude rangos from 4800 to 6000 
feet and the annual rainfall is from 15 to 18 inchoB, A few 
orchards on certain soils and in favored localities are pro­
ducing profitably vjithout Irrieation but for the rao£3t part 
irrigation is practiced. In order to conserve moisture it 
ia necessary to keep the non-irrigated orchards thorou^ly 
cultivated and free from Tveeds# The irrigated orchards are, 
as a rule,cleanly cultivated, but they are found in all degrees 
of cultivation and cleanliness* The trees are usually headed 
low in order to protect the trunlcs by shade as much as pos­
sible. This xuakos it difficult to cultivate close to the 
trees other than by hand, and usually reaiilts in a strip of 
land that produces v;eeds or grass in each tree rev/ when cul­
tivated in only one direction, or in sc[uares of such land 
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Qbout each tro© when oultivatea in "both dirootioris. The disc 
ia tho most gemoraliy uiiocl tool for cultivation. 
The Ivlontiaorenoy is the most gonarally {^cmi variety, 
T/ith the Snsliah iiorello raiilcin(; socond, A very onall per-
oontage of th© fruit is pickod vdth the stems and placed on 
the markets of Colorado, Wyoming, and LTebraakri) eapecially, 
as fresh fruit, but the big outlet for it is to the canneries, 
For thif3 purpoae it ia picked without atema and hauled ici-
jiiGdlately to the factory. 
Th© Condition of Some Representative Orchaz'da 
The follovdns notes on a few typical orchards in the 
cherry curculio infonted sections vrlll thro?; aojne lif^ht on 
oortain conditions that niay favor the insect. 
Orchard No# !• An irrigated orchard conaioting of about 
5 .v.ores of .Tvbntmorency, cleanly cultivated and receiving care­
ful attention. 'P'.vo spplo orchards adjoin this. A hedso of 
cholcDcherriec £.3X'ows by an ix-rigation ditch alori^ each of two 
aides. Excellent hibernating conditions eziist alon,:^ these 
di'tches but not in the orchard. Curculio injury lie.s occurred 
in thia cherry orchard each year ainoe 1915, hein^; morjt ae-
vero on the fir at fev/ rovja rie:i:t to the chokecherries and 
irrigation ditches and ^^radually docroaainG towards the op-
ponito side of the orcharch Usually froin 15 to ,?.0 porcent 
of the fruit on t}ie firat rov/s iUiov/ food punctureo. In 19r.!9 
1*09 percent of the fruit was worxoy and 14.95 percent v/ao in-
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jiiTQcl by the food pxinotiires. ITo injury has ever boon found on 
tho applos. 
Orchard Ho, 2, About 4 acros of mixed varieties groT/ing 
just across an irrigation ditoh and a ohokeoherry hodg^e from 
Orchard No. !• It haa been in sod for a number of yoora and 
apparently received no attention other than irrigation. Cattle 
and horses are allov/ed to run in the orchard during all sea­
sons. Tho grass is always pastured very closely, probably so 
closely that hibernation of the insect is interfered v/ith. 
rrom 30 to 60 percent of the fruit is injured each year. The 
injury has been worse on the side next to the ditoh and choice-
cherries. 
Orchard Ho, 5» About 4 acres of 18~year-old Montmorency 
trees on irrigated land lying on a southern slope. Soil rath­
er roolcy and difficult to oultivate. It is usually disked 
both ways two or three times during the season, but consider­
able sweet clover and seme grass matures, especially about 
the trees. On the north there is a large irrigation ditch 
with considerable waste land vjhich is allowed to grow to 
grass and swovit clover. On the south and west sides are a 
few rods of cultivated land, part of which has recently been 
set to young troes and beyond this lies a large area of na­
tive sod land, which extends to the foothills. Iri'lgated 
pasture land lies on the east. The closest chokeoherries 
are about 1 1/S miles away. This orchard lost the entire 
crop from curculio injury in 1926 and v/as heavily infested 
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in 1927. In 19S8 a freoso destroyed all fruit and so reduced 
the infestation that no injury ooourred during 1929 and 1930, 
Orchard No. 4. This consista of about 8 acres of 16-
year-old Montinoronoy on irrigated lend, lying on a southern 
exposure. It is cultivated by disking, v/lth the result lhat 
some weeds and sweet clover grow about the trees althou^i no 
sod has been allowed to form. There is a rather closely 
pastured irrigated pasture on the north, native imsture on 
the v;e3t and south, and a cultivated field on the east. In 
the south part of the orchard there Is probably one-fourth 
of an acre of land v/here the lt?rigation water does not drain 
off readily and the trees died. Some brush has been dunipud 
here and grass and weeds allov/ed to grow. The doaest choke-
cherrieo are about 1 1/S miles away. The orchard lost fully 
50 percent of the crop in 19S6 and \mn heavily infested in 
19S7, but protected to a considerable extent by spraying. 
The infestation has been unj.fo?-'n over the orchax'd. Tlie fruit 
was destroyed by froaaes in 1938, with the result that the 
infestation has not been bad since. 
Orchard Ho. i5« Orchard ITo. 5 consists of 0 acres of 12-
year-old Montmorency and English Iforello trees on non-irri gat­
ed soil. They are thoroughly cultivated by dislcins both ways 
and all weeds and grass are hoed away from the trees. Native 
sod land exists on the v/est and south, with cultivated non-
irrigated land on the other two sides* Infested chokecherries 
•" lOS 
jgrovj vjithin. ono-harr ;caile ot tho orchard • The ins act has 
never "been -bakGn v/ithin the orchard. 
Orcharci No, 6« Thia oonsl sts of about 6 acres of 14—yoar~ 
old English IvTorollo an'? Montmorency treos on irrigatafl limcl 
he'ving a south and eaat oxposiire. Cultivation is by diakins, 
?Mlcl iRorning sloiy and other '^joeds {jt'OTJ in the imoultivatod 
9(XUo.roE; about the treoe, A roilroad track with the usual 
weedy conditions is on the west, v.'ith pasture land on the oth-
GX' Gidos, No chokeohorries eroTiV within S miles. Tlio infesta~ 
tion v/as reported to bo heavier on the Avest side in 1928 v/hen 
it waa fjj?st noticed. The crop that year was refused by the 
carnilns factorieo. In 1929 the infestation m\B quite uniform 
end the unaprayed portions showed S0.M- percent injured, The 
misprayed portion in 1950 showed 3B»69 percent injured. 
Oroho.rd No. 7, This orchard consisted of about 4 acres 
of about S5-year-old Montmorency trees. Thoy were fjome of 
tao oldest cherry trees in Mort/iern Colorado. Tho cultivation 
consisted of disking, and this mostly in one direction, v^iioh 
resulted in u otx^ip of era^a and v/eeds in each tree row^ The 
orchard v/e.a irrigated often enough to produce a ranlc s'^ ov/th 
of the graoG and v/eeds. Tho block of trees was triangular 
in shape, \Yith alfalfa on the north side, a road on the east, 
and e drain ditoh, Y/ith from 1 to 3 rods of grassy waste land, 
for-ming the long side of the triangle. V/ild plums along 
this ditch and several apple trees just across from it. The 
closest chokecherriee were about 3 miles away. No beetles nor 
inJiiDry coulcl bo -roima in the orohnrcl in 193G. In 19S8 injury 
wao quite notiooable and v;g£3 partly responsible for tho orop 
being rofuaod by a oamier. In 19^39 an luioprayod portion show­
ed 40.9 percent in,1iirod and thio v/us after aevora]. hiindrcd 
boGtlQs had boon oollootcd for ox][De:eiinental viork. The trcos 
v;nrG cut c.ftor the 1039 harvont. 
Orchard Wo. 0, This consiGtc of about C acros of 
probably K-^fGnr-old L5ontnoroncy, English Morollo, and Early 
Rlchnond troeo on irrigated soil having a southern exposure. 
The cu3.tivation has been by dinking both Tiayfs, but tliio usiial-
ly consisted of the oarly spring oultivationa with little at­
tention later, with the result that conaiderable growth cf 
weeds developed even though little attention had been paid to 
irrigation. Some inj;ai'y wae roported in 1928; in 19P9 the 
injury involved an entiirLated 12 percent of the fruit after two 
li;Pht applications of apray. had been applied. Tho injury in 
1030 \7aa about the aamo v/ith onn application of spray. 
Orchard ITo, 9. About 4 1/2 acres of 12~year--old 
Montmorency and a fe\v English .T.torello trees on irrigated soil. 
Tlie orchard Is thorougj-ily cultivated in the spring by dicking 
but this is mostly in one direction. There ia a square of 
grasG about each tree v/ith almost a solid strip of ,^^asE in 
the tree rows in the direction of cultivation. The farm build-
in{;/:s and fai'm lot form tho north boundary and cultivated fielda 
tho others. The writer did not knor; of tlie infestation in this 
orchard until after tho harvest time for Montmoronoy fruit in 
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1030. At the t;line nany of "liie trees liud from 00 to 85 percent 
or the fruit unpiolcod# It v/as estiinatod that in places fully 
50 percGnt of tho crop had been iiifested and aliiioet all of it 
mu«t hJ::vo {3liovm injui*y» The o\7ner hcid noticed aonio Injury in 
1929 but harvested tilnoat a full crop* There aro a i'ev; ohoise-
chorries si-o^'yiiig along a small atream about one-half lailo 
av:Gy, Some liinglish Morello treea gi-ov/ing a i'ev/ rods from this 
orchard and v/hero they v/oro thoroughly cultivated, v/ith crops 
about then, ahov/ed about JiO percent of the fruit injui'ed, 
mostly by food punctures. 
Orchard No. 10. This orchard consists of 10 acres of 
about 18-year-old Montmorency trees on irrigated land. The 
orchard has not been cultivated for years and has a solid 
sod of blue grass v/ith some sweet clover. Those are mowed 
Oiid alloY/ed to remain on tho soil. The bam lot forms tho 
north boundary, a private lane and an apple orchard form the 
west, and cultivated fields the south and east ones. Ho 
ohokecherries are known to be g?;'o\ving v/ithin 3 miles. The 
orchard was not visited until August 1J5, 1930, at liie time 
the trees v/ero full of the dried or drying cherries that 
woi'e too badly injwed to pick. Pickings had been started 
early to save as much of the fruit as possible, but the or-
ohardist's estimate was that from 60 to 75 percent of the 
fruit had been left on tho trees. Some trees were not picked 
at all. VYhile it v/as too late, in the season to make accurate 
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counts of the infested and deoaaged fruits, it was thought 
that approximately 50 percent must have been infested and 
the remainder injured by food punctures. a?he orchardist 
remarked that he was disappointed v/ith the set of fruit in 
the spring, so it is likely that the 'blosaoEi injury by the 
beetles was responsible• Some injury had been noticed by 
the groT;er in 1929, but almost a normal crop had been har-
veeted. No injury could be found on apples in the orchard 
just across the lane. 
Orchard Wo, 11, About 8 acres, 4 acres of 16~year~old 
trees, and 4 acres of 10-year~old trees, on irrigated land 
•\vithln a generally infested area* 'Ilie trees are cleanly 
cultivated and are surrounded by cultivated fields. Only 
one infested cherry v/as found* 
Orchard Ho, 13. About 5 acres of IE-year-old Montmoren­
cy trees on irrigated soil, A highv/ay is on the north, grain 
and cultivated fields on the east and south, and cherry 
Orchard No. IS on the west. The orchard is given some cul­
tivation in the spring with a disk but much grass and sweet 
clover develops. It is not known hov; long the inCestation 
has existed, but a visit after the harvest indicated that 
from S to 10 percent of the fruit had been left on manj^- of 
the trees as unfit to pick. One v/ould expect rather severe 
injury to occur another season. 
Orchard No. 13. This consists of from 16 to 20 acres 
of IS-year-old Montmorency and English Morello trees on ir­
•" X06 •" 
rigated land. G-rain and cultivated fields occur on tlao south 
and v/est, a higliway on the north, and Orchard No. 12 on tao 
©aat. Uweet clover is allowed to s^i'ow, then is laoY/ed and 
disked into the aoil. Wo gi'aaa sod has been permitted to ci^'ow, 
but the heavy mulch of sv/eet clover probably affords good hi­
bernating quarters for insects. On the side of the orchard 
next to Orchard No. IS the infestation v/as about liko that in 
No. la, but it decreaaed to almoat nothing in the far aido of 
the planting, This v/ould indicate that the infestation in 
orchards Ho. 12 and IS ie not of long standing. 
Relation of the Orchard Conditions 
end the Presence of Kative Hosts to the Insect 
The seriousness of the plum curculio in the '^ilast and r>outh 
is largely determined by the conditions for hibernation iii >..Tid 
near the orchards and by the proximity of the v/ild hosts. 'Bio 
indications are that this is just as true Y;ith the cherry cur­
culio. It will be noted from the descriptions of the orchards 
just Given that in all cases v/here noticeable injury occurred 
there were good hibornatins conditions in and tibout the or­
chards. The most favorable hibernatii^g conditions soejii to be 
furnished by a {^rass, especially an unpastu3.'ed blue gi^ase. 
The iimnediate presence of the wild hosts is not necessary 
to maintain an infestation in an orchard, some of the most 
heavily Infested orchards are from 1 to a miles from any kncwn 
oliokeoherries. However, the two known extensive iirfosted areas 
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extend into territory where the wild host is plentiful. In 
the Larimer County infested area the spread has "been v/atohed 
to move from the wild host area into the orchards of the 
plains area. The Jefferson County infested area lies hotween 
Clear Greek and Dry Creek, along \'3hich scattered growths of 
cholceoherries occur, and extends into the foothills. 
Tliese facts offei^ information of value in the control of 
the insect, yot the cherry curculio vdll probably be no more 
effectively controlled by an attempt to eliminate such con­
ditions than has the pluni cui-culio. Often conditions sur­
rounding an orchard are beyond the control of the orchardist, 
and clean cultivation is difficult, if not almost impossible, 
on some of the rolling and rocky soils often found in the 
best orchard locations. Then the @?owing of sbme cover crop 
for humus seems to be the only practical way of providing 
this much needed material where large acreages ar© involved. 
The destruction of the ohokeoherry in the immediate vi­
cinity of an orchard would be advisable, but the wholesale 
destruction of this interesting shrub in the entire foothill 
and lovioT mountain regions would be a very difficult uncJer-
takins that would hardly seem justified. 
Preliminary Tests of Insecticides, 1926 
VJhen the very severe infestation was found in the George 
Brittell orchard in 19S6 and the new beetles were complotoly 
destroying all fruits that matured, a few preliminary tests 
were made with a number of insecticides in the laboratory 
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anci in tho oroliard to see if the beetles coulcl be destroyeci be-
for© they went into hibernation and thus rocluce the ovorwintor-
ing population, as ¥ell as set £30iae possible suggestions for 
control the next Bpring. In each case in the laboratory 10 
beetles were used. A fruit-bearing cherry twig and an apple 
tv;is, v/ith their stems in a small vial of v/ater, -were placed 
in each cage after being sprayed or dusted. All treatments 
were made July SI and 22, The dusts were applied by means 
of a sinall hand duster and the sprays by means of a hand buck­
et Til® following tests wore made in tho laboratory: 
Gage 1, Dusted with calcium arsenate. 
Cage 8. Dusted with lead arsenate 1 part, hydrated lime 
9 parts. 
Cage 3. Dusted v/ith load arsenate 1 part, hydrated lime 
5 parts. 
Cage 4. Dusted with acid lead arsenate. 
Cage 5. Dusted with sodium fluosilicate 1 part, hydrat­
ed lime 9 parts. 
Oage 6. Sprayed with arsenate of lead used at the rate 
of 1 1/S pounds to 50 gallons of water. 
Cage 7. Sprayed vi/ith Magnesium arsenate used at the rate 
of 1 l/S pounds to 50 gallons of water. 
Cage 8. Sprayed with oaloium arsenate 1 poimd, hydrated 
lime B po\mds, vmter 50 gallons. 
Gage 9. Sprayed with sodium fluosilicate used at the 
rate of 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water. 
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Cage 10, Ohecl'j. ^he cherry and apple tv/J.G;s were un­
treated. 
Oxily 4 beetles ciiod in the entire aorios of tewts; theae 
were all in Case 1 v/hore caloiiun eracnato dust lyad beon aprilied. 
The beetles became quite iriciotive during; the time of the teat, 
many of them cluaterinc in. the atom end of the applea or other 
places where some protection v/aa available. The beetles in 
the ohecl-: ca^e did the saiiisj so it waa taken a a an indication 
of their desire to ^-o into hibernation. Beetloa in other 
cages v;here hibornatins oonditiona xiaro Tjrovidod T/ere going 
into the rubbish during thia time and feedino; but little. 
On .Tuly 2S five trees in the George Brittoll orchard were 
treated v/ith different insooticideo after the groimd beneath 
them had been covered v/ith v/hite cloth that any beetles fall­
ing might be founds The trees carried their entire crop, 
which T/aa so badly damaged that it v/as not worth picking. 
More than 50 porcont 6f this fruit had been infeated and the 
new beetloa were feeding on the remainder. The following 
treatiuenta v/ere nioxle with a hand i>owQr duster: 
Tree 1. Oalcimn araonate. 
Tree 2. Calcima araenate 1 part, 3iydrated lime 9 parta* 
Tree 3. Magneaium araenate. 
Ti'O© 4. Sodium fluosilicate 1 part, hydrated limo 9 parts. 
Tree 5. Araenate of lead. 
The olotha under the treea were estaiuined daily for aeveral 
daya with the reault that only 3 dead chei^ry ouroulio were 
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found, 1 midor each of the "brees 2, 3, and 4. 
It might bo said that some of the bQetlojs v;ere leaving 
the troeo for hibernation at the time the applications were 
laade. There ??aa a noticeable decreaae in the numbers on all 
trees in the orchard during the next few daya and it v/aa dif­
ficult to find any by August !• It is likely that aome dead 
beetles v/ere talcen from the ground by ants# 
Teatfi? of Insecticides, 1927 
Description of Orchai'ds 
Through the cooperation of toa# G-eorfie Brittell, the two 
orchards that were so heavily infested in 1926 were made avail-
able for control tests in 19S7. Thefse are spoken of as the 
"east orchard" and "v/est orchard". The east orchard consists 
of 0 acres of about 12-year-old Montrnorency trees on a rather 
rollin^^ piece of irrigated land* The curculio Injur^r in the 
orchai'd in 1926 was heavy, probably not more than 50 percent 
of the fruit beins harvested, and most of this showed food 
punctures. In 1927 the beetles appeared in niinibert:! from 
hibernation, and the infestation seemed quite U3:iiforni ovei" the 
orohardi» The crop of blossoms Tvaa from medium to heavy and a 
uniform crop set. The spraying v/as done with a small pari or 
sprayer that carried a pressure of 300 to 850 pounds. A spray 
gun T/as used and all done from the ground. The trees 
were headed low, few of them being over IB feet tall. 
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Tho dusto woro applied by a hand-power rotary-fan type 
of duster. This was not entirely satisfactory, "but lay select­
ing a tirao when the air was quiet it was felt a thorough ap­
plication was uiade. 
The west orchard consists of about 4 acres of 16- or 
18-year~old Montmorency trees on irrigated ground. On account 
of the type of soil, some of these trees were beGiiming to de-
teriorv-ate so tho orchard was not as uniform as tho east or­
chard. The same equipment was used here as in the other or­
chard. The infestation during 1926 had been very heavy, more 
than 50 percent of the fruit had been infested and the remain­
der so badly damaged by food punctures that none was harvested. 
Due to the difference in infestation it was thought best to 
handle tho two orchards separately for eaqperimental data. 
Materials and Methods tfsed 
Under the agreement by which the orchards were made avail­
able for tho experimental v/ork, it v/as necessary to limit the 
number of teats to the more hopeful ones and to inake the work 
fit in with the regular orchard plans as much as posaibls. 
Due to the heavy feeding of the beetles just after they come 
out of hibernation, which is as the trees are blossoming, it 
was felt the best results would bo obtained by concentrating 
on the control tests at this time. The orchards were watched 
daily to observe the appearance of the beetles. The first 
beetles appeared when the trees were beginning to blossom free-
"• Us "• 
ly and were preaont in largG nunbors •'.7hen the troes v/ero in 
full bloom. A3-1 applicr.tion at this tino v;ould have been cle-
si3.-ablo, but v;as not GclviGablo on accoimt of the clGnger of 
polsoninG honey been and other pollinators* The first appli­
cations v/oro riiade Ivfey 19 nnd 20, vrfien the blossoms v/ere about 
thr-ee-fourtha off tiio troos and it v/aa thought pollinisation 
had takon place. The plan for -uho second applicationiiv/aa to 
iTiako them juot as aoon aa the husks or oaly:c tuboa v/ero off 
the fruit. They v/ore in about the proper condition May 51 
and Juno 1« 
Tho ea£3t orchard v/ais cjivon tho follovd iig treatiiiont: 
Block 1. Sprayed Liay 19 v.lth arsonat© of lead used at 
the rate of 1 pound to GO gallons of water. 
Block <'3. Check. Thia co.asiated of 40 ropresontativo 
trees that rocoiveci no troatiuent. 
Block lA. SprayoQ May 19 and Aiay gil v/ith ar^jonate of 
lead used at the rate of 1 pound to 50 gallona of wator. 
Block 3.. Duated May 20 vjith a mixture of arsenate of 
load 1 part, and hydratod lime 9 parts. 
Block I3A. Dusted May SO and O'mio 1 v/ith a iai:rliure of 
aroenata of load 1 part, and hydratod lime 9 parts. 
The v/eat orchard v/as divided into 7 blocks that v/ere 
handled as folloT/0 5 
Block 4. Sprayed May 20 with arsenate of lead used at 
the rate of 1 1/S pounds to 50 eallona of wator. 
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Blocic 4A» Sprayed I/iiy SO v/itii arsenate oi' lead ujaecl at 
the rutQ of 1 ijomid to 50 gallojaa of water. 
Block 4B. Sprayod May 20 and Jimo 1 with arrjonnte of 
load U£.iotl et the rate of 1 pound to 50 fpllons of Tr'ater. 
Block &p3?ayed I.iay 31 and JUAie 1 vjith aodima fluosili-
cate used at the rats of 13 pounds to 50 gallons of Y;ater* 
Block 6. Dustod I,my 21 and Juno 1 v/ith a mixturo of 
j3odluiii fluooilioato 1 part and hydi-atcd liiao 9 parts. 
Block 7. Dusted Iviay SI and J'uno 1 with a mixturo of cal­
cium arsenate 1 part and hydrated lime 9 parts. 
Block 6» Check. Theise trees v/ore untx'eated. 'i'he "block 
was located "betwoon Blocks 5 and 6. 
Hosuite 
Tlio cherrieo exarained in making the rooords on the dif­
ferent blocks wore pickod as the fruit wqej being harvested 
for the canning factory. If tho beetle had inatured and eneap­
ed from the pit, the fact could bo detormined by the pronenoe 
of the exit hole, but in all such cacos tho pits v/ere cs-'acked 
to nako certainii Y/here there waa any indication that the 
fruit might still oontain a worm or tho curou.lio mir;ht be 
paraaitiaed, the fruits were cut cpon and the pits split. 
The counts were made dm?ing the period of July 7 to 15. V'hen 
the first counts were made, only a fev; beetles vjere leaving 
tho fruit, but before the ?;ork was corrpletod a largo percent-
a{):o had emoreed. Tho development stages that tho insect v;as 
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fouiicl in arc ahov/n lz\ Table 5« Before 0I19 counts v/er-e 00m-
ploood aoifie injurloa i'roiii the navj beooloe were occurring; 
tliGSG wero not rocorded isejaarately &fs thoy v/oro i.ri 19.'^9 and 
IDiiO. The early injiii'y that oousod tho dropijing of much BHiall 
fruit could not no accurately deterrainoia. Attoiiipte wore mad© 
to Qotoriuino tlils througih tho yield per tree, but tlio tx'oos 
vwriou a {:jroi?>t deal and too harvesting was clone in euch a way 




Tho infoatation ivao not as high/.ill 19fi6 nor as gi'oat as 
vms e:vxject©tl from the nmubor of beotles that api^oe-reci from 
hibernation* It \7us folt that some cold, rainy weather that 
ocourrod botwoen May 28 and June 6 was responsible for a very 
low OQs deposition at the peoi-iod it is noriTially tho highest, 
Pigui'© 15 shows that egg laying started May BQ and reached the 
highest point of the season May 30» It v;ould undoubtedly have 
gono higlier and remained so over a period of several days if 
the weather had been suitable# 
Discussion of tho Besulte 
Table 9 gives the results of the 3iarvest oomitrj made on 
tho various blocks in the tv/o orchards. In Bl.ock the check 
for the east orchard, ll.?3S percent of tlio fruit v/as ir.fo.7tod 
and an additional 72.46 percent injured by food pmictures, or 
thoro \7as only 16,SO percent of the fruit ur.injured. Block 1, 
Y/hioh received one spray of arsenate of lead, used at the rate 
Tahle 9. Giving fhe resrults of experiments in the control of the 
cherry cnrculio in the Brittell orchards in 1927. 
Block Ho. Treafenent Total Uninjured Total in- Wormy Cherries l!7eight Cherrie s 
No. cher- cherries. jnred cher­ cherries in,iured of per 
ries No. and ries. No. No. and "by food fruit potmd 
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(a) One potind of poTrflered lead arsenate to 50 gallons of rater. 
(b) One part of lead arsenate to 9 parte hydrated lime. 
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Of 1 pound to 50 gallons of wator, May 19, just after the 
blossoms fell, had the infoatation reduced to S.7S percent 
and the total injured fruit to 53«59 percent, or 30.32 per­
cent more of the fruit was free from injury* 
Block lA received the same spray on May 19 as Block 1 
and in addition received on May 31 another application of lead 
arsenate at the same rate, 1 pound to 50 gallons of vmter. 
This shov/s a marked additional control. The infestation v/as 
reduced to 0.6 percent and the total injured fruit amounted 
to 24.38 percent or 75,8 percent of the crop was free from 
curculio injuries. This v/as considered a very good commercial 
control. The crop went to the cannery v/ith but little culling 
while fully 50 percent of the fruit on the check was left on 
the trees by the pickers. 
The one application of calcium arsenate as dust on Block 
3 I'educed the percent of infested fruit to 4.13, while two dusts 
on Block 3A further reduced it to S#8 percent. The total in­
jured fruit on these blocks wore 5S.59 and 48,12 percent, 
respectively. 
On the basis of the reduction in total fruit injured, 
the one dust of calcium arsenate gave as good results as one 
spray of lead arsenate, but the 2 dusts were not as effective 
in this respect as the 2 sprays. The percentage of infested 
fruits was not reduced aa low by the dusts as by the sprays. 
The infestation in the west orchard was heavier, the 
check (Block 8) shov/ing 28.1 percent infestation and an addi­
tional 6G.G percQnt injured by food puaot'ures. 0n.ly -5.!3 per-
cont of the fruit V;QS uninjui'sd, and, even thou^ the block Y/as 
picked early to avoid injui-y from the nowly eraorgGd beetles, 
praotioally none of it was mrketable# In addition to tho in­
jury shown by th© harvest counts, thoro was the heavy drop of 
fruit due to tho cutting of sterna and injury to the small 
fruits* While thia occurred to a varying extent on all tli© 
blocks, it 7ms heaviest on "lihe chock. 
Blocks 4 and 4A wore each sprayed May 20 with arfnenate of 
load and received no other treatment. At thia time the blos­
soms had about 90 ijercent fallen and the beetles were active. 
The arsenate of lead was used at the rate of 1 1/S pounds to 
50 gallons of 7/ater on Block 4, and 1 pound to 50 gallons on 
Block 4A. The results are much in favor of the stronger rate. 
The infested fruit v/ae reduced to 1.62 percent by the 1 1/S 
pounds and to 4.16 percent by the 1 pound to 50 gallons. The 
total injured fruit v/aa 48.15 ijercent on the former and VS.57 
percent with the latter, and the percontago of uninjured fruit 
in Block 4 was about double that in Block 4A. There was some 
fear that the greater strength misht cause some arsenical burn­
ing to the foliacje but none v/as detected. 
Block 4B received the same treatment as 4A and in addition 
yraa given another application of arsenate of lead, 1 pound to 
50 gallons of vmter, June 1. The cherries at that time had Just 
shed their "husks". This second application reduced the infes-
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tntion to 2,18 pGrcearb and the total liijurod fxiiit to 55.92 
pcrcGnt. It IncrQasocl tho iminjuceU fruit from B7.4 peroeat 
to M.OB percont. Hov/evGr, tho tv/o aprays of tliia Btrc-mgth did 
not give as ppod reoiilta oa did the ono applioatiorj. of 1 l/s 
pomids to 50 Kalloiia usod in Block 4, 
The reaiiLts seciirod on Blooke 5 and G are exoe0diiig3.y in-
toroatingt Blocl-;: 5 was spraj'-ed May 21 and June 1 v/ith sodium 
•rluosilicato uaed at the rat© of 2 pounds to 50 gallonG of wa~ 
tor, and Block 6 v/as dusted on the samQ dates v/ith sodium 
fluosilicato 1 paz-t and hydra ted liuis 9 parts. Tho spray show­
ed tho liQat results oecui'sd in tho v/ost orchard; tlio infesta­
tion T.'as rod\;cod to 0*05 porcont mid 04,5 percent of the fruit 
was froo froia injui^y. Tho dust very little control, tho 
actual infestation v/aa reduced from 38.1 percent as shown on 
the chock to 10.S5 percent, hut 91.14 percent of the fruit 
ahoT/ed inooot injuries or only S.5 percent less tlian ^lere in­
jured on the check. It is interesting to note that the sodium 
fluosilicate, in both the dust and spray forme, failed to con­
trol the cherry slug, Brlooampoides limoiua Retaius. This 
pest \7as effectively controlled in all cases whei-e orsenioala 
wei'o used. 
Calcium arsenate applied as a dust May Si and Juno 1 on 
Block 7 gave very poor control of the curoulio. Only 15.3S 
percent of the fruit was free from injury and 15.06 percent 
was infested. 
— 13.9 T 
Tahlo 9 calls Qi;-':Gntion to a losa frotn ti7.o work of the 
ciirculio that ifs ustmlly ovorlookecl « thin is tho effect of 
tho inJurioG upon the Bl7.,e of the cherriea, Atteiition ha« been 
called to tho foot that tho henlinfj of the food and qqq punc-
tixces lonvos scnrs. These scars may vary from only a IdIrcIc 
spGck in E. nlif^lit dopreBsion to a much doformed or one-sided 
fruity hut tho reduction in T/ei{7;ht of tho total fruit on a 
troG ic conrjidorablo» Of course thoro v/ould bo conie vo.riation 
in SQirgpiea from tho same crohard, but there is a close cor~ 
relation vrlth tho miiount of injury, Tho check fruit frora tho 
east orchard, thct v/as 83,7 percent injured, avorGged B17,7 
cherries to the pound* The fruit fi/ori Block 1, T/hero the in­
jured fruit v;aE raducod to 53.59 percent, averaged 180^,1 fruitB 
per pound;, and that from Block 1/i, v/here only 24,38 percent was 
injis-ed, 151*5 fruits per pound# 
The difference in the number of fruita per pomad in tho 
\7e(3t orchard was ovan mora marked# The chock, with 94,7 per­
cent injury, ran ?.59,5, while Block 7, with 84,6 ioercent of 
injtrcod, ran 19S*6, and Block 5, ¥/ith 45,5 poroont injury, ran 
161,6 cherries por pound. In othea? \"ords, a tree that pro-
ducod 100 pounds of fruit in Block 5 would have producod only 
53 pounds if misprayed. It -vma felt that tho reduction in tho 
pounds of fruit per tree in the check of the weat orchard, duo 
to tho docroaae in the size of the fruit, T/aa fully 50 percent. 
A f^eneral summary of the aoaaon'B results; 
All duat applications failed to give aa good control as 
« mo -
spraya, Arsenute of load laid aodiuia riuonilicaoG aa cpi-eys 
gavo very encoui-aging oonl:rola« xwo sprays of aroonate of lead 
save bottor control than one, anu 1 l/'d pouiiclts to 50 gallons of 
water gave bettor control than 1 poimd. 
Tests of Insecticides, 1929 
Doficription of Orchards and Plan of Tests 
£3Dnio er-ctrome »70athor killed the entire cherry crop in the 
Brittell orchards in 19S8, This prevented control experiments 
thot year and so reduced the inCestation that the orchards 
could not be used in 19S9, Arrangements were xnade in 1929 
v/itb Ife". Honri McClelland for some teats in his orchards, 4 
2nilo??j south of Fort Co3.11ns. Mr. McClelland had 4 separate 
oi'ch^-rdf) thcit T/ere xised. Since the infestation and conditions 
In thoGO varied, it vms necessary to handle them as separate 
imits. All sprayinn; was done with power sprayers, using guns 
from the s^^ound. The dusted blocks, which were comparatively 
CTiall, Yt'ere treated v/ith a rotary-fan typo of hand dustor. 
l^ollo\7i3i3 is a description of the orchards and an out­
line of the treatments given the various blocks: 
Orchard 1. This consisted of about 4 acres of some of 
the oldest Montmorency trees in Northern Colorado, The trees 
7/0re rather large and close together and considerable grass 
and v/eeds were permitted to grow. The curculio infestation 
was of rather recent origin. The v/riter found no injury in 
1930. In 1923 Ivir, S. 0. McCampbell found 27.53 percent of the 
•- XSl ~ 
Montmorency in;jurea and 68.5 percent of the Ensllsh Morollo, 
There were only a f©v; small trees of the latter variety on one 
side of the orchard. The crop from the entire orchard had been 
refused by the canners in 1928. The first beetle in 1929 was 
talsen in the orchard May 17j only an occasional blossom could be 
seen at the time. The beetles v/ere numerous by May 24 end it 
v/ould have been desirable to have sprayed at that time, but the 
trees were about in full bloom and bein^ visited by many bees. 
The blooiains period was very extended on the old trees, so it did 
not seem advisable to spray until May 31. At this time probably 
90 percent of the blossoms had fallen. On June 8 when the second 
applications v/ere made, the small fruits had in moot oaoea shed 
their husks so the inaecticides oould be applied directly to the 
small fruits. Th© applications of 3'une 18 v;er© made when the 
fruits were about one-half grovm. 
Block 1. Sprayed May 31 and June 8 with arsenate of lead, 
used at the rate of 1 l/s pounds to 50 gallons of water. 
Block lA. sprayed the same as Block 1 vjith a third applica­
tion of arsenate of lead, 1 1/S pounds to 50 gallons of water, 
June 10. 
Block S. Sprayed May 31 and June 8 with sodium fluosilicate 
used at the rate of 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water. 
Block SA. Sprayed May 31, June 8 and June 18 v/ith sodium fluo­
silicate used at the rate of 2 pounds to 50 gallons of ?/ator. 
Block 3. This block received tilie same treatment as Block 6. 
It consisted of some isolated trees gro'V7ing under somewhat 
different conditions. The results showed plainly that it could 
not be compared vdth the check bloclc, so the data are not in­
cluded. 
Block 4. Dusted May 31, June 7 and June 2S with sodium 
fluoailicate 1 part and hydrated lime 9 parts. 
Block 0, Dusted May 131 eind June 7 v/ith cQlcima arsenate 
1 part and hydrated lime 9 parts. 
Block 5A« Dusted May 31, June 7 and June 2S with calcium 
arsenate 1 part and hydrated lime 9 parts. 
Block 5. Sprayed May 31, June 10 and June 19 ?/lth arsenate 
of load 1 1/2 pounds to 50 gallons of mter. 
Orchard 2. This orchard consists of about 5 acres of 14 year 
old Montmorency trees and 3 acres of English Horello of the same 
age. The Montmorency crop t/as refused by the canners in 1928, 
largely due to the curculio injury. The English Morello VIQTQ 
injured as badly, but were picked later and, as they could be 
sorted better, v/ere acceptable for canning. The injury to the 
unsprayed checks in 19S9 was not as great as to liie check in 
Orchard 1» Tv/o checks were kept to represent the tv/o varieties. 
On account of the large acrease of apples and cherries to 
be sprayed v/ith the t\vo pov^er sprayers available, it v/as impos­
sible to moke the blossom-fall spray in this orchard. The first 
applications were made June 7, and the second on June 18, On 
June 7 the fruit had practically all of it bhed the husks, and 
on June 10 it "was almost one-half grown. 
Block 1. Montmcrency variety. Sprayed Jime 7 v/ith arsenate 
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of lead used at tho rat© of 1 1/S poimds to 50 gallons of wa­
ter# 
Block S. Monttnorenoy variety. Sprayed June 7 and Jime IB 
with arsenate of lead used at the rate of 1 1/S pounds to 50 
gallons of water. 
Blook 3. English Morello variety. Sprayed June 7 with ar­
senate of lead uaed at the rate of 1 1/2 pounds to 50 gallons 
of water« 
Block 4, English Morello variety. Sprayed June 7 and 
.Time 18 v/ith arsenate of lead used at the rate of 1 1/s pounds 
to 50 gallons of water. 
Orohard 3. MoOlelland's orchard Uo. 5 consists of about 8 
acres of 10 year old English Morello trooa, llie object of the 
spraying was to see what control could bo secured of Gsapholitha 
paokardi zell,, as well as of the cherry curoulio. The ourculio 
infestation tvas low, as the S.28 percent of injured fruit on 
the check indicates. 
Block 1. With the exception of a small check, the entire 
or chord was included in the one block» It is hoped the orohard 
can have a similar treatment for a period of yoars to do terrain© 
if it will keep the insect under control. It was impossible to 
apply the blossom-fall spray, so the first one was applied 
Jvmo 10, Jixst after the husks fell, end a second one June SI, 
using arsenate of lead 1 l/s pounds to 50 gallons of water each 
tibne^ 
Orohard 4. This consists of S l/S acres of IS year old 
English Morello trees In vdiioh the infesta-tion la just getting 
started. It will be handled with the idea of determining if 
the infestation can be held to a very low point over a period 
of years# 
Block 1, The entire cs?chard, with the exception of a snail 
check, was sprayed as Block 1, using arsenate of lead 1 1/S 
pouirds to 50 gallons of v/ater,on June 10 and June 82. 
Orchard 5* This was the 5~aore Montmorency orchard of 
CkG.McWhorter cf Masonville. The orchard had been infested over 
a period of years, but the infestation had apparently been lielcl 
down by unfavorable hibernatins conditions in the orchard. How­
ever, at times the injury had involved as hi^^ as 20 percent cf 
the fruit. The spraying was done entirely by Mr. McVlhorter, 
but a definite check was maintained and the writer allowed to 
mke harvest counts. 
Block 1. The entire orchard, with the exception of a small 
check, was sprayed just after the husks fell and when the fruit 
was about half grown, with arsenate of lead used at the rate of 
1 1/2 poimds to 50 gallons of water. 
Diaouaoion of Results 
Table 10 gives the results secured in the various blocks 
of 1929. It will bo seen that the heaviest infestation occurred 
in Orchard Ho. 1 and the spray program was the most oztendod 
hero, from an oxperimontal standpoint. A total of 48.9 percent 
of the fruit on the check was injured, 1.69 percent being in­
fested. In Block 1 a spray of arsenate of lead just after the 
I 
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(b) 2 pounds Bodlm fltioelllcate to 30 pilous of water. 
(c) 1 part KOdlxim flxioelllcate to 9 parte hydrated llrao. 
(d) 1 part oalcl-om arsenate to 9 parts hydrated lime. 
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to to 50 gallons of water. 
iBllone of water. 
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Huske or calys 
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75 MOl 13 1.123 Montmorency 
36 133 .2lU 80.9 n 
12 39 2 .187 83.3 H 
kl 155 2 .251 77.6 n 
5 15 .083 92.6 ft 
57 1S5 .252 77.5 H 
Sk 3U6 5 .711 36.6 tl 
63 261 7 .U95 55.9 11 
33 108 .139 . 87.6 It 
133 50U 21 .503 K 
3H 9U .220 56.2 H 
26 9U .163 67.5 n 
375 1678 .70U Xnglleh 
Morello 
219 762 .1+12 Ul.H H 
117 U15 .IH5 79.»t H 
IS 32 .029 0 
5 6 .008 72.U H 
2U V2 .035 N 
2 3 .011 68.5 H 
71 22lV .266 Montmorency 
146 IU7 .132 50.3 « 
icraiB 90 percent off. 
I or CBlyx ttibea 95 percent off fruit, 
•lea half grown. 
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bloasor/ia 1'qII and another juot o,fter the huska foil gu-ye a very 
enooiiragiEg control, the injured fruit boing reduced to 13.99 
percent• A third epiDlication, as represented by Block S, f^ eve 
no additional control, the uninjured fruit in Block 1 being 
86,01 percent, and in Block 2, 86.05 percent. Two sprays of 
oodiura fluoeilicate applied to Block 2, May 21 and June 8, gave 
about the saine results aa spraya of arsenate of lead on these 
dates, the percentage of uninjured fruit being 85.64 percent 
compared vdth 86,01 percent. A third spray on Block SA, ap­
plied Juno 18, apparently gave additional protection as the un­
injured fruit was increased to 95.89 percent. Here again, as 
in 1927, the sodiimi fluosllicate failed to give a satiafactor^ '' 
control,througshout the seaaon.of the cherry slug. It did not 
DhoT,7 a a good control aa arsenate of lead of Crraphp'litha 
packardi 2;oll., v;hich was comon in these orchards. 
Three applications of aodiuiu flujoscLlicite as a dust {^ ave 
about the same control as two spi^ ays of the same rai.-Gorial or 
tvfo isprays of arsenate of lead, the uninjured fruit being 05.95 
percent. 
The oalcimi arsenate applied ac a dust, two times on Block 
5, and throe times on Block 5A, failed to give a very effective 
control, the two duata giving 6S.66 percent uninjured fruit and 
the throe applioatioiis 74.55 percent. It ohould bo noted, how­
ever, that the percentage of infoated fruita in theae blocks 
was alitshtly higlior than in the chock block, v/hich v/ould indi­




iliefiQ two blooks v^ eye locQtecl on the side of the orchard and 
next to a strip of BOd ground. 
Blook 6 rooeivod a duplication of the troQ-laaent given 
Block 1 A, ttoe© applications of ai'senate of lead as a opray* 
5?ho porcentag© of uninjui^ ed fruit was higlier -liian in 1 A, it 
being 9{3,69 as compared >vith 86.OS* It is auit© likely that 
the infestation was not qb heavy her© as in the remainder of 
the orchard, This pot* tion was on higlier land and received less 
irrigation and as a result had leas grass and weeds for hib©r-
nation of the insect» 
The Montniorency check in Orchard S had S.l pei'cent of th© 
fruit ini'oflted and a total of i36».55 percent injured. One sx)ray 
of arsenate of lead, 1 1/li pou3.idG to 50 gallons of water, ap­
plied just after the husks fell, reduced this to 0.8G7 percent 
v/omiy and 13.92 percent total injured. A second application 
as laado on Block 2, June IG, gave no reduction in the infesta­
tion, but apparently prevented many food pmxctures as "the in» 
jured fruit was reduced to 7,76 percent. 
The results secured on the English Morello in Orchard 2 
wei'© Very similar to those just cited for tho Ivtontiaorency. (Ph© 
JSngjlish I'.iorollo check {Check S) v?as S,06 percexit infected and 
28,<1:4 percent injui'od. The on© apray of arooiiate of lead June 
7 on Blook S reduced the infestation to 1,22 i^ ercent and the 
totul injm^ ed olierries to 10.BS percent. An additional ai:)pli~ 
cation i)iade June 18, us 3?oproHonted by Block 4, fux^ ther reduc­
ed the injux'y to 0.17 percent infestation and 6,08 percont to­
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tal injurQd. 
Aa stal39d "boforo, the irsTootntiori izi Orcharda 3 and 4 vrria 
ll{;!jit, Luid jrinoipal ol3joct vjas to inaUGurato a apray p.ro(;p?am 
that it \'7as hoped \7ould control the chorry oui'oulio, the cherry 
olviS, and G-rapholitha paokardi Zoll. The t^ 7o apraya of ar-
fleiiate of load reduoed tho ouroulio injm'od chorriea in Orohard 
3 from 2,28 paroont to 0.75 peroont, and in Orohard 4 from 2.76 
poi'oont to 1,03 porcont. 
Orohard 5, which was the O. G, HcT/horter orohard, Haoon-
ville, Colorado, was handled about aa Oroharda 3 and 4. Tho 
two oprays of arsenato of lead reduoed the peroontago of infefJt-
od fruit from 1«09 to 0,18 cmd the total injtcced fruit froxi 
1C.08 to Q»Q1. 
Table 10 givoa many other data of intoront besides those 
nontioiied. The averago number of puncturoa per ohorry oould 
be UQod in deterrfllnlng the effiolonoy of a troatmont as v;oll as 
the peroontagea of Injured fruit a. In Orohai'd 1, "wbora tho 
best cierios of toBto was run, the s-T^ eatest roduotion in tho av~ 
oraso punotureo por cherry oame in Blook 2 A with Blook 1 A 
runkins ns'^ ct. Or, If tho peroentago reduotion of the average 
number of punctures por oherry is taken, all blocks aro plac­
ed on a ooimaon bapls irroapootlve of any difforonooa in infesta­
tion and they can be better oorapared. This ahows the greatost 
efficiency, 93«67 percent roduotion in tho Injuries per cherry, 
•with three sjjrayc of socViujia fluosilloate in Block 2 A» The 
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three sprays of arsenate of lead on BloclsslA aad 6, Orchard I, 
raiik: next with 8S.3 and 87#0 laercent, roepeotivoly. On this 
basifl of comparison the results in the three dust blooka, 4, 5, 
and 6, fall considorahly below the results in the spray blocks. 
The sodiuia fluosilicate dust gave better results 'than the oal-
cimii arsenate. 
The results in Orchard S are intereatine o.nd give some 
lieJit on the comparative value of the different applications. 
These, of course, do not indicate the protection from the 
blossom-fall application that resulted in a heavier set of fruit. 
But, without crediting that to the first application, it is still 
imjpartant in proventing injuries. In Block 1, Orchard 1, lead 
arsenate spray applied May 31 and Jane 8 gave a percentage re^ -
duction of punot\iros per cherry of 809, •while one application 
Jime 7 in Block 1, Orchard 2, gave a reduction of 50.S percent, 
and another application June 18, as represented in Block 2, Or­
chard E, increased this only to 67.5 percent. Tlxis Vifould indi~ 
cate that the third application was of considerably less im^  
portance than either the first or second. 
The Montmorency cherries were picked in all the e^ qperimen-
tal orchards before all the feeding of the new generation of 
beetles had ceased, so they do not show as many "late" punctures 
as did the English Morello, which were not picked until after 
all nev/ beetles had gone into hibernation. All punctures that 
did nolJ heal before the fruit ripened were classed as "late". 
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A Groneral Summary of bho Soaoon's Results 
Arsenate of lead and sodium fluosllioate ao sprays save a 
rriarlced oontrol of the insoot, Sodiiuu fluosilloate as a dust 
i^ nvo "better results than oQlcium arsenate dust, but neither of 
the dusts gaTTe as good results as the tv;o sx)ray3 Just Eiontion~ 
Qd» The applications made just after the bios soma fell anfl 
just after the husks fell were of more value than the one road© 
•when the fruit was about half size. IJhe first two are of 
about ©qu?il iijqDortnnoe. 
Testa of Insectioidos in 1930 
Desopiption of Orohards and Plan of Tests 
The orchards of Henri McClelland wore again used for ex­
perimental purposes* 1316 rogu-lar equipment of the orchards, 
consisting of two power sprayers equipped with spray guns, was 
used. No applications of dusts were made. 
Since a lareo part of the orchard that was de3i£';anted as 
ITo. 1 in 19S9 had been out down and the stumps pulled, the or­
chards are ronmnbored for 1950, The followins identifies the 
orchards and outlinos the treatment Given the different blocks; 
Orchard ITo» 1. This v/as Orchard No. 2 of 1929. ITo mater­
ial chanses were made in its general care and condition. The 
inost important tests of the season were planned for this or­
chard, the principal point in raind being to get as much infor­
mation as the conditions would permit on the timing of tlie ap-
plioatlons. It had seemed from the study of the insect and thQ 
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earlier tests of r^aye that the most impoptant times were Just 
as soon after the blossoiaiug as spraying oould be safely done 
and Juat after the siuall fruits were uiade naked by the bursting 
of the oalyx; tube or husk. I'heao two etases of development oc­
cur within a 7 or 8-day period* The third application should 
follov/ the second in a very few days to give proteotion to the 
rapidly growing fruits. With this in mind. Orchard 1 v/aa di­
vided into 14 blocks, v/ith one check for the Montmorency var­
iety and one for the Englisii Morello. Blocks 2, 4, and 6 v/ere 
to give a test of a fluorine compound v;hen applied in 1, 2, and 
3 applications to the Montmorency variety, and Blocks 11, 13, 
and 15 to give a similar test on English Morello, Since bar-
im fluoeilioate was being repoi'ted by some v/oriiBro to be more 
effective than the sodium fluosilicate, it was used in all 
these applications and at the rat© of 1 pound to 50 ^ lloifi of 
water. Arsenate of lead was used on the Montmorency in Blocks 
3, 5, and 7, and on the English Morello in Blocks IS, 14, and 
16« The blossomffall application on all blocks consisted of 
1 l/S pounds to £)0 gallons of water and the latac applications 
1 pound* Blocks 3 and Ifi received only the blosaom-fall appli­
cation* Blocks G and 14 received the blossom-fall and husk-
fall applications and Blocks 7 and 16 received in addition a 
third application when the fruit was about half grown. 
Orchard Ho« S consisted of the Montmorency trees that were 
in Block 6, Orchard 1, in 1929» Block 6 was kept as the check 
and the remainder of the orchard sprayed just after the husks 
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VQVQ off anci v/hon tho fruit was about half grora, with arBOi-
Eite ox IgqcI, ono pound to 50 gallona of v/ater, 
OroharQ Ho. S vma closignatod by tho ooino nuiabor in 1929. 
It \vac3 given tho auuc tTGatment i;;g in 19<?.9, '.vhich coiiiJiGtod cjC 
an application of load areonuue jurjt aftor tho huakra foil c.nd 
atjain v/hen fruit v/aa about lialf grov/n, Tho arsonato of load 
\ms uued at the rato of ono pound to 50 gallons inetoad of 
1 1/2 poundr3 ao in 1929. 
Discussion of the 1930 Results 
The results of tho season's worlc are given in a tabulated 
form in Table !!• It will be noted that the unsprayed Mont-
morenoy (Check 1) had S»55 percent wormy and a total of 28.16 
percent injured, while the Blnglish Morello (Oheok S) were 4#18 
percent wormy and 30,68 percent blemished by all forms of in­
jury; or the average nujdber of puiictures per cherry, which in­
cludes both egg and food pujicturee, was .568 in Cheolc 1 and 
•779 in Check 2. 
The blossGM'-fall spray of barium fluosilicate, as used in 
Blocks 2 and 11, reduced the percentage of injured cherries to 
S5#43 in the Montmorency trees and 23»0 in the English Morello, 
or the percent reduction in the average number of punctures 
per cherry was 12.5 in the former case and 46.6 in the latter. 
The blossom-fall spray and the husk-fall spray as applied to 
Blocks 4 and 15 gave a percentase reduction in the injuries per 
cherry of 43,5 In the Montraorency and 87.9 in the English Mo-
Teble 11. Giving the roeul^  
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(a) On« pound of powdered bari-om fluoellloete to ^0 gallons of water, 
(h) One and one-half poande of powdered lead arsenate to ^0 gallone of 
(o) BloeeomR 90 percent off. 
(d) Huake or oelyx tubes 95 percent off fruit. 
(e) Cherries half grown. 
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Ll. Giving the regwlts of eicperiments in the control of the oherry ourculio in 1930-
TotAl injur- Woimjr Oherrl«a Oherries in- jSIo. •ariy CherrieB in- Ho. 
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50 gallone of water, 
enate to 50 gallons of water. 

1930. 
lea ia- Ho. late Otircnlio Average No. Percont redxic- YarlBty 
"by late pvnottireB In fleA punctxir®# tion of average 
W9fl per cherry No. puncturee 
Tser cherry 
H 827 ^ *568 — Montmorenoj 
a U6i i rU97 12^ 5 * 
3 ^ W 2 "^37^" 3jri » 
1 275 32? ^^ 5 ^ 
i 132 « 
i5 lis 1 ri39 75T5 » 
- -> _ -
.9 ^5 1 .102 « 
1 15 1 1031 IgTl « 
10 "1003 2 .779 Eae^ leh 
. Morelle 
LO Ssi !T+il 5575 * 
j?  ^ :0y5 go3 N 
lT" So Tog^  " 3719 
3 5 93T0 ; 
_ j-j- _ 
1 8 r02i 970 S 
L2 25 .051 " 
"2 2 TooS 88.23  ^
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rello. An adclitlonal applloatlon of tho sarao Eiaterial when 
the fruit was about half gcown, as represented hy Blocks 6 and 
15, increased the percentage reduction in the injuries to 75#5 
in the Montmorency and 86.9 In the English Moi*ello, These 
results are not as good as secured with the sodium fluosili-
cate In former years. 
The hlosson-fall applications of lead arsenate were made 
at the strength of 1 1/S pounds to 50 gallons of water, and 
all later applications at tho strength of 1 pound* This change, 
over 1939, was to keep down the spray residue on the harvest 
fruit as much as possible* The blossom-^ fall j^ ray alone re­
duced the percent of injured cherries in Block 3 to 19.65 and 
in Block 18 to 4*97, or the percentage roduotion in the aver­
age number of injuries per cherry was 35.8 and 90#3, respec-
tivGly. The blosaom-^ fall and husk-fall application on Montmor­
ency in Block 5 reduded the percent of lnjm,*ed fruit to 10,33 
end on English Morello in Block 14 to The three applioa-
tlons on Blocks 7 and 16 reduced the percentage of Injured 
fruit to 8,61 and 1,1190, respectively. The percentage reOiotion 
in the number of injuries per ohorry by the 1, 2, and S appli­
cation schedules on Montmorency was SS»Q, 69.3, and 75.1, 
reapeotlvely, and on the English Morello 90.3, 93.0, and 97»3. 
This would indicate a slightly better oontrol on the EngH sh 
Morello than the Montmorency. The re^ l^ta with the lead ar­
senate are considerbly better than with barium fluoallicate. 
Two applications of arsenate of lead in Block 9, OrtSliard S| 
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appliofi Just Cvfuor the huoko fell and v/hen the fruit \ma about 
half isroTO, gqvo a 69.fi porcent rociuction in injiirios, or 0»3 
poroent crcater reduction than from a "biosaom-fall and a husk-
fall spray in Block 5, Orchard 1. ThlG 1G the onlj' case where 
the application when the fruit was half f-rov/n seomed to bo as 
effootivo as the blossom-fall spray, 
Tho work in Orchard 3 was a continuation of the program 
started in 1929 to soo if a light infestation could be kept 
under control by 'two sprays that wei*© also being tested against 
Grapholltha T)aokardi Zell. This year the amount of lead ar-' 
senate Vfas reduced to 1 pound to 50 etallons of water and the 
first application made June 3, aa soon as all husks VQTQ off 
the fruit, and the seoond June 13, when the fruit v/aa about IjaK" 
{p70Vfn. The 19S9 check showed S«38 percent of tho fruit injur­
ed and the 2 sprays reduced this to 0.V5 percent, and tlie 1930 
chock ehoT/ed S«54 percent injured, which was reduced to 0,S9. 
The Indications are that this progpcam will keep the insect from 
increasing. 
A General Sximinary of the ,Season's Results 
Barium fluosilico.te spray did not give aa good results as 
lead arsenate, nor as good results as did sodium fluosilicate 
in 19S7 and 1929» 
If v/o disregard the blossom injury, which is not indicat­
ed in the harvest examinations, the husk-fall application ap­
pears to be the most important one. The fact, however, that 
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•feiio liloasow-i'all apray pi'evan'bo nuoh aai'ly lujuxy -bhat; would 
result in cli'oppod I'ruit, in addition to giviag about ao muoh 
later proteotion tUa seoond one, makes it the noet ef-
footiVQ sinalo application, with the husk-fall applxoa'bion 
raiijtins sooond. 
A soliodule planned aa a posaible control for the oheriy 
ouroulio and G-rapholitlia •gaolcardi Zell., oonsistiufs of a spi'ay 
of araenat© of lead -when the iiuaks ore off and another idi en 
tha oherriQS aro aljout half grown, seams to b© pr8venti7i£ a 
light infagtation of tho ouroulio, under rather favorable cQa~ 
ditions, from inoreasiats. 
CJeneral Suimnary of All Insecticide Tests 
The application of poisons as a spray has been more ef~ 
feotive than aa duats» Lead arsenate used at the rates of 
1 1/S and 1 pound to 50 gallons of water has been sli,3htly more 
effective against tho cherry curculio than any other raatorliL 
used, and has given tho best control of two other srpeclQH of 
insects occurrins in the same orchards. One and one-half 
pounds <Bf the lead arsenate to 50 gallons of v/ater is ali^ tly 
more effective than 1 pound te 50 gallons# Sodium fluosilioate 
as a spray is almost as effective against the ouroulio as lead 
arsenate, but does not give as good centrol of the other 
species occurrins in the orchards. Barium fluosilioate was 
not as effective as the sodium fluosilioate. The most impor­
tant times for applications seom to be Just after the blossoms 
have fallen, just after the araall fruits have shod tho husk, 
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and when they are about half grom# The second application fol­
lows the first in from 6 to 8 days and tho third follows the see-
03id in not over 10 days. The first application is probably the 
most ingaortant and the third the least, but all three are veary 
Valuable in a heavy infestation, and the first two essential 
for .anything like effective control# 
Arsenical Residue on Cherries Spyayed for Cherry 
Curculio Control 
The Amount of Arsenic Trioxide Permitted per Pound 
of Fruit 
Burin© recent years pure food and health officials have 
taken an active interest in the amount and nature of the spray 
residue left upon fruits and vegetables following tho applica­
tion of insecticides and fungioides. Their action in a re­
gulatory way has been directed largely toward arsenic, but it 
is very likely that other constituents of insecticides may be 
Included as more information is gathered# In the case of 
arsenic, definite maximums that can be permitted in or on food 
products have been established by tho United States Food, Drug 
and Insecticide Administration. The maximum or tolerance pec-
mltted in canned or other prepared food products has generally 
been .01 grains ot arsenic trioxide per pound of food. In the 
case of fresh f?:ults, such as apples, pears, and cherries, 
the tolerance has been a deoroasing one In order to give fruit 
growers an opportunity to reorganize their spray practices and 
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to tlcjvolop Gl©anln£5 prooeeces In s way that a probable final 
toleranoo of .01 graina can be wet without too (jreat a herSahip 
upon tho industry* Vfith this situation confronting the pro-
ducoi'B, all spray programs should be developed aocordinely or 
else definite methods of removal of any excosseo of objection-* 
able 2naterials from the food products should be developed# 
Studies Made 
A study has been made of the arsenical residue upon a num­
ber of samples of cherries, both fresh and canned, during tho 
course of the v/orlc of 19S9 and 19S0» The sangsles were all tak­
en by the writer, largely from the eacperimental orchards, and 
all analyses were made at the Denver Station of liie United 
States Food, Drug and Insecticide Administration. The writ or 
wishes to express his thanks to L, D. Elliot and J. Edw. Kimlel 
of that office for their cooperation and interest in this part 
of the work, and to Mr. J. A. Sampson, Manager of the Fort 
Collins Plant of the Kuner-Iitoipson Canning Ootcpany, for being 
permitted to follow fruits through the factory and to take 
samples wherever desired. 
Table IS gives the arsenic trioxide residue found upon 
samples along with the time of application, strength and 
kind of spray material used, and variety of fruit. All samples 
taken in the orchard were taken at the time tho fruit was be­
ing harvested. They were picked with sterna and placed direct­
ly into sacks, with as little handling as possible, boxed and 
Sable 12. Giving tte re stilts of anelysis for ar seal eel residua oa 
clierries sprayed with lead arseaate. 
Saople 
So. 
Yarlety Sreatmsnt Grains AS20^ 
per pound 
of chsrriea 
1 Eerly Eielinond Block 1, Orchard 3» 1929- I^ad arsenate spray, 1 l/2-
50 (a),]i"a8fcs off, 1/2 icrown. $aken in orchard. .0-58 
2 N il A. C. A'bl)Ot orcliErd. Lead arsenate 1 I/2-5O, two 
•Drave-dates not kno%a. Taken la orchard. .013 
» K H. S. Plmcner orchard. Lead arsenate 2-50, full "bloom, 
hTiflke off. Taken In orchard. .023 
h  t* 0 Cheatweod orchard. Lead arsenste spray 1 1/2-50, husks 
rtff. T^en in orchard. .008 
s H H Ssae a« Saanle 1. fcken at factory. .003 
6 h K Saiee as Senrole 1. after heing warhed at factory .0028 
7 H fl Ssnie as Sfimoles Ho«.5 and 6 after lieinx •oit-ted snd cenned- .ooU 
8 HontzscTOncy Block 1, Orchard 2, 1929- arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
hu^e off. Sanrole taken in orchard. .01 
9 it Block 9 ,  Orchard 2, 1929- Lead arsenate spray 1 I/C-50, 
hudcB off. 1/2 0Tovn. Samole taken in orchard. .025 
10 H Block 1, Crchsra 1, I929. Lead arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
"bloBaom-fall. .hneiks off. SsHsole t^en in orchard. .018 
11 H Block lA, Orchar.-? 1, 1929- Lead arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
•blossom-fall, hu^s off, 1/2 grown. Sample taken Is 
orchard. .035 
12 tl Blo^ 5^, Orchard 1, 1929* Calciisn areenste dust I-9 
(h), hlospoa-fell, hu^ts off, 1/2 grown. Semple taken 
in orchard. .005 
X3 B Slock 5> Orchard 1, I923. CalcitEB arsenate dust, 1-9, 
hlossKS-fzill. huaks off. SaoDle taken in orchard. .006 
H Block 6, Orchard 1, 1929« Lsad arsenate spray 1 I/2-5O. 
Blossom-fall, hroeke off, l/2 grown. Saz^le taken in 
orchard. .039 
i'> H Same as Sacrole Ho. lU. Washed in 2  vaters. .oiq 
16 8 C. (r. McWhorter orc>^ard. Lead arsenate snray I-50, 
"blossom-fall, faosks off. Sesiple teken in orchard. .006 
17 S&^ish 
Morells 
Block 3. Orchard 2, I929. Lead arsenate epray 1 1/2-50, 
husks off. Sasrole taken in orchard* .011 
I S  H Block U, Orchard 2, 1929* Lssd areeaate spray 1 1/2-50, 
Im^s off. 1/2 xrown. Sasiplt} tsken in orchard. .03 
19 " Blodc 1, Orcliard J, 1929- Lssd arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
"h-nsVo rt-P'f l/p aTrstm. fSairmlH teken In orchard. ,0U 

Q-f-P- fi<paple taken in orc'hard. .01 
9 » Block 2, Orcherd 2, 1929- Lead arsenate apray 1 1/2-50, 
hu^s off. 1/2 eroim. Seatole taken la orchard. .025 
10 B BloeJr 1» Orclisrr} 1, 1929. Lead arsenate spray 1 l/2-50t 
"bloBsosB-fall. .Imeks off. Seaole taken in orchard. .CIS 
11 H Block lA, Orchard 1, 19^9• Lead arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
"bloBSOra-fall, "husks off, 1/2 grown- Sample taken in 
orcliard. .035 
12 H Block 5^, Orchard 1, 1929 • CalciTiB arsenste dust 1-9 
("b), hlo8!?oa-fall, ^eks off, 1/2 ^own. Saiaple taken 
in orcliard. .005 
13 11 Block 5» Orchard 1, 1923- Calcitm arsenate dnst, l-9i 
"blossoo-fsill. hu^s off. SaioDle taken in orchard. .OC^ 
Ik tf Block 6, Orchard 1, 1929- Lead arsenate spray 1 1/2-30' 
Blossom-fall, ho^a off, 1/2 grown. Senqole taken in 
orchard. .039 
R Sasse as SaBole So. lU. Washed in 2 waters. .019 
l6 t> C. (f. McWhorter orf!>»erd. lead arsenate SOTB-J 1-50, 
"bloseoia-fall. hasks off. Sesicle taken in orchard. .006 
17 S&^ielx 
Morello 
Block 3. Orchard 2, 1929« Lsad arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
hndcs off. Saonsle taken in orchard. .011 
IS M Block it, Orchard 2, 1929- Lssd sreeziate spray I 1/2-50, 
hu^s off. 1/2 «rcwn. Sample taken in orchard. .03 
19 H Ble(^ 1, Orchard 3j 1929- Lssd arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
hnsks off. 1/2 exovn. Sample taken in orchard. .OU 
20 n Sase as Saatole Ho. 1^. Tsbsa at factory. .016 
21 n San» as Sample Ho. 20 after "being washed at factory. .003 
22 n Saroe as Sample Ho. 20 sftsr "being cashed, pitted and 
cazmed. .009 
23 « 'Blodc 3» Orchard 1, 193®* aresiiste spray 1 1/2-50, 
"blossoia-fall. SasEole taken in orchard. .002 
2H B Block 5» Orchard 1, 1930« I^esd srsejiate spray 1 1/2-50, 
"bloflsoia-fall: 1-50 hnrirs off. Sample taken in orchard. .009 
25 H Block J, Orcbsrd 1, 193-» Lssd arsenate spray 1 1/2-50, 
hloesom-fall, 1-50 htidcs off, 1/2 grown. Senpls taken 
in orchasd. .017 
26 it Block 18, Orchard 3» 1930* Load arsenate spray I-50, 
hxaks off. 1/2 CTown. Sample taken in orchard. .014 
(a) Lead arsenate 11/2 ptnmds, water ^0 gallona. 
Cb) Celci-om arsenate 1 part, hjrdrated lima 9 p&rts. 
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loailod '{JO tho laboratory. Tho stems v/oro romovoa at tha labor­
atory bofora tho v;oi(jht vas conputod. An effort v/as mado to 
pick fruits that shoT/od the most craray moterial, as io the ous-
tom of the inspQCtors who toke regular caraples for r^ Bldue 
Qnalysis. The ntimplGS taken ct the factory, unlosG otherv/isG 
dealgnatedp wero takon as average ssiiaples representing several 
hundred pounds of fruit. Such fruit is picked without stems 
and hauled to the factory in flat boxes, holding about 80 
pounds each# The sangples were mad© up by taking a few cherries 
from eaoh of several of these boxes. 
Diaoussion of Results 
A study of the resu:i.ts will indie a to that it ia going to 
be cllffioult to dovolop q very definite program of spr-ay with 
arsenioal Insecticides A7lthout having raore than the tolerance 
of .01 grains of arsenic to the pound of cherries. In SaDiple 
1, two applications' -of 1 l/B pounds of arsenate of lead left 
.030 grains or alswst 4 times the toleranos. Since most of 
tho cherries are canned, it was important to icnow tho aruenio 
content of some of this same fruit after being canned. Sample 
5 Was a oomposito sample takon after a load of the fruit come 
« 
to tho factoiy. T|ris cihows a very marked docreaso in tho resi­
due, tho .003 eppains being well bolov/ the tolerance. This daf-
forenoo is partly accounted for by the fact tiiat the fruit 
showing the siost spray was taken for Sample 1, and Sample 5 
"WQS handled more and many of the cherries were v/et from ledc ing 
of juice where tho stems pulled out. The residue is further 
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roauG0(!l to ,0023 grains in Sample 6, which v/as t»lcoia after this 
scuno fni,lt Iiad o^no through the washing proceos used at thio 
fc\ctory. The vraDhinc couBistecl of tlmapine oherriea direct­
ly Into ri vat of vrater that hacl frofih tap water ruimine into 
it all the tine. The fruit remaitiod in this from B to 10 niin-
utGG, then was lifted "by s. oleatocl helt and dropped onto anoth­
er lone belt, on v/hich it passed under four nozzles, each 
spraying tap water under from 00 to 00 pounds pressure# San^ la 
7 represents a can of this bqiib fruit* It shows a laarked in-
oreaae in the arsenic content over Sample 6, probably due to a 
oonoentration of the portion oanying spray by the roiooval of 
pits. 
Samples 2 and 5 represent fruit from ero^ 7era• orchards 
that vrere probably not as heavily sprayed as v/ere the experi­
mental blocks. Yet both of these run over the tolerance in ar-
sqnio, the one being sprayed with S pounds to 50 gallons show­
ing considerably inore than where 1 1/B pounds were used. 
On© application of arsenate of lead, 1 1/2 pounds to 50 
gallons of v/ater, just after the husks were off, brou^ t the 
residue juot to the tolerance in Sample 8, and a second applica­
tion, applied ^ en the fruit was about half grown, as shown in 
|omp3.o 9, increased the residue to .025. The application at the 
half grown stage left 1 1/2 times as much residue as did the 
husk-fall application. 
Samples 10 and 11 represent S «nd 5 applications in Orchard 1, 
1929, It will be noticed that the three applications left .035 
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sraina par pound or alJuo.it tT7ioQ v;lmt Tvan left by 2 wprayo, la 
tliGse C0.SGS the first 2 nprayc vfore mcle at tho saino tiino on 
Guch. "b^ .ock cjid the third oiio on Block canio v;hoii the fruit vxis 
larger or about half groTJ-n., caid had a lar^ jor nurfacQ iiroa to hold 
poiaon^  Thcj third cpray addod aliiost as much eraenic s\s the 
other two. 
Gamples 12 and IK represont 2 cind 3 applicr^ tions of oalclum 
arsenate dust. Both ors bolow the toloranco. Tho Eint^ .11 amount 
of tho insQotioide that adhered probably ie x^ osponsible for the 
poorer control eshovm on these blooka. 
Sample 14 received 3 applications of 1 1/S poundfs of araen-
ato of lead to 50 gallons of water, and carried 3«9 times the 
tolerance. Sample 15 v/as some of the same fruit, v/aehed much as 
a housewife iniglit wash it« About 5 pounds of the i!ruit that had 
been picked T/ith the stems was placed in a pan and the pan filled 
X7ith tap Ti'ator. The fruit \ma then agitated ^ Yith the hands, the 
water poured off and tho proc'ess repeated* The tv/o \?aehingB ap­
parently reduoed the residue almost one-half or from .029 to .019, 
Samples 17 and 18 are interesting in that they show again 
tho increased residue left-"by the later applications, A husk-
fall spray of lead arsenate 11/2 pounds to 50 gallons of water, 
showed a residue of .011, v^ hilo another application when the 
fruit was about half grown, Increased this to .05 tp;'ains. 
Camples 19, 20, 21 and 2S, represent fruit from Block 1, 
Orchai'd S, 19S9, that was sprayed with 1 1/3 pounds of arsenate 
of lead to 50 gallons of water, just after the husks fell and 
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again -when half grown. The sample of the most heavily sprayed 
fruit taken in the orchard oarried .04 grains and an orchard 
run saniple taken at the factory .016 grains. The washing 
process at the factory removed Just one-half of this, the 
washed sample showing .008 grains. The amount of arsenic per 
pound In the finished food product was again slightly higher 
than before the cherries were pitted and canned, the amount 
being .009 or only .001 grains below the tolerance. 
With the spray residue problem In mind the spraying in 
19S0 was done with 1 1/2 pounds of the arsenate of load to 50 
gallons of water, for the bloasom~fall spray, when the cher­
ries would be small and protected by the husks and 1 pound to 
50 gallons for the two later applications. Samples 23, 84 and 
25 give us an idea of -fche amount left by each of the three ap­
plications, The blossom-fall spray alone left only .002 grains, 
the husk-fall application increased this to ,009 or added ,007 
grains, and the third application added .008, bringing the 
total on the fruit with three sprays to .017. A strict en­
forcement of the tolerance would pravant this fruit that v/as 
sprayed three times from going on the market to be sold as 
fresh fruit. The canned product from it, if handled as in the 
Fort Collins factory of the Kuner-Empson Con^ any, would very 
likely carry arsenic below Ihe tolerance. 
Samples 2G and 19 each received the husk-fall spray and 
another when the fruit was half grown. The strength used on 
19 was 1 1/2 pounds of the arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of 
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water, while on 26 it was 1 to 50. The reaiaue on 19 was .04 
and on S6 it was •014. San^le 19 represents the 1929 season 
when very little rain fell on the growing iTuit, and Sample 26 
represents 1930 ivhon some very heavy rains ooourred shortly be­
fore picking time* 
Relation of the Residue Problem to the Spray Program 
These results viould indicate that the most desiirlible spray 
programs for cherry ouroulio leave more than the tolerance of 
arsenio residue. Even thougli 1 1/2 po'unds of ai'senate of lead 
to 50 gallons of v/ater gives aomevjhat bettor control than 1 pound 
to 50, the latter strength should b© used in all applioationo 
later than the bloseom~fQll» Fruit ttiat is to be sold as fresh 
fruit without any cleaning, should not receive more than the 
blossom~fall and one later application# It would appear that 
the full schedule of three applications could be safely used if 
the fruit is to go through the canning factory, but tiie strength 
should not be over 1 pound of the arsenate of lead to 50 gallons 
of Y/ater, in the last two applications especially. 
Cleaning the Fruit 
The results indicate that a careful washing of the fruit In 
tap water greatly reduces the amount of spray residue. On ac-
oount of the naturo of the fruit, this must be done Just before 
using. While this is practiced at the factories, greater atten­
tion in many oases oould bo given to this part of the canning 
process* 
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There la little floubt but that vjt?,shine the fruit in ei clil-
ute (1 percent) solution of hydrochloric ficicl, as prciotioGd in 
many Gootione for fspray roraoval by the apple and pour growerc, 
would remove the nrnenio to bolOT? the tolorp.noe, Thisi would 
probably not bo practical vdtli fruit going to th© market as 
froph fruit, but could undoubtedly be developed for the use in 
fQctoriea whore the cherries could be Iciciediatoly wached in pure 
water and used at once. 
Sorting of the Fruit 
Sorting by Hand 
The queetion has ariaen in a number of oasee as to the beet 
way of salvaging the marketable portion of the crop in a heavily 
infested orchard. In many oaaee the Infested cherriea camxot be 
detected with certainty. The egg punctures may have healed un~ 
til they might be mistaken for food punctures. In some caoes 
beetles have been observed to emerge from fruits where external 
injuries could ccarcely be detected. Probably the most careful 
hand soi-ting can be done at picking time, although this Ic usu­
ally dlflOGuraging when the pickers are paid by the pound as Is 
the usual custom. By leaving the smaller fruits and all that 
show pronounced blemishes on the trees, a fairly marketable prod­
uct oan often be harvested from a rather heavily infested orchard. 
Since practioally all the larvae feed and pupate within the pits, 
the insect is not the menace in the factory Uiat a species that 
feeds in the flesh oan be. Most of the insects are removed with 
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the pits. In the oase of the English Morello variety, th© picic-
in/j oomea late onoui^i that all "booties have onergea and the 
exit holes ere easily distinguished, 
The picking of tJae Early lUohifiond is uaually oorapleted be­
fore raciny boQtlea havo ©soaped and late iujui-y is avoidod. Much 
of the late injviry on the Montnorenpy can be avoidod by pick­
ing early. The extent to which blemished fruits oan be marketod 
depends upon the use to which 'thoy are to be put. The factories 
that make oherry oider can often use blemished fruit» as long 
as it is not wormy, that v?ould not make a satisfactory canned 
product. Where the infested and badly blemished fruit is left 
on the tree, it is a good control practice to go over the trees 
the seoond time and piok and destroy all of this before the 
beetles escape. This should have been done in a number 6f or~ 
ohards in Jefferson County this last season, 
PjOX'tinc by Plotation 
Itany undesirable fruits can be reraoved at tho factorioc by 
flotation. Some of the factories havo mo.de fiood use of this. In 
most plaoee the fruit is duraped into a small vat of mtor, from 
v/hich it is lifted by a bolt to the Borting belt, which in turn 
takes it to tho pitters. These water vats could, in some in-^ 
stencos, be larger and have a great or overflow of v/ater, 7/hich 
would carry off raany uiidesirable cherries. In some oases tho 
dipping of the floaters off the surface helps. This is especially 
practical iii the factories ^shere the fruit, before being pitted, 
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1b chilled In lar^io vato o;" ica water. The <3J.ffGrc3n.t varieties 
vary in sp0«ifio i9;'av:lty. The liiiGlisli J.IorGllo he.ve a rather 
solici flesh t\!id c. lai-go and thick-Ghelled pit, that make them 
rather heavy. Vary :CGY; of those, ovon the wrmy onos, v^ill flost* 
Tho llontr.ioroncy V.TO aot quito GO hoavy for thoir sii^ o, "Init thers 
Is a Gi-otat variation even araone those, TTor/ever, few of the un­
injured ones u'lll float. In 1029 aome spGcific gravity teata 
T/ero jfieda to detGrKiino the possiblo valuo of flotation in selGct~ 
1ns out •woruiy fruits. An ontiro aomplQ from one of tho Montmor­
ency apray blooka was oortocl into blQminjhod and unblonishod fruit. 
There wore 3484 unbleriiishod and 975 injured. Tho injured oher-
riea vioro all placed in a vat of tap v/ator havlns a tGmporaturo 
of about 55 dogroGS F, Of the 975 oherrioa 211 came tothoair-
faoo. Of thoflo that floated, SOS v/oro wriuy and 8 uninfestod. 
Of those that aank, 183 Y/er© infested and 581 uninfosted. Loss 
than 1 percent of those that were uninjured by inoeots camo to 
the ourfaoe* This rather crude teet and tho observations in some 
of the faotorlesa indioate that few of the uninjured Montmorency 
will float and probably not more than 50 percent of the infested 
ones could be selected out by this method. However, since the 
cherries usuolly go through water vats at the factories, it 
would seem worth while to take all advantage possiblo of the 
sorting by flotation. 
It was thought -fihfit it might be possible to cause a larger 
percentage of the infoated fruits to float withoututhe loss of 
many uninfosted cherries, by increasing the Gpoolflc gravity of 
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the liquiel. Thie v/aa done "by adding coimnon salt. It was first 
Qflcied nt the rate of 10 to each 1000 cubic OGntimotors and 
total  of 
inoreasod 10 gi'ams each time until a/llO was beins used. 
The speoifio gravity of the liquid in the first test was 1.008 
and in the Ifttst one 1.070. It is hardly neoeasary to f^ire the 
dotailQf3 data on all the tests, but it will probably suffice to 
aay that even the specific ^^ravity of 1.008 be^^an brinsinjj un-
infested fruits to the surface, and 90 ^^raras of salt for 1000 
cubic centijnetors of water were uaed and a specific gravity of 
1.055 produoed before tho last infested cherry floated. This 
same epecific s^'t^'vity, hov/evor, had broufiht to the surface ap-
proximtely 80 percent of tho uninfested fruits* So it TOuld 
appear from this that the tQp water is the moat efficient and 
0Grtain3.y ttie most practical to use* 
Control Recomjnendations 
It is evident from the data presented that the cherry cur-
oulio ia '{ihe most serious where hibernating conditions in and 
near the orchard are favorable. 7.'he infested orchards, v/horever 
possible, should be thorouglily cultivated to deetro7;' all the 
S3?ass, weeds and crop refuse that is on the surface. The vforlc-
ing of the weeds or a cover crop into the soil late in thie fall 
should suffice for that part of the control. Adjacent fence 
rows and grassy places should bo burned over in the fall or early 
winter. 
Gruv/thB of liie chokecherry ne^.r tho oi should be 
destroyed. 
.In the more heavily infeoted oroh-irds, all cheriies re-
inaininii on the tre^s after the marketable fruit has herTi picked 
should be picked and doBtroyed, This applice especially to 
those Vrrieties that can be harvested before all the beetles 
leave the fruit. 
Considering all thint^s, lead arsenate is the moBt desir­
able of the ineecticides teeted. Applications at three differ­
ent tii'ies in the development of the cherry have ehowi results. 
Those are j u£;t after tiie bli.ssioitiB Jiave fallen, juet after the 
hueks hove been shed by the fruits, and about one vfeek later 
or vhon the cherricK are about half grov/n. These probably 
rsnk in eflectiveneeG in the older named. All thre^, applica­
tions are reconirnende'' for the heavily infeistod orchards. In 
the lit,htly infested oichards v.here Grapholltha "nackardi Zell. 
is a problem, tho two later applications are su4;,gfc:Eted. inhere 
Grapholitha Packardi Zell. is not a problem, the earlier appli­
cations are preferred. The leact araeiiate should be used in the 
bloQBom-fall applicationB at ihe rote of 1 1/2 pounds to 5) 
gallons of v/ater, and in the tv/o later ones, 1 pound to 50 gal-
lonB. The spraying should be thorough, as it can bo effective 
only attainst the beetles and they eat only small surface areas. 
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Suinmary 
The genuB Tachypterellus is represented from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific in the United States and Canada. Only one spe­
cies, T. quadrigihljus (Say) has "been generally recognized. This 
has "been looked upon as a very variable and unusually widespread 
native species. Another species, T. oonsors Dietz. was de­
scribed in 1891 from a single specimen, "but has not been gener­
ally recognized, 
A study of material from 28 states and 4 points in Canada, 
has been made and the conclusion is dravm that four distinct 
forms exist. Two of these represent the species mentioned above 
and two are described as new, 
Male ajnd female genitalia characters of the four forms 
have been studied. The new forms are not considered distinct 
enough to'be given the rank of full species. They are described 
as T. QuadriKibbus magna. n,subsp,, and T, oonsors cerasi. 
n.subsp. 
The type material of T, quadrigibbus magna came from 
Mitchellville, Iowa, and Troy, Kansas, The type locality for 
Z' oonsors cerasi is Port Collins, Colorado. 
Tachypterellus Quadrigibbus \3ay) is redescribed and new-
types designated. The neotypes are from Pennsylvania, Hew York 
and Massachusetts, 
True specimens of T, oonsors Bietz were examined from Hotch-
kiss, Colorado, and Rexburg, Idaho. Dietz's type ^Yas from 
Oregon. 
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While these forms are distinct in their several looalities, 
there appear to "be definite regions of intergradation. 
All feed upon fruits. The native hosts of T.ouadrliriiitibus 
(Say) and T. map;na. n.suhsp, are Craetagus and wild crabs. 
T. quadrl^ibbug (Say) is often a pest upon the apple and 
pear and breeds readily upon the hawthorn and wild crab. It has 
been reported on the plum, cherry, shadbush and cotton. T.o.magna. 
n.subop, la a pest upon the apple, breeds readily upon the haw­
thorn and wild crab, and has been reported from pear aiid plum. 
Little is knovvn of the hosts of T* consora Dietz. It has "been 
taken on apple and probably feeds on hawthorn and chokecherries. 
llie native host of T. oonsors oeraei n.subsp. is the choke-
cherry, Pi'unus melanocarna (A. ITels.) Rhdb. It has recently be­
come a serious pest upon the cultivated sour cherries. One speci­
men has been bred from the apple in a breeding cage, but attempts 
to rear it from the hawthorn have been unsuccessful. It has 
been observed to feed on and oviposit in the wild plimi. 
A study, extendin^i over several years, of the life history, 
habits and control of T. consors cerasi> n.subsp. as a cherry 
post, is reported. 
The insect was first noted as attacking the cultivated 
cherry in 1914. Since that time it has increased to the point 
where serious loss has occurred in two counties. 
The tena "cherry curculio" is suggested as the common name. 
Descriptions are given of the egg, larvn, pupa and adult. 
It winters as an adult iJinder rubbish in smd about the orchard 
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and appears from hibernation as the standard varieties of sour 
oiiorries are 'blooiriing. The adults feed heavily upon the blos­
soms and email fruits. lilggs are deposited in the cherries in 
cavities eaten out by the female. Egg laying begins when the 
fruit is about the size of a small pea and continues for two or 
three weeks. The larva goes into the pit and feeds upon the 
kernel. Pupation takes place within the pit and adults begin 
to emerge about as the mid-season varieties, such as Montmorency, 
begin to ripen. The new adults feed heavily for a few days upon 
the ripening fruits, then go into winter quarters. There ie 
but one generation in a year. 
The insect does not take readily to captivity. This, 
coupled ^ th the fact that cherries break down so quickly that 
they cannot be used as laboratory food for the larvae, has made 
it difficult to get satisfactory detailed data on some points 
In the life history. 
Life history studies were made in the laboratory and by 
oaging insects on the tree. The habits of the adults in the or­
chard and cages are discussed. 
3Prom 25 to 40 percent of a cherry crop may be destroyed dur­
ing the blossom period, in a heavily infested orchard, from the 
feeding of the adults. This feeding cuts many stems and destroys 
the ovaries of many blossoms. In the later feeding on the fmuit 
the adults cut a circular hole large enough for the long snout 
and feed to as great a depth as the length of the snout will per­
mit. When the cherries are small the cavity may extend into the pit. 
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Some injuries may heal to the extent tiiat only a "blaok 
speck is detectalale, hut there is usually a sunken area and in 
many cases the skin may be "tied" to the pit, or the fruit made 
very muoh one-sided. The number of food punctures per beetle 
during the season is well over 150, 
Eggs are deposited in cavities eaten into the fruit by the 
female. When the fruits are small the cavities may extend into 
the pit, but later they may not reach the pit. The number of 
eggs per female in breeding cages ranged from none to 19. 3!gg 
laying begins when the cherries are shedding their husks, and 
reaches the peak \ii en the fruit is about half grown. Some eggs 
may be deposited as late as when the earlier varieties are al­
most full grown. 
Some of the overwintering beetles live until August, but 
the most of them die during the last of June and fore part of 
July. 
The incubation period of the eggs has varied from 3 to 11 
days. The average in 1927 was 6.37 days and in 1929, 5.36 days. 
The larvae are primarily seed eaters. Only 3.3 percent have 
been found to develop outside the pits. The feeding upon the 
kernel does not materially affect the growth of the cherry. 
Only a small entrance hole into the pit is made by -the larva. 
This is enlarged for the exit of the beetle by the mature larva. 
The larval feeding period varies from 18 to 24 days. 
Pupation takes place thin the pit. The average pupation 
period was 6,9 days. The adults remain in the pits from one to 
~ lb 4 
several days after emergence, then eat thoir way through the 
fl«05iy portion of the fruit, Emergence begins about as the 
Ilontmorency cherries are ripeninis# In 1926 the first "beetles 
left the fruits on July 2, and practically all were out by 
July SO. On July 15, 1927, 70 percent had left the fruit, and 
a total of 97 peroent were in the adult stage. The sseason of 
1929 was somewhat later, 37 percent •Trere yet in ttie fruit 
July 24. 
The ne\7ly emerged adults feed ravenously for about a week 
or ten days upon the ripening chorries, then go into winter quar­
ters. Aotivo beetles are very difficult to find in the orcliards, 
after July 2S or August 1. 
Hibernating beetles have never been taken in the orchards. 
"Wlien confined tiie beetles go imder grasE or other covering on 
the ground for hibernation. 
Tho feeding of the newly emerged beetles blemishes many 
ripening fruits and malces it possible for other inaects to feed 
upon the juice. 
The curculio shows no marked preference for any variety 
grown in the infested districts. The time of blosBoming, harden­
ing of the pits, and ripenings of the fruit have a bearing upon 
the extent of injury to the different varieties. Tliore is some-
thine of a tendency to oviposit in small dvrarfcd fruits that 
later drop. This is a detriment to the inseot as few larvae 
mature in fallen fruits. 
The injury Is eummarized as of six kinds: 1. Bloseom in­
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jury oauBed Tay tho feeding of the boctloE just out of v/intor 
quarters. 2. Pood piuictureo on the g.ro'.Ting fruite. 3.. Egg 
puncturee. 4. FoGdin^i of larvae, b. Esdt holes nade by the 
nevf generation of adultc, 6. reading of the now adults. The 
total injury hae varied fi'oa a point vdiere it is hardly notice-
ablo to a total IOBS of crop.. The tireatest amoiait of injury 
oomcs froEi NOD., 1 and 2. 
Uight species of parasites>, two of vhich v;er© nev; to Ecience, 
v/ere reared from the cherry curculio., The parasitism varied from 
nothing to 73.7 percent., The average £> r 1930 v/as 59.2B percent 
and for a three-year period 22.,S percent. Hhe opecies rsarod 
are Eurytorna tylodermatie Aehm.,, Ha,brocytus piercei Crawford, 
;i^ntedcm,n.,Bp., Habrocytua, n.,Bp,, Zatropis inccrtuts (AdIihu), 
Tetiastichus ap., li'upelminug laaltator (Lindentan) mid lUcrobracon 
tachypteri Hues. 
A brief dcBoription of the drierry growing conditions and 
practices in the infested counties ie given. The conoluBion is 
drawn tliat the most heavily infested orchards are thoiie that have 
an undergrovjth of grase, weeds or other material tliat affords de­
sirable hibernating places for tho insect. The proximity of the 
ohokedieriy has a bearing on the curculio infestation, but does 
not preeent an import^mt problem, 
TeotB of ineectioides v-ere made during four seasons. The 
results are presented in tabu3.ar form and diDcuseed. The best 
results were secured with areenate of lead and oodium fluoeilicate. 
The arsenate of load is to bo preferred as it ^avo better results 
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in the control of the cherry slug and Gra'Pholltha packardl Zell., 
two other pests commcin in the orchards. Sprays gave much tetter 
resulte than dusts. Probably the most important time to make 
a spray is just after the blossoms have fallen. At this time the 
beetles are cutting stems and eating into the base of many smll 
fruits. An application just after the husks have fallen from 
the small fruits is of aboiit equal importance. A third applica­
tion about 7 to 10 days after the second or when the fruits are 
about half size is of value. All three applications should be 
used in a heavily infested orchard. In an orchard with a medium 
to light infestation, the first two will suffice. 
If GraT>holitha Dackardi Zell. is also a problem, the last 
two make the more desirable schedule. One and one-half pounds 
of arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of water, gave somewhat better 
results than one pound. 
Analyses were made of samples of fyuit from many of the 
experimental spray blocks to determine the amount of spray resi­
due on harvested fruit. Most of the samples carried more than 
the proposed tolerance of .01 graAns of arsenic trioxide per 
pound of fruit, one having .04 grains. The handling and wash­
ing of the fruit at the canning factories removes some of the 
residue. "So samples of the canned cherries oarried more than 
.01 grains per pound. The later applications left the largest 
amounts of residue. It appears from the data that the three 
sprays can be used only on such fruit that is to be carefully 
washed at the factory. Fruit that is to bo sold as fresh fruit 
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should not receive more than the first two spraye, and one 
pound to 50 gallons of water should "be the maximvaa strength 
ueed. 
About 50 percent of the infested fi-uits can "be sorted out 
by water flotation. Many of the infested fruits can "be de­
tected at piclcing time. These If left on the trees when har­
vesting the marlcetahle fruit, should "be picked later and de­
stroyed. 
Control recoimnendations include the destruction of hiber­
nating places in and about the orchards, in some cases the 
destruction of nearby growths of choicecherries, the spraying 
with arsenate of lead, and the destruction of infested fruits 
when these can be picked before the beetles esoa.pe» 
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Figure- 1, Tachypberellus consors cerasl. n. 
subsp,: A, eggs; B, dorsal view of adult; C, rride vievt* 
of head and rostrum of male; D, side viev/ of female; 





Fi.'^ ure 2. ouadrlglbbus magng. 
n, subsp.j A, head ond rostrum of lualsj B, female 
boetloj C, shov;ing the arrangement of apines and 
hairs on the dorsal portion of th^i second abdominal 
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Figure 2 
Firure 3» A, head and rostrum of male Tachyp-
terelliia quadrlnribbus (Say)j B, neotype (female) 
Tachyptersllus Quadrif^ibbus (Say); C, female Tachvp-
terellus coiisors Dietz. 
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Figure 3 
Fipfure 4» Genitalia of Tachypfcerellus species, 
SxpleiriiV.tion of fii^ures. Ft;male genitallat P, proctigerj 
au, anus; 8th~t, eighth tergitej 8th-s, Gif'hth sternitej 
c, coxitej sty, stylus; v, vxilva; 9th-sg, ninth seg­
ment, Male genitalia: ml, median lobe; mo, median ori­
fice; ins, median strut; raf, median foraniGn; tg, tegmen; 
cm 1, first connecting ni'^mbrane; era 2, second connect­
ing membrane; ej, e^eculatory duct; ts, tegminal strut; 
sp, spiculum; bv/, body vmll. A, ventral view of ferisle 
T« consors cerasi. n, subsp.; B, side view of same; C, 
ventral view, female T. auadi-ip:lbbus magna, n, subsp.; 
D, eighth sternite female T. eonsors cerasii HI, fjirhth 
sternite feraale T, quadrlgibbus marma; F, side view 
female T. eonsors Dietz; G, ventral view female T, 
eonsors Dietz; H, ventral viev,', male T, eonsors cerasit 
I, side view of sajne. All drawings by cainera lucida, 







Fl' jure 5.  An Sn;"liEh l iorello chorry fcreo on 
which much of the work v/ith the chcrry curculio 
was done in 1929* Fl ' jch of 12 cages was chant 'od daily 
to a HBY/ bwig and in ohis way a definite number of 
beetles 'A-as carried through the season and an accurate 
record obtained oi '  their daily Injury, egg depowsition 
and other activlfcles of . interest.  This was the only 
method found of getting accurate data on the develop­
ment period of the Insfjct ,  
Fi;; 'urG 6.  A chnrry tree used for caj^^e work with 





Figure 7. Cherry blossoms showing injury from 
the feeding of the cherry curculio. All the speci-
raens show food punctureri r.iade into the base of the 
flov/ers. The three on the left have had a part of 
the husks or calyx tubes removed, to show that the 
injuries extend into the small fruits. Most of the 
small fruits injured, at this stage of their develop­
ment, fail to develop farther. The three blossoms on 
the right shov/ typical injury to the stems, the sec­
ond one having the stem entirely cut. In some cases 
this early injury has reduced the set of fruit from 
25 to 40 percent. 

Fitiure S, Cherrias about one-half grown, show­




Figure 9. Cherrlee with the surface cut av/ay 
from food and egg punctures made by ths cherry cur-
culio. The pun,cture3 in the tv^o fruits, shown, in 
the lower left hand corner, v/ere for egg laying, 
while all others v/ere food punctures. Healing of 
the injuries had not started. 
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Fl^',ure 9 
Figure 10, A cherry showing the external 
appeo.rance of .food punctures raade "beforG the fruit 
lost the power of healing the wound. The injuries 
have .largely healed, but hlack streaks of tissue ex 
tend the depth of tho punctures. 
Figure 11» Ripe English Morello cherries show­
ing food punctures m-de after the fruit h-'f^ lost, to 





Figure 12. The t%o eggs sViown on the ri,s';ht are 
of the cherry curculio T. congors cerasi. The one on 
the left i£ from T. quadriKibbufj rriaCTa. Note the ciff 
erence in size. 
Figure 13. A cherry vdth a poition cut away to 
show a cross section of an e?'g puncture, vriade by the 
cherry curculio, with an Ggg as placed by bhfi female. 
Figure 14. An egg of T. quadri^'ibbus narna as 
placed in a small "June drop" apple. 
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Figure 12 Fir:ur-e 13 
Figure I4 
Figure 15 • The unbroken, line chows t?ie daily egg 
deposition of the cherry curculio in cages during 1927, 
The broken line shows the daily mean tenperB.ture dur-
in£ the egg layint;; period. 
Figure 16, The unbroken line shows the daily egg 
deposition of the cherry curculio in cafre.s during 19?.9. 
The broken line shov/s the daily nean temperature dur­
ing the egg laying period. 
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Figure 15 
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Figure 16 
Fio:urD 17. Showing: the exit hole made in the pit 
of a cherry for the escape of the c-diilt cherry cur-
culio. The mature larva, ;)uyt before pupation, 
the hole through the pit ana the adult forces and eats 
its Y/ay through the flesh of the fruit. Enlarged, 
Figure 18, These cherries were picked from a 
small tree after the marketable fruit, about 25 per­
cent of the crop, had been harvested. Borne of the 
fruits, especially those on the left of the pile, 
show the shriveled condition that results from the 
feeding of the new generation of the cherry curculio 




Fifiure 19. iPiUrytoma tylodormatls Achm., a para­
site on the cherry curoulio: A, ^iintenna of femalGj B, 
abdomen of femf.le, 0 or sal viev/^ C, s.bdo-nen of fsnale, 
side view; D, pupa of male; E, side viev' of o-bdomen 
of uale; F, dorsal vlevv of 'ohe male. 
Figure 20* Ths3 egg of ISurytoma tyloderinatis 
Ashm., color grey; size .68 by ,21 mm. (After Y/. D, 
Pierce, Bui, 100, Bureau of blntoraology, U. S. Dept. 
of Agriculture), 
Figure 21, A larva of Eurytoma tylodermatis 
Ashra. feeding upon a pupa of the chcrry curculio. 
Made from actual ],)hotoj:rs.ph by outlining; with water­
proof ink and clearing in iodine f^olution. Out-






Figure ?Jl, Hribrocytus plercsi CraAvford, a para­
site on the cherry curculio. A, adult faraalQ; B, 
pupa of Garaej C, larva of saiiie» 
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Figure 22 
Figure 23. F-ntedon n, sp.^ an internal para­
site of ths cherry curculio. A, adult; B, pupa, sicle 
view J C, ventral view of tip of .L^hdomen of pupa; D, 
larva. 
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Figure 23 
Figure 24, Eupelminus saltator Linclm. a para­
site on the cherry curculio) A, pupaj B, adult, dor 
sal view; C, larvaj' D, adult, side view; E, ef^ g, a, 
pedicel, b, flagellua. Egg X about 230 others X 
about 30, (After \'f, l'i» McConnell, Jour. Eco, Snto* 
Vol, 11, page 172, original drav;ing by Miss E. H» H 
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Firui-e 24 
Figure 25. A view of a Hontmorency cherry 
orchard at hlossonilng time, in tht foothill ref^ion 
of Larimer County, Colorado, This orchard has been 
infested with the chsrrj'- curculio for several years, 
but sprayin.t^ end cultural practiceB have prevented 
sevorG injury. 
Figure 26, An orchard v;here the cultural prac­




Figure 27. Spraying for the control of the 
cherry curculio in the Henri McClelland orchard, 1929. 
Figure 28. Dustinr with arsenate of calcium 
for the control of the cherry curculio in the Henri 
McClelland orchard, 1929. 
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Figure 28 
Figure 29• Ehowlrif tht proportion of the curculio 
Injured cheiTies harvested from bhe untreated trees in 
the Brittell orchard, 1927. The pile of fruit on the 
right, representing 5,3 percent of the- crop, v;as free ftan 
Injury. The fruit on bhe left, 94-»7 percent of bhe crop, 
was injured, 2B,1 percent of the eiitirG crop beinc in­
fested. 
Figure 30, Representinc the proportion of the fruit 
injured in 1927 by the cherry curculio, in the portion of 
the Erlttell orchard receivin/j one application of arsenate 
of lead, used at the .vate of 1 pound to 50 gallons of 
water, just after the blossorriG fell. The pile on the right 
representing 27,A3 percent v/as uninjured. The fruit on 
the left, 72,57 percent of the crop, was injured, 
percent of the entire crop being Infested, 
Figure 31. The fririt on the right, percent of 
the total, represents the uninjured and that on the left, 
55,92 percent, the injured portion of the crop from the 
part of the Brittell orchard receiving a spray of arsen­
ate of lead, 1 pound to 50 gallons of water, just after 
the blossoms fell, and a second one just after the husks 
were off the fruit, in 1927, Only 2,18 percent of the 
crop was infested. The injury from food punctures was 
much less severe than to the fruit shown in Figures 29 
and 30• 
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